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Restores faded, thin, and gray hair
to its original color, texture, and
abundance; prevents it from falling
out, checks tendency to baldness,
and promotes a new and vigorous
growth. A clean, safe, elegant, and
economical hair-dressing,

X had. On my recommendation,
my brother William Craig made use of
Ayer’s Hair Vigor with the same good

results.”—Stephen Craig,
st., Philadelphia, Pa.
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Hair Vigor

Ayer’s

The George Skolfield.
Personals.
Brief jottings.
Sues for damages.
The Coaldale gets Afire.
Freight trains collide.

Prepared by Dr. *T. C. Ayer & Co., Lowell, Maas.
Sold by Druggist* Everywhere.

Rubber and Cotton Rubber Lined,
Hose Reels and Nozzles; best
lowest

quality,

prices.

CHASE & SONS & CO.,
57 and 59 Kennebec Street.
MAINE.
PORTLAND,
janl9dom

ROBERT

FROM A LIYING DEATH!

and
Quince
honey; and what-

do

you

to

abuse the hands,
this
preparation
will keep
them
soft and beautiful.
Sold

EASTMAN

Another Took Its Place.
WAVE OF INCENDIARISM SWEEPING
OVER TEXAS.

Lewiston'!
Over

BEOS.

Lewiston, April 24.—Early Sunday
afternoon, fire was discovered in the
abandoned ice house of Oliver Newman
& Co., in Auburn.
After burning this
the fire extended to three new houses
and consumed a stable with seven ice
carts. In the houses were 3000 tons of
ice, which was nearly ruined. The loss
must reach $1000. The insurance is $590
The fire was probably cause by a cigar or
match dropped in the grass. Cinders
from the fire were blown in large quantities to the business part of Lewiston.
The Island Garden was the first to suffer,
but the employes took care of that property. The fire department was called to
extinguish fires in Pingree & Company’s
lumber yard and Bearce and Wilson’s office. Then they were called to a building on Lisbon street, owned by John
McGillicuddy, and occupied by Mrs.
Gatchell as a boarding house, W. H.
Teague, tobacco, and D. Hurst, shoes.
The top of the building was burned out.
The loss is covered by insurance. Mrs.
Gatchell lost her furniture; no insurance.
Others suffered by water. The
department was then called to J. H.
Stetson’s and later to Craig & Scott’s.
The latter fires were slight.
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Which will cure Sick!!
Strt-dochc and all Ner-< |
! Tons Disorder* arising from Impaired !
| Digestion, Constipation and hlior>C
dered Liver $ and they will quickly re- S
S
!! store women to complete health.
!! Covered with a Tasteless & Soluble Coating,
'! Of all druggists. Price 2& cents a boa. S
New York Depot, 365 Canal St.
5

from various sections of the
call was promulgated for a
national conference of colored represen.
tatives to be held in Chicago, June 4
next. The call says: “We need the accumulated knowledge and information,
the united character, the combined wisdom and the sound judgment of our
prominent men in every section of the
country in this coming presidential campaign. The separate coach laws enacted
by various legislatures in the Southern
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WEATHER.

Cold Ware Coming.

Washington. April 24.—[8 p. m.]—
The following is the forecast of tne
weather for New England: Fair; much
colder. Fair Tuesday.

Boston, April 24.—Local forecast for
Fair; much cooler;

New England:
northerly winds.

you naa tne urippe l.
Are you weak and run down?
Is your Blood out of order?
Have you trouble with your
Head? Are your Nerves weak?
Then the medicine you need is

Hidden’s

Magnetic Compound.

All the druggists sell it.
It
costs $1.00 per bottle.
For local
or constitutional

weakness, nervous diseases,
rheumatism,
paralysis,
the
of
diseases
neuralgia,
female
weaknesses,
blood,
and all stomaoh troubles, it
is KING.
It is a clean, pure,
honest medicine.

Hidden’s

Magnetic Compound

Is doing splendid work everywhere. If you try It once, you
will never be without it.

BUY ST.
TRY IT.
’TW3LL DO YOU GOOD.
HIDDEN MEDICINE

C0.;

Newbu*;port,

Mass.
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Report.
Portland, Me, April 24,1892.
8
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T.1.18
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Barometer..129.907 30.179
Thermometer.'r.o.o
42.8
Dew Point.37.
21.

Humidity.60.

41.

Wind...SW

N

Velocity.8

0

Weather.Cl’dles Cl’dles
Mean daily thor. .49.0|Max. vel. wind.21 SW
Maximum ther.. .53.0jTotaI precip.00
Minimum ther
.40.0|
..

Weather Observations.

The following are the observations of
the Agricultural Department Weather
Bureau for yesterday, April 24, taken at
8 p. m., 75th meridian time, the observations for each station

being given

in

this order: Temperature, direction of
the wind, state of the weather:
Boston, 50°, W, cloudless; Hew York,

50°, NW, cloudless; Philadelphia, 58°,
HE, rain; Washington, 00°, H, partly
cloudy; Albany, 30°. HW, cloudless;
Buffalo, 30* NE, cloudless; Detroit, 32°,
HE. cloudless; Chicago, 86°, N, cloudy;
St. Paul, 40°, S, partly cloudy; St. Vincent, 44°, E, cloudless; Huron, So. Dak.,
50* SE, raining; Bismarck, 48°, SE, raining; Jacksonville missina.

our

race

without

outrages

to

in-

end and

perpetrated

upon

them without the slghtest provocation or
cause in the South demand our immediate action and attention.”
Invitations to attend the conference
will be sent to five persons in each state
and territory and the District of Columbia.'
ST. PETERSBURG HORRIFIED.
Trusted

Servant of the Czar Murders His

Family.
St. Petebsbukg, April 24.—All circles
of society here are greatly perturbed because of a horrible deed by one of the
Czar’s trusted servitors, a highly talented man. The man in question is the
choir master of the private chapel in the
Imperial Palace at Peterhof, 16 miles
from this city. It has just been discovered that while in a delirious frenzy, he
murdered his wife, after which ho
chopped her body into fragments, which
ho burned in the stove. He then threw
his three children into the river.
A
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Southern Outrage..

Chicago, April 84.—At a meeting held
here yesterday, attended by well-known

SCIENCE;;
has

to

Waldoboeo, April 23.—A fire that
started in the mill of Milton Molntire &
Son, at 11.20 last night, destroyed the
mill, the foundry of James P. Boyd, the
blacksmith shop of W. L. White and the
brick residence of Mrs. Eugene' Wharf.
The aggregate loss is $15,000, with only
about $50(5 insurance.

Science |!

and until removal shall offer our stock of
second hand Pianos and Organs at low
prices to close them out.
Also some
special prices in upright
Pianos.

seems

and the south side of the square, the
best part of the town was consumed;
loss $200,000.

Ant

MEDICAL

24.—A

April

which

sweeping over the state
reached Henrietta early yesterday morning. A boarding house there caught fire

country,

About May 1st, we shall remove from our
present location to store No. 533 CONGRESS STREET (opposite Rines Bros.),
formerly occupied by E. M. Owen & Co.,

Sweeping

have been

Cana Sarsaparilla Co., Belfast, Main*.

REMOVAL.

Still

Taxes.

Gainesville, Texas,
wave

Kot wfiat wo say but what the people say
sells DANA’S SARSAPARILLA.

eodtf

a

Destroyed Several loe Houses—
A Cigar the Probable Cause—Texas
Town Burned by Firebugs.

ROBERT J. LIBBT.

aprlA

Fire

a

Sparks Starting

Number of Rival Biases—The Auburn

Respectfully,

& BANCBOFU
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aJra^si

by

Trouble

in

Fire

Wav©

Biddeford, Me., Aug. 6,1891.
Messrs. Dana Sarsaparilla Co.,
Some six years ago I was poisoned by
poison ivy, and though I employed a
good «j"yp Physician, yet it got
into H Era s£* my blood, and caused
such a burning, itching sensation
that it seemed as though I could tear
the very flesh from the bones—
all these years I have been troubled so
that my life has been a living death.
Last winter, I was taken sf
with diabetia and run BXv.I In Bn#
down very fast—could get no help, until
Feb. 4th, my attention was called to the
wonderful cures DANA’S SARSAPARILLA was performing. I got a bottle,
and could not see that it helped me in
the
u a
least, hut thought I
would
9 give it a thorough
trial.
While taking the fourth bottle I began to improve. I have
taken thirteen bottles and am perfectly well every way. I cannot
begin to tell you how grateful I am for
my recovery, and wish £"4 a g
Ef C4
every one to’ know what b# W Ink b vS)
a good medicine DANA’S SARSAPARILLA is.

Use the brush
and soap freely,
then soften
the
nails with Frye’s
AMANDINE with
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BEST PART OF THE TOWN GONE.
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Duel at Last.

HERE’S A STATE OF THINGS.

A WASfflfiTOK STORY.

North Dakota

noththan a triple perforation of the
skirts of Fox’s new frock coat, but was
as close a call as a man often has.
Fox
was seconded by William B. Bacon, Jr.,
of Boston, and Borrowe by Harry Vane
Millbank. The duel was a result of the
recent trouble between Borrowe and J.
Coleman Drayton, which did not end in a
meeting. Fox published the letters in
that affair, as he claimed,with Borrowe’s
consent.
Borrowe denied that he was a
the publication, and made his
1 in terms which led to the duel.

ing

worse

Sto

Tm Plate Workers

Coming.

[Special
Augusta, April 24. The twentyfourth annual report of the insurance
commissioner is nearly ready for distribution. This report of Commissioner
Smith shows there are 116 companies
authorized to do a fire and marine busiin the State. Of these 29 are Maine
companies, two stock and the other 27
mutual; 01 are stock companies of other
states, four are mutual companies of
other states and 22 are companies of
foreign countries.
A trifle less insurance was written by
the stato fire companies than in 1890.
The year 1891 was the hardest on the fire
companies since 1886. The ratio of fire
losses to premiums was 61.59 per cent,
ness

life and Casualty Insurance.

were

drowned with the

What the Post Hears About Mr.

Oat

of the

THE HOUSE LISTENS TO MORE HOT

SHOT FOR MUGWUMPS.

at the

Capital Says

Has Joined the

President’s

the

ex-Speaher

to

Defeat the

Forces

Eenomlnatlon—The

tempt of the House to Punish
sailant of the Mugwumps
cess—Mr.

Frye

on

an

Not

the Chinese

a

in 1690.

AtAsSuc-

Bill.

ry to cast their ballots.
late to provide for an

It is now too
election at the

polls unless a special session of the legisTho regular session of
lature is held.
the legislature meets the first Tuesday
in January, six days before the meeting
of the eleetoi-s should be held. The legislature can elect the electors, but the leg-

Democratic majority,
while the Republicans have a majority
of the state or vice versa. It is suggested
that an agreement be made by the party
leaders that the form of voting for electors be gone through with in the
regular
lature may have a

with

his selection.

The accident business written on the
assessment plan for the year amounted
to $12,182,70i, and the amount in force
at the end of the year was $12,210,675; an
inorease of $2,051,550 of insurance in
forqe as compared with December 31,
1890, and of $174,866 of insurance written
during 1891 as compared with the
amout written in 1890.

When Mr. Cleveland be-

president, Mr. Dow was removed. Ocean Park Assembly for Northern New
Subsequently, Mr. Dow and Mr. Reed beEngland.
came estranged.
The two Maine senators united in a request to President
The annual assembly at this resort for
Hrrrison to appoint Mr. Dow to his old ’02 is to present one of its
strongest and
place. To this, Mr. Reed objected, but most attaactive programme. This as*
the President nevertheless, appointed sembly is unlike all others in its variety
Col. Dow.
of features and departments, is an asjjraternai lnrarance.
The coming
sembly of assemblies.
The total membership of fraternal
WALKER AND THE MUGWUMPS.
beneficiary societies in the State as re- TheJMassachugetts Man's Speech Discussed season will present eaoh of its features
iu added efficiency.
turned to this department December 81,
In the House.
It will open on July 10th with Christ1891, was 20,194; 10,15S of which are
Washington, April 23.—In the House ian Workers Convention to be conducted
members of Maine societies and 19,030 of
today, Mr. Richardson of Tennessee,
an able and efficient committee, con
societies of other states. This Bhows for
called up the resolution of the commit- by
the year a decrease of 308 in the memberof Rev’s. W. J. Twort, J. M.
sisting
ship of the former, and an increase of tee on printing to expunge from the rec- Lowden, E. W. Ricker, G. B. Cutler and
ords the printed remarks of Mr. Walker
8762 in that of the latter.
Mrs. E. S. Burlingame with an efficient
Tlie
amount of certificates of
aggregate
Massachusetts,
reflecting upon musical director.
in foroe is $34,871,380, an increase of $8,Messrs. Williams and Hoar of MassachuThe Musical Department will be in
409,381 above the amount in force last
setts.
Mr. Richardson argued that the charge of the popular director, Prof. A.
year.
The amount paid for losses and claims language used by Mr. Walker, under P. Briggs of Boston, assisted by a strong
was $884,244.03 against $510,981.38 for
leave to extend his remarks in the rec- corps of artists, as the Ariels, the Orphans Male Quartette, Prof. Wm. S. Sar1890.
ord, was clearly unparliamentary.
of Boston, and others.
Mr. Walker defended his remarks as gent, pianist, all
The Normal Union department will be
WANT
SUNDAY
LAWS
ENFORCED printed in the record.
His reference to
conducted
Rev’s.
J. M. Lowden, and
by
the committee on printing as being
W. J. Twort with an added feature of
And
Liquor Laws
Investigated The “frosli” gave rise to some dispute, but Round Tables and
practical talks by Rev.
he was allowed to proceed
Methodists at lie. l U*nd.
a
When Mr. Walker’s hour expired, G. C. Waterman, specialist in this line.
The School of Oratory will be in charge
there was a question raised as to whethof Prof. I. F. Frisbeo, which guarantees
Rooklaxd, April 23.—In the
ast er he should be
permitted to complete to it the
largest success. Prof. Frisbee
Maine Conference today, a resolution for his remarks.
Mr. Richardson asked
has already proved himself able and sucWalker
the union of the New England Educar unanimous consent that Mr.
in this department of Assembly
cessful
tional Society and the educational socie- allowed to proceed another hour.
work.
Messrs. Reed and Boutello argued that
Physical Culture department will be in
ty of the conference was passed, the con- he was entitled to proceed without limiference to receive back its proportional tation, but the House did not agree in cnarge oi miss Florence mcKiora or
!
Boston, a professional in this line.
The confer- this view, and by unanimous consent,
part of the money raised.
Becognition Day. July 28th will be
the request of Mr. Richardson was finalence unanimously passed a resolution rereplete with interest. The C. L. S. C.
ly concurred in.
Alumni address before the Society of the
questing the bishop to appoint Rev. E.
Mr. Walker then proceeded to have
Hall in the grove will be at 11.00 a. in.
E. Boynton financial agent of the East read various extracts from the record
Kev. L. S, Bean who is both able and
One of by
derogatory to “Mugwumps.”
Maine conference. This will he done.
While the P. M. RecogniHatch’s entertaining.
Rev. II. E. Foss of the committee on these extracts was from Mr.
tion address will be delivered by lion. J.
Sabbath observance, presented a report speeoh in which that gentleman ex- R. Clark of national fame. At the conthat contained, among others, resolutions pressed his Willingness to swap Williams clusion of the
Recognition address the C.
deprecating the opening of the gates of and Hoar for the Sockless Simpson and L. S. C. Alumni Reunion will occur with
the Columbian Exposition on the Sab- Watson of Georgia.
Mr. Hatch said that though he had its intellectual feast.
botli, requesting our senators and repre- made
Mission and State Agency Day, July
that speech he never had seen a
sentatives in Congre s to prevent nationin this House whom he would 23rd, will be addressed by Dr. M. J. Colal aid to the exposition except on condidren of India, Rev, C. L. Pinkham, State
e willing to swap for a gentleman from
that the fair shall not be opened on the
Agent of N. H., Rev. B. D. Newell, State
Massachusetts.
Lord’s day.
The previous question having been or- Agent of Maine and others.
The other resolutions deprecated all
Woman’s Bureau Convention, whioh
Mr. Reed of Maine moved to lay
Sunday trains, boats, mails and public dered,
occurs Aug. 1st and 2nd, will conduct the
the
resolution
on
the
table.
The
vote
business as unnecessary, and even liddNormal Classes for Young People as
0; nays, 91; no quornm. usual.
ing over campmeetings or temperance resulted—yeas,
They will be in charge of Mrs.
The
House
then
adjourned.
on
the Sabbath where the runmeetings
Aageson and Canle L. Emery, both popof
trains
and
boats
are
ning
ular and successful teachers, while its
involved, and
vrtLirwnniH o cnmcsi: vtftLL,
promised the co-operation of this conMission Normal Class will be conducted
ference with other religious denominaby Mrs. A. B. Webber. Their lecture detions in securing stronger legislation on Senator Frye Predicts that It TY111 Stop partment will be
ably sustained by Alice
Oriental Trade.
Sabbath observance and the appointment
Freeman Palmer, Mrs. E. S. Burlingame
of a committee to confer with commitand
Mrs.
A. F. Flotoher.
Washington, April 23.—During the
New England Convention will be preRev. Messrs. J. H. W. Wharff, J. W. consideration of the Chinese exclusion sided over
by President Cheney of Bates
Day and J. M. Frost wore appointed such bill in the .Senate today, Mr. Frye said College, who with Rev. C. A. Vincent,
came

—

fcntleman

committee.
After considerable discussion in was
decided that the next annual conference
should be held at Machias.
At the afternoon session strong resolutions were
passed on the subject of temperance,
pledging the members of the conference
to vote only for men opposed to intemperance and the liquor traffic; denouncing the judge of the supreme court of
Penobscot county at the February term
and urging a legislative inquiry in relation to liia course in practically nullifying
the Maine prohibitory statutes by his decisions in liquor cases at that, time.
The following were elected to ordination as deacons: J. A. Weed, Nathaniel
B. Cook, ,T. T. Moon, Charles W. Lowell,
IT. G. Lyons, George J. Palmer, Wesley
C. Haskell. Those elected to ordinance as elders were: Theodore S. Rose,
Preston A. Smith, Thomas J. Wright,
William J. Kelly, William II. Powlesland

M. W. Newbert.

Body Recovered After Many Months,
[Special to the Press.]
East Machias, April 24.—The body
of Winfield Huntley, drowned in Gardner’s lake in December last, was found
floating today. Two others drowned at
the same time have not yet been recovered.
A Houlton

Boy Drowned.

Bernard,

the

24.—This forenoon

12-year-old

son

of William

Thomas was tried at the
but the jury disagreed.

December

term

the committee on commorce had been
considering the appropriations in the
river and harbor bill and that the senators from the Pacific coast had been as
usual very careful in the interests of
their people. They had been soliciting
Their
main
large appropriations.
ground for asking these appropriations

had been that the Pacific commerce was
to be really the commerce of the United
States and that Puget Sound, for instance, was to bo the scene of an enormous oriental commerce.
“Now.” said
Mr. Frye, “if the people of the Pacific
coast build a Chinese wall by insulting
the people and government of China so
that they will not send any of their commerce here or permit us to send any of
ours there, what becomes of the necessity of any further improvement of the
rivers and harbors on the Pacific coast?”
Mr. Mitchell—“In view of the fact that
we ha ve paid in gold and silver to China
over $200,000,000 in the last 20 years to
pay the balances of trade, I ask the Senator from Maine whether he thinks that
China is going to break off that trade
with us if we pass the exclusion bill.”
Mr. Frye—“I have no doubt of it all.”
Mr. Mitchell—“Well, I have.”
Mr. Frye—“None under the sun.. If
the House bill becomes a law, and if the
Emperor of China does not, in less than
60 days, declare hi3 ports closed to all
commerce of the United States and withdraw his diplomatic representatives from
the United States, I am entirely mistaken
about the Emperor of China and liis min-

ister.”
York

County Accidents.

Biddeford, April 23.—A special dispatch from Bar Mills says that Herbert
Emery of Buxton, aged 22, while at wark
chopping this afternoon was injured by
He is in a critical
a tree falling on him.
condition.

George Kirkpatrick,

an

The Girl He

provision for the election of
presidential electors, although a law was
passed requiring them to meet at Bismarck on the second Monday in Janua-

Reed and the Administration.

Gossip

Grand Forks, N. D., April 24.—It
has been discovered that the legislature

manner
the understanding that the
Washington, April 24.—The Post tolegislature endorse the action of the
morrow will say: Last week ex-Speaker
people by electing the persons receiving
Reed held several conferences with the the greatest number of votes at the inanti-administration Senators and, though formal election.
391.10, making $31,726,438.95, represented he will say nothing
publicly, it is known
MAY NOT COME TO TRIAL.
by 19,928 policies, in force December 31, that he has joined in active
participation
the
in
number
a
134
of
of
1891; gain
poli- in the movement to
accomplish the de- Settlement Passible In the Case of Perclcies, and of $65,606.73 in the amount
written in 1891 over that of 1890.
His grievvnl’s Bondsmen.
The feat of President Harrison.
net gain in life insurance in force Dec- ances have been nursed for some
time,
ember 31, 1891, over December 31, 1890, and
in
conversation he
Aububn, April 24.—Since the deposiprivate
was: policies, 1559, amount, $2,567,024.all
tho tion of Peroival was taken in the case of
21. The ratio of losses and claims paid denounces President with
to premiums
received was 44.93 per the biting wit and merciless satire the Shoe and Leather Bank vs. the
cent., against 52.50 per cent, in 1890.
of
which he is so thoroughly mas- bondsmen of the late cashier, speculation
Life business on the assessment plan
ter. The trouble began during the ad- has been rife as to whether the ease
shows an increase in risks written in
1891 over 1890 of $1,963,250, and an in- ministration of President Arthur when would come to triaL Tonight President
crease in force of $6,621,650.
Mr. Reed recommended the appointment Cushman said there had been a proposiThe amount of accident insurance and of Fred
Dow, editor of the Portland Exr tion looking to settlement, whioh will be
guarantee business written for the year
1891 amounted to $12,072,763.24; a gain press, as collector of customs at that considered early in the week.
of $068,828.04 over the business written port, and was instrumental in securing
THE CHATAUQUANS.

Hottt.ton-, April

WED WHILE SAVING LIFE.

made no

The number of life policies written in
Maine during the year 1891, not including
industrial policies or assessment certificates, was 4005 for the sum of $6,177,-

Swansea, April 24.—It is stated that
was fishing when he
slipped
owing to the depression in the British Dobson,
tin plate trade, resulting from the work- from the planking and was drowned.
of
the
the
ing
McKinley tariff,
Convicted of Arson.
proprietors of a number of'the largest tin plate
Augusta, April 23.—Silas C. Thomas
factories in Wales intend to erect works
of Chelsea was today convicted of arson,
in America.
the jury being out tive hours.
In SepThirty-one Drowned.
Paths, April 24.—An official despatch tember, 1891, Thomas burned the houses
of Henry W. Clark, Jr., and
from Hile, the capital of A imam,
Clark, Sr.,
says
that on April 20th a sloop, the
property in Chelsea, also a barn on Ids own premof the Messageries Fluviales, foundered
which was
ises,
fully mortgaged.
in the river Claire.
Thirty soldiers
aboard the vessel
captain.

People Barred

Presidential Election.

the Press.!

A duel was
Bbussels, April 23.
fought this afternoon between Edward
Fox and Hallet Alsop Borrowe, in the
hollows of the sand dunes on the Belgian coast, near Newport Bains, a few
M. H. Siprella, Nelson R. Pearson and
It resulted in
miles from Ostend.
—

PRICE THREE CENTS.

SKSBAWm

25, 1892.

missioner Smith.

“Nine months after having the typhoid fever, my head was perfectly bald
I was induced to try Ayer's Hair
Vigor,
and before I bad used half a bottle, the
hair began to grow. Two more bottles
brought out as good a head of hair as
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General telegraphic news.

DAILY

eight-ycar-old

son of James Kirkpatrick of Old Orchard, fell from a loaded gravel car today
It is
and a wheel passed over him.
feared his injuries will prove fatal.

Kept Above

Rescued

as

the Water

He Sank.

SAD TERMINATION OF A

SUNDAY

MAYING EXPEDITION.

Young People Thrown Into
Water by the Overturning of Their
Boat—Fred Burke Drowned in At-

Portsmouth
the

tempting

to Save Rase Foster—She Was
Reached by Rescuers Just In Time—
Another's Pretence of Mind Proved
Her Salvation,

Portsmouth, H. H., April 2 4.—This
morning, Rose Poster, Ethel Gray, Oscar
Trefethen and Fred

Burke,

all of this

city, started up the Piscataqua river in a
sail boat, with the intention of
going for
mayfiowers. To paes through the Portsmouth and Kittery bridge, it was necessary to remove tie mast of the boat Before this could be done, the
strong current set the boat against the
bridge, and
all four occupants were upset into the
river. Young Trefethen caught hold of
one of the piles of the
bridge, and succeeded in getting out of the water. The
swift running tide swept the other*
through the bridge up the river. Burke
tried to support both girls, but finding
that he could not, relinquished his hold
on Miss Gray.
She, with rare presence
of mind, turned on her back and floated
in the Water.
Cries of help from Trqy

*

fethen caused two boats to put out from
two schooners lying at the drawer of the
pier. One boat reached the Gray girL
who had floated half a mile up river, and

her

The other
up unharmed.
Eicked
oat proceeded after Burke and his

com-

panion.

Just before the boat reached
them,Burke became exhausted and sank.
The tide swept the Foster
girl away from
the boat, and she was sinking for the
third time when seized by the rescuers.

Burke never came to the surface again.
The Foster girl was taken ashore at Kittery, and after lying unconscious for
nearly two hours, recovered her senses.
She has been in a very precarious condition all day. Young Burke was 20 years

old.

REPORTED AT HALIFAX.
Allans and Dominions Said to Have Had

Trouble,
[Special to the Press.]

Halifax, April 24.—With the arrival
of the Labrador on Saturday closed the
contract between the Allan and DominIt is understood that the own-

ion lines.
ers

of both lines here had a quarrel, rein the Allans refusing to allow

sulting

the Dominion boats to carry any
mails.
Western Railroad

more

Rates to Boston.

Washington, April 23.—The formal

letters of notification to the railroads affected by the recent decision of the interstate commerce commission regarding
differential rates to Boston wore dis-

patched today.

Some 30 roads are notified to show
cause, within 20 days from tho receipt of
the letters, why the Boston rate from
Chicago and points west of Buffalo to
Boston and New England points shall
not he made in the future by adding to
the New York rate an increase of 10 per
cent.
The interstate commission, In the de-

cision rendered on April 6, notified the
roads that, if no answers were filed, an
order would be issued making the differential rate 10 per cent.
The commission has no official knowledge whether any answer will bo filed
by any of the roads, but interested partimate that the roads will probably accept the decision and file no answer.
All the New England roads having
western connections will receive letters,
and nearly all the great trunk lines to the
West.
•
BRIEFLY TOLD.

will deliver a lecture.

Peter EnOj Jlie Lawrsnce, Mass., wife
murderer, committed suicido by hanging
in his oell yesterday.
A Detroit despatch reports that two
The Gruildites will make merry at their men were killed in a collision on tho
park, dedicate their Pavilion and cele- Grand Trunk road near that city Saturbrate on the evening of Aug. 6th.
day.
The Young People’s Day,
The body of S tollman Edgell,
August
doorkeepbe
the
will
filled
with
of
er
of the Massachusetts senate, has been
enthusiasm
4th,
heart
and
and
blood
a
found
on
the
Charles
liver
ilesh,
flats.
strong proEdgeil
has been missing since January.
gramme.
Slum Day, Aug. 6th, will be presided
George Merrick, aged 20, was instantly
over by Major Brewer of Boston, askilled and a number of others bndlv hurt
sisted by a strong corps of the Salvation
by the falling of an iron girder in the
Army. The object of this day is to new Y. M. C. A. building in
Holyoke,
bring out the features of work among Mass., Saturday. The dedicatory
exerand for the lowly in our great cities.
cises were in progress and the peonle
Temperance Day, Aug. 8th, will be crowded onto the floor over the
girder
conducted by the Maine W. C. T. U. Non which had been
only temporarily secured
Partisan Association, with Mrs. A. C.
in place.
Paul, president. The ablest speakers of
Now England will be presont and address
Children’s Day, Aug. 8rd, with Its

cursions from all

points, picnic

ex-

and

grand
musical programme, will be the gala day
of the Assembly.

t.lifi r.nnvflnt.irtn.

The Lecture Bureau of the-Assembly
will be ably sustained.
Among its lecturers will appear Hon. J. R. Clark,
President Small of Colby University,
Prof. K. Baohelder of Hillsdale, College,
Mich., Revs. L. S. Bean and H. F. Wood
of Maine, Dr. O. B. Cheney of Bates College, Dr. Coldren of India, Rev. W. II.
G. Temple of Boston, and Hon. J. S.
Hughes of Illinois.
Each of the three Sundays during the
Assembly will be supplied by able

preachers.

Among them will appear
Rev. W. H. G. Temple. C. A. Vincent,
C. A. Beckford, of Boston, Prof. A. W.
Anthony of Bates Divinity School, Lewiston, Me., Rev. C. E. Cate of Portland,
Dr. McLeod of N. B., and others.
A Bank

President Arrested.

Boston’, April 22.—Chester D. Lindley,

president of the First National Bank of
Grafton, w hich closed its doors by order
of Bank Examiner Gatchell, April 20,
was arrested at his residence on Commonwealth avenue in this city today, on
charges of the misappropriation of $15,Kail of $15,000
000 of the bank’s funds.
was furnished tonight, but the commissioner would not state who the bondsmen were.

Absolutely

Pure.

of tartar baking powder. Highest of
all in leavening strength. —Latest United States
Government Food Report.
Koval Baking Powder Co., 100 Wall St- N. Y
A cream

I

}
I

A
Arthur

CRACK

BALL

BASE BALL.

PLAYER.

P. CJmke Owe o<
the
Cat oh ere in the t ountry.

Ball Game at the Horse
Beet

Arthur F.

Clarke, who started to play,
professionally only t~o years ago, was
born May 4, 1866, at Providence. R. I., and
began his base ball career in 1884 while a
student at Brown University in that
oity,
he catching for its team in the champion•hip contests of the American College Association for three successive seasons. In
1887 and 1888 Clarke caught for and captained Williams College, its team in the
latter season winning the
championship
of the American College Association with
the record of eleven victories out of
twelve games then played.
Clarke’s first
engagement was in the latter part of the
season of 1889, when he caught for a semiprofessional team loc_ted at Troy, N. Y.

Business College nine, with
Rollins and Jason as battery, were easily
defeated by the Westbrook Seminary
team Saturday afternoon.
The battery
and infield work of the Seminaries made
the game decidedly interesting.
The
The

following is the score by innings:
Westbrooks. 21220702
Two base

nary, S.

The

The

1

x—10

0 2 0 0— 0
Grays, 1. One
Grays. 6. ErrorsStolen bases—Semi1

hits—Seminary, 1;

hits—Seminary, 9;
„rJ'"'b > Grays, 21.

se

National League.

following

were

the

results of

Saturday’s National League games:
New York—New Yorks, 8;

Washingtons,

Seeond game—New Yorks, 4;

Washingtons,

At

o.

At

Boston—Bostons, 11; Baltimores,
Second
At

^

7.
game—Bostons, 19; Baltimores. 9.

BrookUn—Brooklyns,

12; Philadelphias,

Second game—Brooklyns, 2;

Philadelphias,

At

Pittsburg—Pittsburgs, 4; St Louis, 3.
spine—:Plttsburgs, 16; S Louis, 8.
Chicago—Chicagos.
3; Louis! lies, 2.
■ft
At
Second

Cincinnati—Glucinnatis, 5; Clevelands, 14.
Base Ball Notes.

The Young Portlands defeated the
Cumberland Blues Saturday by the score

of 8 to 4.

*

\

ARTHUR P. CLARKE.

In 1890 he was engaged by the New Yota
Club of ». tue National League, and during
that a>aaon took part in 101 championship
contests, playing the various positions of
catcher, second base, third base and right
field in a very creditable manner. He also
ranked very high that season in two most
important departments of the game, base
running and sacrifice hitting. Clarke
continued catching for the New York
club in 1891, when he alternated with
Buckley in doing most of the work behind the bat. Clarke stands five feet
eight inches high and weighs about 155
pounds. During his brief professional
career he has shown such skill as a catcher
as to warrant competent critics in
predicting for him a brilliant and successful
future.
_

Surelr Be Fought.
That the match between John L. Sullivan and James J. Corbett of California will
take place in the rooms of the Olympio
Club of New Orleans in September there
can no longer be any doubt. Corbett’s
$2,500 deposit was sent to the Olympic
Club on Saturday.
Corbett said on April 11: “I have accepted the terms of the Olympio Club.
Neither I nor my baokers thought the request by the club for a $2,500 deposit
w s unreasonable. The club offers a purse
of $25,000, the largest on record.
Of
course the members had a right to exact
some conditions to guarantee our appearance at the time specified.
I shall be in
the ring of the Olympic A. C. at the time
and date agreed upon, if I am alive, prepared to do my level best to win.”
Jim Wakeley, when interviewed said:
“Now, that Corbett has posted his $2,500
guarantee we will have to do the same. I
meant to do so from the first, and can’t
recount for Johnston’s objections to the
O topic Clubs demand.
I think it a just
Tie.
Those that know John L., and his
fr nds know full well that he never
r
lated a contract, but business is business, and the money will be posted in a
few days.”
It Will

Plans for Maine's Kite Track*

The managers of the kite track at Old
now in prooess of construction have made a schedule of races to be
trotted on the new track at the dedication meet July 4, 5, 6, and 7.
They will offer $10,000 in prizes, divided
as follows: July 4, 2 38 class, purse
fl,000;
2.27 class, purse $1,500; July 5, 2.33 class,
purse $1,000 ; 2.21 class, purse $1,500; July
6, 2.25 pacerB, purBe $1,000; 2.24 trotters,
purse fl,500; July 7, free for all pacers,
purse $1,600; free for all trotters, purse

Orchard, Me.,

$1,600.

If thiB opening meet proves successful a
$10,000 stallion race will be given in
September, with $10,000 extra to the stallion that lowers the world’s record.
Harvard’*

Columbia,

•

Challenge.

Princeton

and

Yale have
been challenged by Harvard to a team
race of one mile, four men to constitute a
team, each man to run one-quarter of a
mile. Team races have been very popuf late, and this event is
lr
likely to draw
It is also likely that such
a large crowd.
athletes as Wendell Baker, J. P. Lee, Walter Dohm, W. Downs, Williams, Yale’s
champion hurdler,will be among the competitors. If the day is favorable the
meeting at Cambridge, though coming
Very early, promises to be one of the most
successful meetings ever held in New

Will

Have Charge of the Road Races.
The Milburn and Pullman bioyole road
races this season will be under the management of the Metropolitan and Chicago Association of Cycling Clubs. The
Metropolitan Association have assumed
charge of the Milburn raee, and A. B.
Barkman of the Brooklyn Bicycle Club
has been appointed to arrange for the
event. The entries for the race opened
April 11. They will possibly be limited to
100 men. Mr. Barkman will reoeive all
entries up to May 23
The handicap limit
has not yet been decided upon, but it will
possibly be twelve minutes. There is
some talk of omitting the penalties on the
pneumatic-tired wheels.
To Rn G* f.flT Port

Genre*.
It has been finally decided that the regatta of the Hudson River Amateur Rowing A foc.ation will take place on Saturday, June 11, off Fort George, on the
Hudson. The events will be: Junior and
senior ingle gig, junior and senior single
shell, junior and senior pair-oared gigs,
junior and senior four-oared barge. All
these are open to members of the Association only. An open eight-oared intermedia^ shell race was added to the lish
of ev ots. The course will be one and
a 1 miles straightaway.
on

s ^ ”'

C A-

MISS A. L. SAWYER,

Teacher of Shorthand
BROWN

and

Typewriting

BROCK, 537 CONGRESS ST.,
PORTLAND, MAINE.

Send for circular.

my29eodtf

Mrs.

Beald

Gray’s

Gray’s.002

obituary.

THE WOMAN’S COUNCIL.

Car Grounds.

Bowdoin will play the Portlands on the
Delta at Brunswick Saturday afternoon.
French and Allen will probably be the
battery for Bowdoin.
The^ Bates meet the Colbys at’Lewiston'Wednesday, in the first game of the
Inter-Collegiate series.
The coming bench show in Lewiston,
May 17, 18 and 19, will be the first ever
held east of Boston under the A. K. C.
rules.
The indications are that the
bench show will be one of the biggest
and best ever held in Maine.
It will call
to Lewiston many dogs from out of the
city and among them Mr. Sears’s string
from Melrose headed by the great Sir
Bedivere. The best pointer at the Boston bench show was a Dexter dog.
Mr.
G. St. L. Abbott has some very fine dogs
and will have them all at the show. Mr.
J. Edward Lawrence’s St. Bernard will
add to the interest in the show.
Portland, Bangor,Bath and Augusta will send
their stock. The entries close May 6 and
it is honed that all dog owners will com-

pete.

Advocates

Women

on

the

School

Election

The Woman’s Council held their meet-

ing Saturday afternoon, with Dr. Jane L.
Hersom, the president, in the chair.
There

fair attendance. The feature of the afternoon’s
proceedings was
was

a

L. Isabella Heald, on
Board,” with discussion by Miss Inez Blanchard, Miss
Elizabeth Varnum and others. In the
course of her remarks, Mrs. Heald said:
“A distinguished writer calls the coming age the Age of Enlightenment. The
far seeing catch glimpses of it. We
have just had a grand illustration in
With inherited rank
Lady Somerset,
and fortune, possessing beauty and accomplishments, surrounded by all the
inducements to a life of ease, she has
felt the impelling force of law, and is
nobly responding to it. She has already
caught glimpses of the resplendent glow,
heralding the dawn of the new age. She
cannot resist, else would she be dumb,
and as they who having
“eyes see not,
and ears hear not” As the principle of
life lying dormant, in the seed awaits the
stimuli of outward conditions, to develop
and spread out, in all the grandeur of
towering stalk, with leaf, bud and blossom, so has woman waited, until the
magic touch of the prince should burst
the bonds which bound her; and she
bloom into real life, and in equal responsibility with man wage the battles
for the incoming age.
Are not the signs
significant? Is not woman filling the
place ready for her? Is it not a logical
conclusion that women who can be trusted with the children and home, can be
trusted to have a voice in the next step
they take—
a

paper

“Woman

by

Mrs.

on

the School

The Schoolroom.

will they not take it

as a

Daniel M. Mannix.

of

Boards.

sacred trust? It

is not strange that they are not there in
full force, when we consider the
prejudices and customs to be overcome. Her
place should be wherever the vital interests of her children are at
stake, either
of body or mind, from the cradle to the
college. The body and mind are so
closely x'elated that a system of work or
overwork, in ill-ventilated, ill-lighted
school rooms is as pernicious to the one,
as to the other.
Nature endowed woman with deeper intuitions, and a
purer

NOT

TO

fl

Mr. Daniel M. Mannix of the firm of
Mannix Brothers, stone cutters, died in
this city yesterday after a long illness,
Mr. Mannix
since March 1st.

Lsejsfciii

,1

CLOTHING,

*~Tiv

dating

born in Bangor 37 years ago, but
moved to Portland when quite young,
and obtained his education in the Portland schools. He then learned his trade
was

stone cutter, and about 18 years ago
the firm of
formed, with his brother,
stone
The
Mannix Brothers.
cutting on
as

buildings of Portmany of the
land was the work of the firm, and in-

principal

cluded the Union Station, First National
Bank, and the pedestal of the Sol’
diers’ Monument. He was a member of
the Court of Foresters, Ancient Order of
Hibernians, Charitable Mechanic Association, Benevolent and Protective Order
of Elks, Irish American Relief Association, Catholic Knights of America
and was an honorary member of the
Montgomery Guards. Mr. Mannix represented Ward 2 in the Common Council
in 1880.
--
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“WHY, ARE YOU SICK?”
I know precisely how you feel; it is that nervous, irritable feeling, your back troubles you, and when you try to read a little, your head
aches. Isn’t that so? I knew it. Oh, bother the doctor! Get a bottle
of Vegetable Compound, and take it faithfully, as I have done. I’ve been
“

There must be good materials to
start with in the
manufacture of
clothing, or else the buyer and wearer
of the finished garment won’t be satisfied, a complaint we seldom ever hear
of. When we do it represents carelessness on the part of somebody and
we’re only too glad to correct it.

through this thing myself, but am never troubled now. Do as I tell you, dear.”

Prudent women who best understand their ailments, find in the Compound a remedy for all those distres ing ills that require prompt and
effective treatment as a guaranty to good health.

LYDIA E. PIMKHAM »S

-—

devoted to his mother. He was a very
reliable business man and his work was
always executed most conscientiously.

VEGETABLE

BLACK CHEVIOT

Is the only Potitire Crare and
Legitimate Remedy
**
for the peculiar weaknesses and ailments of women.-—Tr.
it cures the worst forms of Female Complaints, that Bearing-down
Feeling, Weak
Back, Falling and Displacement of the Womb, Inflammation, Ovarian Troubles, and all
Organic Diseases of the Uterus or Womb, and is invaluable to the Change of Life. Dissolves and expels Tumors from the Uterus at an early stage, and checks any tendency to

COMPOUND

William freeman Emery.

SUITS.

Cancerous Humor. Subdues Faintness, Excitability, Nervous Prostration, Exhaustion,
and strengthens and tones the Stomach. Cures Headache, General Debility, Indigestion,
etc., and invigorates the whole system. For-the cure of Kidney Complaints of either sex,
Ike Compound has no rirai.
All Dm/gists sell it as a standard article, or sent by mall, in form of Pills or
{'°z0n r
-ceiptof $1.00.
LVD!A E. PiNKHAM MED. CO.. LYNN, MASS.

William Freeman Emery, son.of JoshT. Emery of this city, who has been
in business at Santiago, Cape de Verde
Island, died there February 22nd, aged
33 years. He was a young business man
of much promise.
ua

The greatest suit for the least money
—greatest because all wool, fast black,

and will not fade—cut and made equal
to the finest, fit PERFECT and only
$10. We sold 10,000 last year; the
demand this year is greater tnan erer.
Men’s sizes, 33 to 44.

\

ok. entitled ** Guide to Health and Etiquette.” bv Lydia £. Finkham. Is of great
We will present a copy to anyone addressing us with iwo 2-cent stamps,

An i

*

,ies.

vu.

Sister Alphonso.
Sister Alphonso of the order of the
Sisters of Mercy, died Thursday night at
the convent on Free street.
She was
Miss Nettie Dole of Bangor and a large
number of friends in that city and in
Portland will greatly mourn her death.
Two years ago she became a victim of
the grippe, from which she had never recovered.

jul

BOYS’ WASH SAILOR
SUITS.

MWF&wlytopcolnrm
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styles of Ladies’
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General Nathaniel J. Jackson.

General Nathaniel J. Jackson, formerly
love ;.jor children than she did man.
of Lewiston, died at Jamestown, N. Y.,
Woman’s whole life is in such close comat the residence of his son on Thursday,
munion with them, that she is from that
Amherst’s Crack Athlete svlll not Com- very fact, suited for the position. None April 21, after along illness. At the outknow better than she, their needs and break of the Rebellion, he was appointed
pete this Year.
colonel of the First Maine Regiment of
powers. Would she be guilty of leaving
So many different reports concerning
her heart treasures in filthy, disgusting, Infantry, composed of the voluneer militia of the state, the Portland Light InShattuck, Amherst’s champion quarterdeadly air? No, a thousand times no.
mile runner, have been going the rounds,
fantry, Mechanic Blues, Portland' Light
This
would
all
be
remedied
with
woman
it may be well to state authoritatively
Portland Rifle Corps, Portland
on the school board.
Should not she Guards,
that in all probability he will not comwhom nature and circumstance of condi- Rifle Guard, Lewiston Light Infantry,
pete t is season in any game. His parents tion have so
Light Infantry, Auburn Artilbountifully fitted, go hand Norway
object to his running on account of the iu hand with
lery, Portland Rifle Guards and Second
her
children
into
the
time and strength required. The Athletic
broad fields of learning and usefulness Lewiston Zouaves.
Colonel Jackson returned to Maine
Association, as may be imagined, has to
to
guide, to
warn,
watch, with his regiment at the expiration of
used every means to bring it about that and above
to cherish and develop the
all,
the
term of service and was soon after
Shattuck should run this spring, but has noblest in them? Who so quick to decommissioned colonel of the Fifth Maine.
not yet succeeded. In him the track tect
dangers that beset them of a physi- He served with distinction with
this regathletic team loses its best member.
cal, moral or intellectual nature.
Brain iment
through the Peninsula campaign,
and muscle have done much, but
and under General Pope in Virginia, and
THE BIG CYCLE RELAY RACE.
Ethical and Manual Education
was wounded at the
battle of Gaines’s
will do more. Let us ask ourselves one Mill, where he was carried from the field.
It Will Start from Chicago and End In
At the recommendation of
General
New York.
question. What is the school for? It is McClellan he was, on the 24th of
Septeman old question, but it means more to us
The start in he Chicago-New York reber, 1862, commissioned as brigadierlay raoe will be made from Chicago at 1 than it did to those of even only a quar- general of volunteers, and was soon asm.
on
in
to the command of the Second
New York ter of a
May 18, finishing
p.
century ago. The seliool system signed Second
on May 22, at 2 p. m.
Brigade,
Division, Twelfth Ara.v
now barely provides for much more than
Two riders will start in each relay, fast(JOl'pS.
a discipline of the
memory, a sort of calHe was in all the active service until
est man to carry the message. Length of
isthenics of one function of the brain the
relays to be from ten to thirty miles. The
spring campaign of 1863, when he
a system of
power;
and
storing
crowding was injured by a fall from his horse in
managers of the divisions will determine
away facts that may or may not help the action. He
the distance of relay. The arrangements
was,
recovery, assigned
pupil to begin an active life of useful- to command the upon
rendezvous oamp at
will be such that all danger from delays ness in the
and of no possible use Ricker’s
world,
will be entirely precluded.
Island, New York harbor.
With fair to those
going out upon their own reHe was here almost a year and was
weather it is hoped that all records will sources. All are not
destined to the easy then
to active duty in the fall of
be broken.
places, and a life of graceful luxury. The 1864, assigned
and assumed command of a brigade
have
a
majority
way to make for them- in the 20th Army Corps under General
To Row at Ithaca this Year.
and should be fitted for it in the
Slocum of General Sherman’s command
The Regatta Committee of the Intercol- selves,
schools.
There is an urgent ne- in
public
Georgia.
legiate Rowing Association announces cessity that manual labor be
taught in
that this year’s regatta will be held on
Sir Alex TUlock Galt.
connection with the text books.
Cayuga Lake near Ithaca. This is someSir Alex Tillock Galt, G. C. M. G., who
thing of a surprise, as it was generally
MAINE TOWNS.
lately died in Canada, was well
understood that the races were to be
known to Portland people. He was the
rowed on the Hudson, at some point beItems of Interest Gathered
by Corres- Lord High Commissioner for Canada in
tween Poughkeepsie and New York.
pondents of the Press.
England, and for his many services had
The Intercollegiate Rowing Association
been made a Grand Commander of the
is composed of Columbia, Cornell, and
Order of St. Michael and St. George,
Pownal.
the University of Pennsylvania. It was
which carries knighthood with it.
The
FOBEBT FIRES CAUSE EXCITEMENT.
organized last fall, after having been agielevator that supplies the English steamtated during race week
at New LonOur quiet little town was the scene of ships at this port with grain was bnilt
don last summer.
The three colleges
block
by him, and also the large
considerable excitement on Past
Day, oc- called Galt Block, at the granite
forming it labored under the impression
head of the
casioned
by forest fires. Early in the Grand Trunk wharves.
that they weren’t recognized at New London, that they were merely so many side morning a small fire was kindled on
George A. Frost.
shoWB to the big Yale-Harvard 'Varsity Bradbury’s
mountain, which spread with
24.—Hon. George A.
Sanfobd,
race, and they deoided that they wouldn’t
April
lightning rapidity, but owing to the time- Frost died
stand it any longer. They argued that if
suddenly this morning at his
attention
of
Mr.
True
ly
Warren
was
unresidence
in
Springvale, aged 79 years.
they transferred their races to the Hudder control before serious
was educated in the common schools
son or some other equally good
damage was He
course,
and
at
He
Phillips Exeter Academy.
they would be the star attraction there! done. Later another fire was kindled in
was a partner of H. P. Storer of Portland
Hence the change.
the pasture owned by Mr. Bela Bicker
for three years. He was a Republican in
for the purpose of
burning underbrush. politics and was a member of the GovHeffetflnger •• a Fighter.
For nine
The second and final winter meeting of In a few moments acres were one seeth- ernor’s council in 1861-62.
the Yale Athletic Association was held at ing mass of flame; and for some hours years he was a trustee of the insane hosNew Haven, on April 2.
The games, the buildings of Mr. Jesse Snow were in pital and president of the board.
which were open to all amateurs, were imminent danger of being destroyed, but
Tlie Californian Chinese.
well attended and finely contested. The a crew of men quickly gathered, and
several hours of hard work suc(Boston Transcript)
wrestling and sparring were the best ever after
seen in New Haven.
In the open events ceeded in getting the fire under con“Yes, we hate the Chinese worse’n
trol.
the
In
week
Mr.
Early
Alroy Noyes pizenl” said the old Californian; “hut
Yale held her own. Harvard succeeded in
set a fire near his house, tod owing to a the
yellow devils have done a good deal
catching the first prize in the thirty-yard sudden rise of wind
the
flames
spread to for us, after all. I can see it when I’m
dash, and he Boston Athletio Associa- within a few feet of the
and
it
out
of
the State. They’ve been right on
buildings,
ton carried off the honors in the pole
required the united efforts of fourteen hand to build our railroads and dig our
vault.
men to extinguish the flames.
reservoirs and irrigating ditches anciwo k
The sparring between Heflelflnger, the
There have been several cases of scar- out in the raisins and the
grain, sun hot
giant left guard of last year’s foot ball let fever at North
Pownal, and a death or rain pour. They’re a patient lot, sitteam, and Kidd, ’92, was the feature of the from the same occurred on
Monday, ting bow-legged and eating rice with
evening, and awoke great enthusiasm. April 18th; it being a young child
of Ly- their toothpicks day in and day out after
Heflelflnger was clearly too much for his man and Marcia Sawyer. The interment
their hardest work. The coolies have
opponent, and knocked him around the of the remains took place early on Tues- done California more
good than harm;
floor like a top. In the last round Kidd
in
order
to
as
far
day morning
guard
they’ve washed dishes and tended to the
went to the floor under Heflelfinger’s forth as possible
further
against
spread cooking, too, for the whole State, till
of this dread disease.
powerful blows and dislocated his knee.
there’s hardly a woman on the Slope who
Mr. C. H. Hodsdon and son have been thinks she can
keep house without one
at work the past week on contract at or more of
’em around. But you’ve got
Destroy Cocoons and Save the Trees.
Yarmouth.
to be a
Chinaphobe if you live in CaliforThe frequent showers of the past two nia; it’s in the air. You
To the Editor of the Press:
may not be
Now is the ti ne to “nip in the bud” days are doing an untold amount of able to get a white man to pick a peach
good. The grass begins to show the or cut a kernel for you for any amount
a great increase of insects
injurious to velvety green of spring, and all nature of money, but
you’re bound to curse the
our shade trees.
looks brighter and better for its shower Chinaman
just the same, hit or miss;
Ual.U.
The orgyia caterpillars, so abundant
though you may be paying him good
money to do good work all the time.
nine years ago that they killed some of
Pari§.
Yes, they bring along a lot of corruption,
the elm trees in Portland, are again beWEST PARIS.
but blest if I know any better way of
The Pioneer Chair Company will sell getting it out of ’em than by letting ’em
coming numerous, and a very great many
of their small grayish-white cocoons, their mill, machinery, lumber and chair work it out, doing our chores for us.
stock at public auction May 18eh.
Shouldn't wonder if the time’ll come
about an inch or more in length; are disThe Manufacturing Company are doing be crowding across the continent so
tributed about this vicinity upon the a
good business now and shipping large plentiful that you’ll find more of ’em
bark of the trees where they may be seen
quantities of chairs.
knocking for work at your Boston doors.
by close observation.
E. D. Andrews has had his house You’ll hate ’em all, just as we do, but
Many of the cocoons have eggs deposited upon their outraised, which changes it from a story then you’ll find they can do their work
side surface, and the immediate destruc- and a half
house to a two and a half one. well and clean up the pieces. This Bostion of these will deprive thousands of Ansel
ton notion of
of South Paris, superin
Dudley,
loving the Chinaman as a
insects
of
life that will otherwise tended the works.
embryo
brother won't work just yet awhile, not
to
begin
develop rapidly in the warm
Extensive repairs are being made on for a general rule. Take the cultured
days now near.
By use of a pole with a our railway station.
ones, and it’s different. I sat down to
large nail driven in one end the cocL. S. Perry, superintendent of the H. dinner once with a Chinee—cultureder
oons can be detached from the trees and
P. Manufacturing Oo., is soon to move than any Boston man in town. He
spoke
buildings where affixed and destroyed. his family to Woodforcls. Me.
so smooth
and elegant that my talk
If the custodians of our parks will have
sounded like pigieou English beside him,
Richmond.
this done promptly, and citizens will
and what he
didn’t know wasn’t worth
Rev. E. E. Wheeler, of South
destroy the cocoons on the trees, fences
Boston,
knowing. That’s the ideal of a Chinee,
and buildings about their residences, the formerly
of the 80th Regiment,
and ideals, I
is what this world
chaplain
take
impending pest of “caterpillars” may be U. S. Colored Troop, has been engaged is humping itself It,
to ketch up with.”
to deliver the Memorial
greatly cheeked.
J3. S.
Day address at 1 be old Californian jammed in his soft
Portland, April 23, 1892.
Richmond.
bat and walked
away thoughtfully.

SHATTUCK

MISCEEEAWEOCS.

MISCELLANEOUS.

BOYS’ SPRING
OVERCOATS.

GARMENTS

RUN.

are now

We have put in a small lot of Wash
Sailor Suits, in sizes for boys 4 to 8
years; handsome styles; somethin?
new and cheap: $4.00.
Warranted
not to ‘fade or colors run in washing.
They’ll go quick.

ready.

$6.50

SPRINGER EROS.,
500 Washington Street,

Full line of

Fashionable Cloaks.
apr6eodt9

so Run Down that
was a Burden.

Life

'

ROCKPORT, ME., Aug. 3, *91.
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MRS.

JAMES

OF
no

NUTT.
ROCKPORT, ME.,
Faith

In

Medicine, but
Was Cured Just the Same
by that Marvel of

Healing,

J’S SARSAPARILLA.

taking Allen’s Sarsaparilla.

Before! had taken it a week 1
to feel better. Now I have
taken three bottles and can say that
1 am cured—entirely cured.
It was not faith that cured me, because I had no faith.
It was Al-

began

len’s Sarsaparilla.
MRS. JAMES NUTT.

Sold by all dealers—128 Doses, BO
The Allen

Fine

Keefers,

Ages 4 to 16 years.

GENTS’ AND YOUNG MEN’S
SPRING OVERCOATS.

ENGLISH WALKING
COAT SUITS.
Special values in sizes for young men,
33 and 84 breast measure. $10, 12
and 15. An opportunity is here offered
to secure a BIG BARGAIN.

1

1

9

|

f
S

|

[
I
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Sarsaparilla Co.,
Woodfords, He.

Boys’

8.

Grays, Browns, Blacks. All the new
and nobby shades, as weU as staple
styles. Prices, $5 to $25. Sizes for
LARGE and SMALL MEN.

Allen’s Sarsaparilla Makes Life
Worth Living:,

I have been brought back to health
from the very verge of the
grave by Allen’s SarsapaI rilla, and I rejoice at the privilege
P of telling others of its wonderful
merits. For two or three years 1
have suffered from a com plication of diseases peculiar to my
s
sex, and became so run down that
life was a burden. 1 had a
terrible cough all of the time, and my
friends thought 1 was going to
die. 1 had tried many kinds of
medicines without benefit, and was
about discouraged when I began

$8.50.

$3.50, 5, 6.50,

FEMALE TROUBLES.
Became

and

Also, Children’s Light Overcoats, $5.
Half price.

BOSTON.

Headquarters for

new line just received from
factory, sizes 10 to 14. Prices

Special
onr

I

ALTOGETHER TOO MANY
BOYS’ LONG PANT
SUITS.
Ana they must go. Sizes for boys 12
to 18 years, $4, 5, 6, and 8,10 and 12,
represent the prices asked for better
suits than it is possible to obtain anywhere else for fhe same money.

BOYS’ FLANNEL BLOUSES.
Closing out lot of small sizes, 5 to
10, at 50c, 70c and $1.

BEST GRADE “STAR”

GREAT CROWDS, GREAT BARGAINS

FRENCH FLANNEL
BLOUSES.

-AT-

J.

H. WOLF'S f

Sizes 6 to 16, regular

quality, only $1.50 each

$2.50

and
to close.

$3

BOYS’ VEST SUITS.
One lot 14,15 and 16 sizes, all wool*
only $4.25.
Three lots, sizes 11 to 16,

ity, only $6.50.

$10 qu&l.
H

Our stock of DOUBLE BREASTED
SUITS for all ages is very large.
We were never in better condition to
serve onr customers well than we are

today.
:

CLOTHING AGENTS’ FURNISHING GOODS
.v

1

Better goods for the same money
than any other house, here or else,
where.

•"

which was lately damaged by fire, smoke and
water, at*
222 Middle Street, under Falmouth Hotel. In
addition to
this Great Fire Sale I shall offer a
Bankrupt Stock of
Clothing which I have just purchased of Seth L. Larrabee
assignee of the Burleigh Clothing Company, of this city.
The Stock consists
principally of Fine Spring Overcoats
in all shades, also Fine Suits in
Worsteds, Cassimeres,
and Scotch Mixtures and a fine line of
Pantaloons, Children’s Suits and Cents’
Furnishing Goods. It will pay
you to call at once and examine the Createst
Bargains
that have ever been offered in this
city. Don’t forget the
Place and Number.

STRICTLY « PRICE.
—

STANDARD
!

COMPANY.
3VE±cLcLl© S’ts^oo'ty

U^tew!;oaJwmouth

Hotel,

Portland,

255

IVIaine
apr23

Middle
POBTUSD.

Street,
ME.
dtt

STATE OF MAINE.
_by the governor.

members of the school board

X* rooln m ation

A
lu

accordance with

the requirements of law

I hereby designate and set
apart
Friday, the Sixth Day of May, Next
to be observed as

ARBOR

Preparations

for

the Meeting of
Methodists at Omaha.

DAY.

And I earnestly recommend to the people o!
Mains that they make proper observance of ii
in the planting of trees, shrubs and vines foi
“the adornment of public and private grounds
places and ways,” and in the general consider
ation of the important interests of forestry
I also recommend that the day be made a
holiday in our schools and that teachers anc
pupils unite in a practical observance of its ob-

jects.

Whatever may he done to beautify our landscapes will exert a wholesome and refining in
fluence upon our people and furnish additional
attractions for those who annually visit om
state to enjoy its healthful breezes and great
natural beauties.
Given at the Council Chamber at Augusta
this fifth day of April. In the year of oui
Lord one thousand eight hundred and
ninety-two and of the Independence of the
United States of America the one hundred
and sixteenth.
Edwin C. Bueleigh.
By the Governor:
Nicholas Fessenden, Secretary of State

Five Hundred Delegates and Thousand*
of Visitors Will
Attend—Bishop New*

Speafcs of Some of
Questions That Require

®*D

the

Importanl

Settlement*

[Special Correspondence.]

Omaha, April 21.—The coming of the
quadrennial conference of the Methodist
church, whioh meets in this city on the
1st of May, is creating a
great deal ot

\

BOYD’S THEATER.

i.

||i

A Great

Appetizer.
•v

Digest

Helps

Your Food.
A

Delicate

Delicious

Chew.

The loss of flesh is a trifle.
You think you need not
mind it.

But, if you go

on

losing

for some time or lose a good
deal in a short time, you are
running down. Is that a
trifle ?
Get back to your healthy
weight and generally you get
back to health.
A book on CAREFUL LIVING will tell you what it is to
get there, and when Scott’s
Emulsion of cod-liver oil is
useful. Free.
Scott & Bowne, Chemists, 13aSouth 5th Avenue,
New York.
Your druggist keeps Scott's Emulsion of cod-liver
oil—all druggists everywhere do. $x.
a;

Such
3T/CONDENSED

were

[Building in which tile conference will be held.l
interest among people of all religions denominations, and particularly among
the Methodists of Omaha and the country round about.
The conference will be attended by
about 500 delegates, representing every
country where Methodism is known and
expounded, and the visitors will probably attend by the thousand. By the
rules of the Methodist church the quadrennial conference must be convened on
the first day of May, but owing to the
fact that the 1st of May falls on Sunday
this year it is probable that the conference will simply meet, call the roll, hold
a devotional meeting and then
adjourn
until the next day.
The programme
for great Sunday afternoon meetings
during the month of May has been
arranged. On the afternoon of May 1 a
great missionary meeting will be held in
Exposition hall. Some of the most eloquent speakers present will address the
meeting, and a chorus of 100 trained
voices will furnish the music. The second Sunday in May will be devoted to
the interests of the National university.
This meeting will of course be held in
the afternoon, as the special services
will not be permitted to come in conflict
with the regular church worship at the
usual hours both morning and evening
at the various churches of the city.
The third Sunday of the month will
be known as the “American Sabbath”
day. Colonel Elliott F. Shepard, of
New York, will deliver the principal
address of that occasion. On May 22,
the third Sunday in the month, the mass
meeting will discuss the interests of the
Epworth league, the vigorous organization for young people connected with
the Methodist church. On the last Sunday of the month the subject of national
patriotism will be the theme for the
mass

meeting.

In addition to these great events there
will he other special occasions, when the
public will be given an opportunity to
see and hear the brightest and brainiest
men in the notable gathering.
A grand
reception will be tendered the delegates
by the mayor and common council of
Omaha on the evening of May 2. This
will be the first time in the history of
tho Methodist church that the mayor
and common council of a city tendered
the delegates of the conference a banquet, excepting that given by the lord
mayor of London in 1881. It is probable
that a series of excursions will be run
intorOmaha from towns and cities within
a radius of 100 miles, to accommodate
the people upon special occasions.
The Methodist people of Omaha have
been putting forth extraordinary effort
to get everything in readiness for the
great event. Methodism in Omaha is
not as powerful as it might have been
had the early pillars of the church been
possessed of that prophetic vision which
some of tho early settlers seemed to
possess.
The first Methodist church built
in Omaha stood on lots that are now
worth $100,000, and tho church owned
property twenty-five years ago that is
today worth half a million dollars. But
in the early struggles and internal dissensions of the church a large part of
this valuable property slipped out of the
hands of the church, and while the de-

been permitted to vote without objection, the contest naturally attracted a
great deal of attention, especially as the
fair voters were engaged in a campaign
upon the issue that more male teachers
should be employed in the public schools.
The ladies held a mass meeting a few
days before the election at which every
point was thoroughly canvassed and discussed. All questions bearing upon the
law of woman suffrage were referred by
the convention to Miss Effle
a

Henderson,

particularly bright young lady, who L

at the head of her class in the law department of Wesleyan university. She
will begin the practice of her profession
in Bloomington during the present year.
Miss Henderson was moving around in
cossantlv on election day, and had any
attempt been made to interfere with th.
rights of her sister voters she was prepared to resist vigorously. It might b6
just as well to mention that the Bloomington women carried their point and
triumphantly elected their two candidates. They were not interfered with,
and all of Miss Henderson’s opinions as
to the intent and practical operation of
the law thus received unqualified vindication.
Mrs. R. L. Stebbins, who calls herself
a Christian scientist, is locked
up in
Chicago on a charge which is decidedly
out of the ordinary. Mrs. Jennie Nichols died a short time ago, and the coroner’s jury in its verdict said that “life
would have been prolonged under proper medical treatment, and we recom-

MISS EFFIE

HENDERSON.

mend that Mrs. R. L. Stebbins be held
to the grand jury for undue influence as
a practicing Christian scientist
physician and healer.” Mrs. Stebbins has not
been frightened by her incarceration,
and is as impassive as if she were free to
go and come as she wished. She has a
kindly, motherly face, and does not appear to be at ail apprehensive as to the
outcome of her present entanglement
with the law. She insists that she has
done no wrong, and her determined nature prevents the fits of depression which
usually come periodically to persons imprisoned for the first time. A very good
index of Mrs. Stebbins’ character is afforded by her response to the question
of a reporter who wished to know
whether she had yet employed a lawyer.
“Lawyer?” she asked. “What do I
want with a lawyer? Has Jesus asked
us to hire lawyers?
Did he not say,
‘Take no thought what ye shall say, foi
in that hour I will be with you?’
Mrs.
Stebbins objects to being called a faith
healer. She says that she is a Christian
scientist, and was in the last class taught
by Mrs. Mary B. G. Eddy, of Boston, the
leader of the sect. While differing in
its main lines from those of the three
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MBS. E. L. STEBBINS.

ladies already referred to, the career of
Mrs. Stebbins shows a degree of determination to resist what she conceives to
be an infringement of her rights, which
goes to demonstrate the force of the
proposition enunciated in the beginning
of this article.
Octavus Cohen.

BISHOP J. P. NEWMAN,

nomination is today one of the strongest
city, it does not occupy that commanding position which it would have
held if greater wisdom had characterized the management of the church
property during the pioneer days of the

in the

city’s growth.

There are sixteen Methodist churches
and three missions in Omaha. The First
HARDMAN, Methodist church i3 probably the finest
^
CABLER,
church property in the city. It is cenWEBSTER and
trally located and is in every way a
WESER BROS. very desirable house of worship. It is a
handsome pressed brick and stone structure, completed only about one year ago
Catalogues mailed free.
at a cost of $120,UOO. The denominaTuning.
and
Itepairlng
Polishing tion owns several other handsome church
promptly attended to.
buildings, and the work of the denomPortland Branch 540 Congress
ination all over the city seems to be
The leading educational
T. O. aVCoGrOTXXXDUXO, prospering.
institution oi the Methodist church in
deo2
eodti
nZnnRger,
i Nebraska is located at Lincoln, the state

A superfluity of names is often the
cause of serious mistakes, particularly
in the cases of towns. For example, a
person who desires to visit Corinth or
Palmer’s Falls, N. Y., gets off the train
at a solitary station house in the woods
known as Jessup’s Landing. But this
instance “isn’t in it” with that of a village of Westchester county between the
limits of New York and Mount Vernon.
Washingtonville is its ancient name,
but many people call it Mount Vernon,
while others give it the name of South
Mount Vernon.
The federal government, disregarding local usage, names
the local postoffice Wakefield. Packages go astray in hopeless confusion because the local
passenger station is
Washingtonville, while the freight and
express station is Mount Vernon. Whenever the people of Washingtonville seek
to extricate themselves from this confusion they are admonished to be
patient
until they can be swallowed by New
York or Mount Vernon.
Physicians endorse and

Hall's Hair Eenewer to cure gray and faded hair.
use

A DOLLAR MEDICINE
for 75 cents,

k
■L

mously
by such

a revenue system from the consumers of goods here in the United States.

They have been stating, with constant
reiteration, that, if it was not for this
protective system here in the United
States, property would be much more
evenly distributed among our people,

and that millionaires and men who own
colossal fortunes Would be unknown in
this country.
The statement is, no doubt, outrageously false, and men who establish and
successfully manage the enormous manufacturiug industries of the United States
The most of them
are not “robbers.”
are benefactors of the
working people,
and do more to furnish labor at
good
wages for the toiling millions of the
United States than any other class of
citizens. The great bulk of the money
received by these men is paid out for
wages, and for raw material which is
produced by the labor of other citizens.
The Tribune has repeatedly stated
such to be its belief during the last two
years. It has frequently stated that a
large majority of the large fortunes of
the United States have been made in the
pursuits of life which are in no way
affected by a protective tariff.
It is a simple method of stating that the
very rich men of this country have become rich by following business that is
not in the slightest degree either benefited or injured by tariff laws. Early in
1891 The Tribune published a short list
of wealthy men, taken from the columns
of “The World,” and pointed out the
fact that not one in five of them had become wealthy through the protected industries. Soon after the publication of
that article The Tribune resolved to ascertain as nearly as possible the exact
facts of this whole matter. It determined
to try and secure an accurate list of millionaires of the United States. This inquiry was begun over a year ago, and has
been carefully and diligently prosecuted
up to the present time. The list is nearly
complete, and it is proposed in a short
time to give it entire to the readers of
The Tribune. The undertaking has been
one of great labor and
very careful investigation, and while no one can get
such a list that will be absolutely correct, still enough is already ascertained
to enable me to state with perfect truthfulness that many of the notions so prevalent among the people who are always
talking about the rich barons and immense fortunes accumulated
by so many
American citizens are simply wicked

ME AMONG MANY!
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WITH
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NO CURE,

FROM SCROFULA
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GUARANTEE

NO PAY!

A LIFE SUFFERER

.

YEARS’SALE

CURED!
THE writer of the following is
'
the wife of AUSTIN P.

^3)0

MERRILL, one of Bria'gton's
substantial farmers.
Thvs
she speaks:

f||

JCiING MANUFACTURING »-g.,

oiuigwn, xuc.,

Gentlemens

a
I

treatment, until about fifteen years ago I found my eyes becoming much affected, and soon, so much
so, I

\

SINGLE BOTTLE

compelled

to shut

light of day. Staying, as I did, for weeks in a
neglect of treatment, I assure you. Doctors, one
draw the blood; blisters raised; leaches applied; the

myself entirely from

the

eyes bandaged, I regretted the

were called; my face cupped to
eyelids burned; at last baffled, and with nothing to show for their work but increased
blindness, hospital treatment was advised, which I knew meant cutting my eyes. The thought
made me sick, —I lost my courage, ray appetite failed, and, to restore the same, I commenced taking
King's Sarsaparilla, when, to my astonishment, my eyes began to improve, the inflammation
abated, and sight came back. I finished taking the fifth bottle about my work, have seen no
Scrofula since. I thank my stars for the poor appetite that led me to try King's Sarsaparilla.
I take it each spring to keep my blood pure, and for the bitter tonic it contains."

after

another,

inside of my

||

can

was

dark room, with

\

RETURNED!

JFA©

suffered much in childhood from Scrofula swellings. Combating with the disease, as it would
as I grew older, and thinking each affliction was ir.y iast, I neglected

break out from time Cb time,

! NOT ONE

beat this

AitnA^C

record ?

exaggerations.

STOCK

jli is only a tew
days ago that The
Tribune published a letter from one of
these modern advocates of calamity and
distress, asking how it happens that
there are 31,000 millionaires in this

country.

In

FINE

nearly

so

many

a3

units

wuuuj•

AuLvDL

OI

among

the

men

of

We invite your attention to our New Spring
which is now complete, and heg to add a
word with reference to the advantages offered by
us.
The particular care exercised in the selection
and manufacture of all Garments, the perfection
of style, and excellence of fit, all guarantee the
best value at no higher prices than are frequently
asked for goods of inferior workmanship.
Let ns
show you our line before you buy your Spring

Stock,

Clothing.

Agents for ROGERS & DOWLING’S TROY LAUNDRY.
Shirts Made to Order.

CUSTOM MAM DRESS SUITS TO LOAN.
CHILDREN S CLOTHING.

HASKELL &
Manufacturing Clothiers
apr8

and Men’s Furnishers,

MOWMKXT SQUARE.

eodtl

SPECIAL SALE

It is seldom tha t opportunities are offered
for investments that are certain to nay very
large dividends without danger'of loss.
But such opportunities occur, as in the case
of The Lone Star Cotton Picking Company.
Here every fact can be known—the number
of bales of cotton produced, the cost of
by hand per bale, and the total
picking;
cost. These facts can be learned in an hour
by any intelligent person who will take the
trouble to examine the statistics, easily
accessible and recognized as authority by
the entire commercial world. It is just as
easy to learn that the Lone Star Cotton
Picker has been performing this labor for
two years past at a saving of fully 80 per
cent, over hand work, and that if machines
enough to pick the entire crop could bo
furnished, the saving would exceed
To build these
$80,000,000 annually.
machines money is needed, and stock i3
offered for sale to raise it. You can arrange
to share in tins enormous saving by purchasing a single share of the Lone Star
Cotton Picking Company. A single machine, costing less than one hundred dollars,
running fifty days and picking two bales
per day, will save tho planter using it more
than $1000 each season.
An equitable
division of this is anticipated. The par
value of the shares is ten dollars. The
purchaser of ten shares will thus furnish
the means to build one machine, which
should earn thecompany ..t^ut $500.00 per
year. There is a demand for 80,000 machines to harvest the present crop, and the
ratio of increase each year is large, and
will be larger as machines for
gathering are
supplied. The figures arcstartling ana tho
statements facts.
The person who investigates will be convinced that such an opportunity for a safe investment seldom probably
never has occurcd in the
history of the
world.
Single shares will bo sold or blocks of
any size. The machines is shown and its
operations explained at 81 Milk Street,
where all are invited, whether investor*
or

not.

letters would be

to the readers of The Tribune
that such a list is being prepared and
will appear in the columns of The Tribune within a few weeks.
When that list
shall be completed and properly classified, I shall hope to analyze it and draw
from it lessons of great value. Enough
is already known to show that the statements constantly made by the free-traders
that most of the fortunes of the United
States have been made by “tariff robbers,” is absolutely false. This statement is only one of the many falsehoods
manufactured and retailed by the members of the Cobden Club and their American allies to bring into
disrepute the protective system.
The Tribune started in on this work to
get at, as nearly as possible, the bottom
nounce

facts. Tlie work has been very laborious, but the result is already so nearly
determined that I am now aide to state
in advance of the full list that another
pet hobby of these tariff reformers will
be utterly ruined by the facts.
•
of Geo. A. Wood,
Treas. of Elbert Co.,

Kiowa,

JONES,

LUO

equally significant. But I am digressing.
1 only aimed in this short article to an-

Office

A SAFE INVESTMENT.

yRIHG CLOTHjIJQ

that number.

The list which has been
prepared with
so much care is now so
nearly complete
that I am permitted to state that instead
pf there being 31,000 actual millionaires
in tiie United States, there are
really not
4,000, and of those 2,700 made their fortunes in business not affected
by the
tariff, and the other 1,200 secured their
fortunes in part through business which
is aided by the tariff, and
many of them
partly by other kinds of employment.
When this list shall be completed, it
will be found that a large
majority of
fortunes of the rich men of this country
have been made in the
mining of silver
and gold, in railroad transactions, in
dealings in bonds and stocks, in speculations on ’Change, in patent medicines, in
inventions secured by patent rights, in
the enormous increase in the value of
real estate, by dealing in groceries and
dry goods and other merchandise, by
foreign commerce and by various other
occupations which depend in no way
tor their success upon tariff laws,
except
as the tariff has conduced so
largely to
the general prosperity of all kinds of
business in the United States.
few of the men who have become
conspicuous in the United States during
the last (thirty years, as jurists, in. the
pulpit, at the bar, in literature or in
journalism, liavo |shown any great caTo manage
pacity for
great business affairs, and to run our

Vi

The Lone Star Cotton Picker

-035*-

to that question I
stated that I did not know how
many
there were, but that a careful examination would show that there are
by no
means

IN

ASSORTMENT

reply

coln, Grant. Sherman, Thomas, Garfield,
Morton, Webster and Clay. The list

pianos;

Street,

[B. G. Horr in Now York Tribune. J
The enemies of the protective system^
for several years past, have been mal-in?'
the charge that a protective tariff robs
the people, and builds up a cjass ol>
lordly manufacturers who become enorrich out of the money extorted

money-making.

*

saBCEixAJTEOtrS.

Doeg

great corporate enterprises, requires a
high order of intellect. And yet, the
men of lasting fame produced here in the
United States of America have, few of
them, been men of wealth. We hear
very much nowadays about how many
places of position and power are secured
by the use of gold. Such has been, no
doubt, too often the case, but as a rulo,
such men have done little in shaping the

Confusion of Names.

PIAMOS.

and

whom the people have come to love
in this generation have died
comparatively poor. Only think of the list. Lin-

eod&wlynrm

STEINWAY,
WEBER,

“Bobber” Tarif;,

men

Mattes an every-aay convenience ot an

The largest Piano House in the World.
Wholesale and retail representatives in the New England States for

a

!

MMCEI.LANEOTJS.

it Create "Bobber Barons?”

uikjtv/ij

old-time luxury. Pure and wholesome.
Prepared with scrupulous care. Highest
award at all Pure Food Expositions. Each
package makes two large pies. Avoid
imitations—and insist on having the
NONE SUCH brand.
MERRELL & SOULE, Syracuse, N. Y

11. Sloinoit k Sons Go.

Is the Tariff

MISCEIXANEOTTS.

Very

rViijce

ap4

AMERICAN MILLIONAIRES.

to bt

elected, and as it was the first occasion
in Bloomington
upon which women had

)

Colo.)

Kiowa, Colo., .July 15 1891.
C. II. Graves <fc Sons, Boston, Mass.:
Gents.—I want to add my testimony to
the efficacy of your preparation, called
Dn. Woodhcky’r A5tido*k, as a remedy for indigestion. I have been «reatlv
benefitted by using it, and as an
appetizing tonic, I can freely say ifc j aU you
recommend it to be. You are at liberty
to refer anyone m this
vicinity to me, as
to its value as a medicine, for which
you
it.
recommend
(Signed,)
Geo. A. Wood.

The
Last

Robes

Carriage

FOR ONE WEEK.

Is

Drop

as

first.
A

riage

j©I> lot
Ro&es.

of the year.

All Wool and Rlusli CarJust tlie tiling f©r tliis season

©ff

We will close out at GREAT REDUCTION from regular prices. Also a few
single driving Harness at &«$ per cent reduction to close a consignment; at

ZENAS THOMPSON & BRO’.,
ap1'4

Elm Street.
A.

(Formerly Clironomenter and Watchmaker with
Wm. Senter & Co.)

STEPHEN BERRY,
BOOK Bp JOB PRINTER,
Ho. 37 P1UM STREET.

IS

Watches, Clocks. Jewelry, Spectacles & Eye Glasses.
Fine Watch

Repairing

a

Specialty,

WORK STRICTLY FIRST CLASS.
Monument Square, Portland, Me.
marls
eoil2m

ALL

All pure and wholesome. The most
drink of the day.

Hires’ll*

A

perfect thirst quencher.
Don’t be

deceived if a dealer, for the sake
of larger profit, tells you some other kind
is “just a3 good
’tis false. No imitation
is ns good as the genuine Hires’.

aprll

M,W&F4racd

eod2m

.1088 A SO*,

DEALER

popular

good as the
No dregs.

‘LAWSOI
South

HOUSE,”

Harpswell,

Me.

pleasant seaside hotel has been greatly
improved, and is now supplied with ail the
modern improvements, including hot and cold

THIS

sea water baths.
Scenery unsurpassed ; good
bathing, boating and fishing.
Open for guests
June loth, 189”. Special rates lor parties.

HARPSWELL HOTEL COMPANY, PROPRIETORS
For accommodations or particulars apply to
J. J. FOOLISH, Manager, i'ortland, Me.
mar24-tt

FvKTLA.Mi DAILY
AM*

I’KLSS.

—

MAINE STATE ITtKSM

Subscription K«t«h.
Daily (In ad.vauce) SO per year ; *3 for six
months; $1.60 a quarter; 60 cents a month.
The Daily is delivered every morning by
carrier anywhere within the city limits and at
Woodfords without extra charge.
Daily (Not in advance), invariably at the
rate of $7 a year.
Maine State Press, (Weekly) published
every Thursday, $2 per year;$l for six months;
no cents a quarter; 25 cents for trial subscriplon of six weeks.
Persons wishing to leave town for long or
short periods may have the addresses of their
papers changed as often as desired.
Rates.

Advertising
Ln Daily Peess $1.60 per square, first
week; 75 cents per week after. Three Insertions or less, $1.00 per square.
Every other
day advertisements, one third less than these
rates.
Half square advertisements $1.00 per week,
first week; half price each succeeding week.
Special Notices, on first page, one third additional.
Amusements and Auction Sales, $2.00 per
square each week. Three Insertions or less
$1.60 per square.
Reading Notices in nonparlel type and classed
with other paid notices 20 cents per line each
insertion.
Pure Reading Notices in reading matter type
26 cents per line each insertion.
“A Square" is a space of the width of a
column and one inch long.
similar adWant, To Let, For Sale and
vertisements, 25 cents per week, in advance,
for 40 words or less, no display. Displayed advertisements under these headlines, and all adtisements not paid in advance, will be charged
at regular rates.
In Maine State Press—$1.00 per square
for first Insertion, and 60 cents per square for
each subsequent insertion.
Address all communications relating to subscriptions and advertisements to Portland
Publishing Co., 97 Exchange Street,
Portland, Me.
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The House has concluded to put a stop
to the filling of the Record with speeches
This
not actually spoken on the floor.
will have a very de pressing effect upon
the numerous congressmen who have
electrified their constituents by means of
speeches which somebody had written
for them.
So far the Prohibitionists have obtained 1197 pledges of people to vote the
Third
Party ticket in this State.
The Maine
As
quota is 10,678.
Prohibition
rote
in
the
the
State in 1890 was nearly 3,000 it looks as

though

the

astic over

party was not very enthusithe personal pledge campaign.

The result of the recent election in
Louisiana has left the two wings of the
Democracy more bitter than ever. The

irons (lie lowest
broom.

the highest

brass and strings, imaginative and romantio eloquence, in a
intangible legends are series of striking and often powerful
It is fair to assume, and it is no doubt run
It is certain that scenes. (Boston: Houghton, Mifflin &
by machinery.
the ease, that in a city as intelligent as little is
gained by forcing music, or Co.; Portland: Loring, Short & Harthe
Portland,
great mass of the painting, or poetry, beyond its own lim- mon. Price $1,25.)
voters desire above all things else that
its; and the restless, uncertain spirit of
the municipal administration shall be modern art will do well to
My Guardian. By Ada Cambridge,
preserve the
honest and efficient.
A
It is fair to pre- old
On
of
laws
the
very readable novel by a well practiced
beautiful.
accepted
sume that when they
change the admin- the other hand, it would be illiberal hand. Of course the twenty years oi
istration from one party to another they stupidity that should
deny that Walt seniority on the guardian’s part counted
do sd with the idea that the change will Whitman was a
great and unique poet. less when the golden-haired ward at
in some way promote
efficiency, and His material was the entire cosmos—of tained seventeen than when she was only
therefore it is fair to presume that when which it was his mistake to announce seven; and the end is easily foreseen by
they have made such a change they de- himself the mouthpiece. He lacked the the reader of romances. The story runf
sire the
responsibility to be put upon instinct of the art of poetry. Hopeful, smoothly throug pleasant scenes of Engthe party which
they have placed in quick to perceive the soul of things, feel- lish life; and is written in an unaffected
power. There is nothing improper, there- ing
deeply and acutely—he often repeat- and bright manner. The latter chapters
fore, indeed it is highly proper, that ed his message ih uncouth accents, with tend somewhat toward the sensational in
whichever party is
placed in power dry catalogues, jarring words—and amid plot; there appears a certain hardness ir
should have have the selection of the
these, are now and then heard phrases of the mode of taking away the poor youth
heads of the important departments.
whose existence was the obstacle to th<
lofty and beautiful poetry.
Unless it does the
In compiling this volume, Mr. Sted- happiness of hero and heroine. It is s
party in power cannot
be held responsible for the
management man has chosen extracts from the vari- tragic episode which, if it were treated
of municipal affairs.
But this is some- ous books of Mr. Whitman’s verse and at its real
value, would overweight th(
thing very different from a clean sweep grouped them under appropriate head- slight structure of the story; and in any
of afl the clerks and assistants whose
ings. It is good to know that the old case appears inartistic. However, th«
duties are largely clerical, and to learn
poet looked fearlessly toward death. stories of Ada Cambridge have alwayf
which experience is
The His
necessary.
song was brave as he set sail for the qualities which make them deservedly
people never intend when they shift the unknown sea:
popular. (New York: D. Appleton &
responsibility of municipal government
Co.; Portland: Loring, Short <fc Har“Joy, shipmate, joy!
from one party to another that all the
(Pleased to my soul at death I cryj
mon.)
Our life is closed, our life begins,
men who are familiar with the details of
The long, long anchorage we leave,
Tlie Unseen Friend. By Lucy LarThe ship is clear at last, she leaps!
the management of the various
offices,
She swiftly courses from the shore,
com.
This beautiful little white anc
with the routine, shall be swept out of
Joy, shipmate, joy.”
volume
gold
contains a group of thought
office. Such an interpretation of their
New York. Charles L. Whebster &
ful and spiritual essays by Miss Larcom.
intention would be equivalent to saying Co.
15
cents.
Price,
She believes that “the weariness and sadthat they wanted to reduce the efficiency
ness of life come from
of the administration for that must inevitpersistently closThe quality of Mercy. By W. D. Howably be the effect of such a course. The ells. In this novel, one of Mr. Howells’s ing our eyes to its greatness—from forpeople doubtless intend when they dele- strongest in theme and treatment, he ap- getting who we are and to whom we are
gate the management of their municipal pears to have made a decided advance in allied.” And since “life is fed from un
known sources,” and by an unknowr
affairs to certain men that they shall be the art of
fiction, so faithfully and conthe essayist has wished in this volresponsible, but how can they fairly be stantly studied by him. The subject is Love,
ume to
held responsible if an organization like
study the tokens and. emotions
characteristically American—not that
which mankind may assure itself oi
by
the Young Men’s Democratic Club can defaulters are an exclusive
product of
step in and dictate to the head of the the United States, but that in this coun- friendship with the Lord. The delicate
fervor and mysticism of the New Engmost important department of the govtry there is a type to which, with slight land
nature of Miss Larcom are expressed
ernment how his office shall be run and
seem
to
conform.
Mr.
variations, they
in these meditations, which will prove acwho shall run it? Such a power as this Howells
begins his story at the right
(Boston
olub has attempted to assume would de- point, where Northwick drives home- ceptable to many readers.
stroy all personal responsibility for mu- ward, behind his fine colts, from the Houghton, Mifflin & Co.; Portland: Lornicipal government, or would render it directors’ meeting of the corporation ing, Short'& Harmon, Price $1.00.)
impossible to ever get a self-respecting whose funds he had used in speculation.
man to accept any municipal office where
There he had been called a thief, and
assistants were needed.
also given three days’ grace to meet, if
he could, the shortage in his accounts.
CURRENT COMMENT.
The president, granting him so much
mercy for the sake of his young daughMB. beed’s wobk at the vebmont conter, wished him a good railroad accident
ventions.
between the city and his village of Hat[Vermont State Journal.]
The presence of Hon. Thomas B. Reed boro’. Three things remained for his
of Maine gave these party meetings a choice: suicide, trial for embezzlement,
flavor andf animus that will be carried or a run to Canada. “A
man, if he was
by every delegate and spectator into ev- that kind of a man, could
skip.” And
to

as

with a

mighty rising by the
September. The cold
types can only faintly convey the enlivening effects of Mr. Reed’s spoken words.
a

first Tuesday

McEnery wing allege they were outrageously cheated, and some of them are His
manner, his presence, his sallies of
cow talking of bringing the election to
wit, his sparkling sarcasm, his cutting
the attention of Congress on the plea satire, his inimitable way of
putting
that Louisiana does not have a republi- things, contribute to make him the most
effective
in
the
stump-speaker
country.
can form of government.
There seems
So brilliant a combination of talents, all
to be no doubt that there was cheating of the first
rank, is not found in one perby the wholesale and that the McEnery son once in a century. His charaeteirzaThere is this tion of modern democracy in his speech
crowd got the worst of it.
before the state convention was so conto be said of it, however, that the cheatsummately cool, sarcastic and merciless,
ing was in rather a better cause than has one was almost inclined to pity the obbeen
case
in
the
the
Pelican
usually
jects against which his shining shafts
were leveled.
It was, nevertheless, so
state.
clever, so clean, so entirely free from
THE
YOUNG
MEN’S
DEMOCRATIC malace, so permeated by wit and good
humor, its victims—if any were present
CLUB AND THE CITY TREASURY.
—must have smiled an unwilling tribute
The demand of the
Young Men’s to the speaker’s powers of delineation.
Democratic Club that the city treasurer Cheers and peals of laughter, frequent
and
greeted the speaker’s
discharge all the clerks in his office and happyprolonged,
hits and incomparable sallies. It
supply their places with Democrats was an occasion long to be remembered.
shows that there is a good deal more His speech in the afternoon dealt more
work to be done before the idea is en- largely with matters of fact, but the fires
of His unquenchable wit
and
humor
tirely rooted out of the publio mind that struggled through and illumined with
a public office is simply a party spoil, and
their light and made very attractive so
that the first duty of the man at the dry a matter as a tariff discussion. Verhead of it is to

see

that all the salaries

monters will want

to

hear Tom Reed

again before the September election,
by people and with him his great co-worker, Wm.
who are members of the party that won McKinley of Ohio.
We trust the opporthe eleotion. If Mr. Walker had been tunity will be provided.
elected treasurer of a large insurance
CONCERNING BOOKS.
oompany or a railroad corporation, and
had signalized his advent to the position
BY E. CAVAZZA.
by making a clean sweep of all the clerks
appertaining to

it are drawn

in the offioe who were familiar with the
Selected Poems by Walt Whitman.
details of the business and supplying
The greatest service which can be rentheir places with men who knew nothing dered to a man is to show him at
his
about them because theywere Baptists or
best; gnd this is the pious office which
Congregationalists there is not a member has been performed for Walt Whitman
of the Young Men’s Democratic Club who
at the extreme days of his life—the volwould not have regarded him as a very ume
issuing from the press after the poindiscreet, if not stupid person.
They et’s death—by his editor, Mr. Arthur
would have said, How foolish Mr. Walker
Stedman. Mutual concessions were to
is to discharge from an office, the details be made
before Whitman’s work could
of which he is not himself familiar with, become
acceptable to the public; and in
and for the correct management of
arranging these conciliations the tact and
which he is under very heavy pecuniary
sympathy of Mr Stedman have been
responsibility, all the men who know the equal to the occasion.
The public is
business and who have proved their com- sometimes over-afraid of the unaccuspetency and honesty, and to supply their tomed and displays a too prompt prudeplaces with men who are not familiar ry; but it was quite right in demanding
with it simply because they are of the that Mr. Whitman should
respect the
same religious faith as himself.
And if natural and wholesome reserve of
spirit
trouble had ensued in the management and
body. Esthetically, too, there was
of the offioe they would all of them have cause to
protest against the negations of
said it was Mr. Walker’s own fault, that form and of
criterion, the riotous democto
have
he ought
known that he was asracy of things and of words—each as
suming a great risk in acting contrary to good as another in the sight of Walt
the dictates of ordinary prudence and
Whitman—, and the short hand reports
There isn’t one of these
common sense.
of the universe which he offered as poetyoung men, but would have reasoned ry.
These faults lent themselves to
in
to
an office in no way
correctly
regard
yvq-rnrlxr fnr tliftoo xxrVinon 1attq/1 V>i‘ra
related to politics.
while his friends have too much insisted
WVi
?a it tliot tlmiT vnocAn
upon the value of his peculiarities of
—or to put the case as it probably is—
manner.
They have mistaken his rudedo not reason at all in regard to the city
nesses for proofs of his strength; they
It
is
simply because they have reflected too
treasurership?
readily the admiration
have become indoctrinated with the idea
of certain English critics—as Mr. Swinthat the first qualification for a public
burne, Mr. W. M. Kosetti, Mr. Addingoffice is not efficiency and knowledge of
ton Symonds—who hailed from their oldthe business of the office, but a certain world refinements this
voice
which
form of political belief. It is the result seemed to them American
because it was
of that miserable idea which neither
novel, exaggerated, semi-barbaric. Also
party is entirely responsible for, and the another cause of condonation of Whitopprobrium of which both have a share man’s offences toward the art of
poetry,
in, that a political election is chiefly for
may be looked for in the present tendenthe purpose of determining whether Demcy to confuse the limits of the several
ocrats or Republicans
shall hold the arts in order to
mingle them, as in
offices and that the successful party is
Wagner’s operas, where the orchestra
to
under obligation
sweep out all officials reasons like
Schopenhauer, while the
who happen to be of the opposite party
personages declaim, as it were, footnotes
tr

on

financial.

FINANCIAL.

AMUSEMENTS.

and remote and

ery town and school district in the state.
The leaven of his addresses at Montpelier, Burlington and Rutland, borne to
every hamlet in the state, will leaven the
whole lump of Vermont Republicanism,
and there will be
in

to the thesis of the

Northwick did skip, arriving in Canada;
meanwhile supposed to have been killed
by the accident to a train for which he
had mechanically taken a Pullman ticket
in his own name, and therefore had
avoided. Mr. Howells has made some
strong sketches of the persons of the
fifrvrv

flip

damrlr+are

—-

traits inherited from him
developed into the positiveness of modernity; the president, Mr. Hilary, balancing between justice and mercy; the rival
reporters; the well known population of
Hatboro’—form a lifelike group by means
of which the crime of Northwick is connected in every social relation. It is to
be noted that Mr. Howells appears to
have accepted certain necessary conventions of the novelist’s art, and composes
his story in accordance with them. The
construction isjeqcellent; the author discriminates better among values In detail.
And a true stroke of masterly comprehension is in the portrayal of Northwick’s
acceptance of his handcuffs:
“
‘That’s good,’ murmured Northwick,
as if thej feel of the iron
pleased him.”
Here, in one superb and simple moment,
is the expiation of Northwick’s crime.
His was the purgatorial passion of which
Dante wrote—“the sweet wormwood of
this torment.” (New York: Harper &
Brothers; Portland: Loring, Short &
Harmon. Price $1.50.)

Letters of a Worldly Woman. By Mrs.
W. K. Clifford. The title of these three
studies of the feminine heart is not es-

pecially apt or calculated to do justice to
their temper. They are in the form of
letters, relating in a brilliant and fluent
style the sentimental history of three
women, neither of whom deserved to be

And
especially labeled as “worldly.”
one, at least, of them was not even qualified for a woman of the world. The first
of these fair correspondents would have
been charming if not irritated by the dense

goodnature

of a

hopelessly commonplaoe,

lover; the second type represents one of
those unaccountable and tragic surrenders of a brilliant and warm nature to
another that it knows for selfish and
false; the third is a graceful and pathetic
example of the fatality of the too late.
These sketches show much talent; meanwhile their epistolary form makes them
a little too much a record of sentiments
instead of outward actions; they are decidedly from the feminine point of view;
and somewhat less than wholesome in
their continual attitude of self-pity and
self-analysis on the part of the heroines.
(New York: Harper & Brothers; Portland: Loring, Short & Harmon.)
San Salvador. By Mary Agnes TinckIn these days when everyone who
has a social theory embodies it in fiction,
Miss Tincker also has built and decorated her castle in Spain. To this
stronghold and its feudal town, perched somewhere among the Spanish mountains,
comes a beautiful
girl to seek there her
kinsfolk. This city is governed by the
laws of Christ, without sects or formal
worship; while its civic business is done
by act of a ruler and three counsellors,
who direct a well defined social system.
The author has embodied in this romance
her views upon a great many subjects,
more or less practical, all presented with
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Deposits in

PORTIsAXTO,

IVEOES.,

incorporated

1824.

our

FAST NIGHT.

__dtt

ENGLISH

Interest allowed

on

time
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Portland Camera Club
Baxter Hall, Holiday, Apr. 25, 8 p.m.

Tickets sold by Club members. H. H. Hay A
Son, John Williamson and at the door. Price
25c.
apr201w

CITY
Gent's Tickets 50 els.

27

WORKROOM SALE.

Ladles Tickets 3Sots.
d3t

apr25_

deposits.

AUCTION SALES.

R. Small,
Stephen
President.

Marshall R. Goding,
Cashier.

febl4

dtf

F, 0. BAILEY & GO.,

sale

sortment of children’s dresses is larger and pret.
tier than at any previous sale. Sale continues
one week.
apr28dlw*

Eugen

THUKSDAY. April 28th,
p.
shall sell the valuable proper’ "o.
ON
m.,
of
82 Beckett
thret sto
o’clock

we

consisting
y
Mortgage 5 per frame house,street,
flats, modi
arranged in
each fiat piped separately
sted celiar,
§rovements;
ebago, good drainage, nice
April 1,1931.
water closets, etc., roof covered with Hersey’s
n»or

ceme

Thi9 company owns and operates the water
companies In Waterville ana Fairfield, Bath,
Calais and St. Stephens, Gardiner, Brunswick,
Dover and Foxcroft, which planes have a population of over 60,000.
The earnings of the companies comprising
the Maine Water Company are as follows:
1886 .‘.$ 3,675.18
1887
18,330.58
41.317.30
1888
1889
67,714.24
1890
75,650.96
1891
87,699.25
And the Jannury 1,1892 assessment is. 93,012.94
Outside revenue. 2,000.00
The number of services added each year is
shown by the following figures:
1886
559
1887 .1103
1888
963
1889
885
1890
610
1891
623
Total number of services Jan. 1,1892...4839
The nature of this property is such that there
will be a constant annual increase in revenue.
The company is earning.$96,000
The expenses and interest on $1,200,000 of bonds. 85,000
Leaving a surplus after paying interest and expenses of.810,000
These bonds have been soid to Savings Banks
and Trust Funds and recommend this security
to those wishing a home Investment.
Price par and interest.

I MOULTON,

INVESTMENTS.

four-ply roofing warranted

for ten years, rents
for about $470 per year, lot about 40x78 feet
Terms at sale.
apr22d6t

F.

0.

BAILEY &

First

SALE

ADMINISTRATOR’S
-OF-

O'Albert.

REAL ESTATE.
3 o’clock p. m., I
TUESDAY, May 3d,
shall sell the valuable property, No. 262
Cumberland street, consisting of a tnree-story
substantial brick house, 13 finished rooms, gas,
Sebago water, perfect drainage, and in good repair throughout; will rent for $600. The lot
contains about 6,500 square feet, with pear and
plum trees, grapery, small fruits, etc. This Is a
very desirable property, well situated and
should attract attention. Terms at sale. E. F.
VOSE, Administrator of Pauline A. SIse.

8th STOOKBRIDGE

F. 0. BAILEY &

Thursday, April 28,

at

ON

Auctioneers

CO^

BANKRUPT STOCK

PORTLAND

by Skoda’s,

AFTER PHYSICIANS HAD PRONOUNCED
THEM INCURABLE I

ROOM

PAPERS^ORDERS, &c,

Thursday, April 28th, at 10 o’clock
ON
at salesroom, 18 Exchange street,
sell

a.

m.,

we shall
about 7000 rolls of White, Black and Gilt
Borders. Ceiling Papers, etc. These papers
were bought for Bar Harbor trade and are of
fine quality and desirable styles.
apr25td

F. O.

BAILEY &

CO.,

Anctioneers and Commission Merchants
Salesroom IS

Exchange

Street.

C.

W.ALLEY
dtf

Marcus Littlefield lives at west
WlNTERPORT, Me. A FARMER BY OCCUPATION, HE ENJOYS THE RESPECT OF ALL
WHO KNOW HIM. IN CONVERSATION WITH
A REPRESENTATIVE OF THE SKODA DIS-

FRED E. RICHARDS & CO.,
98
aprl3

COVEBY CO., NOT LONG SINCE HE RELATED THE FOLLOWING STORY:
Ever since I was born, I have been
troubled at times, more or less, with a
HUMOR on my hands, face and neck.1
For fifteen years It has been on the In-

crease, I have been gradually failing In
health, and for three years past It has
Itched and burned so badly, that all the
way I could get any rest at night, was to
bathe In Blirong carbolic add, and
this only relieved me for a few hours.
In addition to this, eight months ago,
Rheumatism In my neck and shoulders set In, drawing my shoulders

|
J E EP thatfor three weeks
1 ■
I did not have my
clothes off. Physicians said I conld never
well.
to do any work,
X
unable
was
get
and was a great sufferer. I doctored with
several Physicians, Including Specialists
in Boston, and took nearly all tbe advertised sarsaparlllas and blood
partners, hut received no benefit whatever.
I had given up all hopes, and my
friends thought I could live but a few
months. I began the use of SKODA’S
DISCOVERY and TABLETS, according
to directions, and also used SKODA’S

F"
R
06

OINTMENT_After using
there ■ ■

_

gfljjjtgtfl

externally.
them hut

one

was a visible
week,
change lu appearance. My skin that was
literally covered with pimples and
blotcbes began to clear up. My appetite became good, less pain In my
shoulders, and I gained rapidly. 1 have
now used less than two courses of these
REMEDIES, and my Rheumatism has
entirely disappeared. Shoulders

THAT WERE DRAWN OUT OF PLACE AND
which the Doctors said could never
BE GOT BACK AGAIN ABE AS GOOD AS NEW
AND IN PERFECT POSITION. My skin is
tree from blotcbes and A_

pimples. I have gained
twenty pounds

IJIjI [J

flesh, can go Into the woods at sunrlBe,
and chop cord wood until dark, and not
get tired, a thing I conld never do before
in all my life, and am able to work
all tke time. My friends are astonished at the results, and not more so than
mv self.
They consider It almost mlraculons.”

Exchange Street,

Subject
Sale,

of Portland 4’s due 1802-1912.
of Portland 6’s due 1907.
of Saco 4’s due 1901.
City of Calais 4’s due 1901-1911.
City of Bangor 6’s dne 1894.
City of Toledo, Ohio 4 1-2’s dne 1899.
City of Toledo, Ohio 4 1-2’s due 1909.
City of Toledo, Ohio 4 1-2’s due 1919.
Calais Water Co. First Mort. 5’s due
1906.
St. Croix E. L. & Water Co. First
Mort. 5’s due 1906.
Kansas City, Kansas, Water Co. First
Mort. 6’s due 1894-1907.
Maine Central R. R. Consol Mort. 7’s
due 1912.
Cleveland City Cable Railway First
Mort 5’s dne 1909.
Denver City Cable Railway First Mort.
6’s due 1908.

BANKERS,
186 Middle Street, Portland, Maine.
dee29
dft

•

-

*
-

777 ~NOTlCE
i.J. w?by ,*5Ven

WILLIAM A.

GOODWIN,

that my wife. Cora B. Dressei

.JOHN B. DBE9SEB.

ap23dS(t

57
apll

Exchange

Street.
eodtf

Tickets 50c, 75c and 91.00.
at

Now

on

Bala

Stockbridge’s.

Half fare on the railroads to all bolding
"D’Albert” tickets.
apr23-dlw

CITY HALL,
APRIL 30, 1892;
Afternoon and

Evening.

IEg8^

A TRIP TO EUROPE!
By J. C. Macey, with scenic effect, introducing
a

train of M. 0. E. R. cars and
steamships under steam.

Elegant Tableaux!
50 Voices In the Chorus 1
To conclude with a Farce, entitled

“THE

|bbh

amount of wafer j
and apply with a sponge
or soft cloth

an equal

H

"MWaYS SHAKE THE

yj
5™
»£58e

BOTTLE BEFORE USING

AND KEEP WELL CORKED

■—J
»

go
mmm

*£3*.

"^PREPARED

Brr

DESERTER.11

Brim full of laughs. This is what they say,
"A Joy forever.”
MATINEE AT 2.15.
EVENING AT «.
Matinee—adults 15 cents; Children 10 cents.
15 cents.
Children
25
cents;
Evening—Adults
Evening Reserved Seats 86 cents.
On sale at Chandler’s Music Store, 431 Conap26dtd
gress street, Monday, April 25th.

Price IBcenhs.

■■■

CITY HALL.

t&mm*

g

[PorflandT^e!
:E*0-3r Sale in aU Stores.
majl

Saturday

eod3m

Matinee

ICE I
ICE!
These warm days remind us of the fact that
the hot Summer weatlmr is coming, and with it
comes the demand for ice, and the demand is
for the very best ice to be had.
Now. we have cut our ice from one of the best
ice ponds in the State, the Phiney Pond at Long
Creek. This pond is fed by mineral springs and
makes the best ice on the market today.
We
shall supply all of our retail trade with this ice
at a reasonable price. Our cards will be circulated around town this week and if you wish to
to have the best ice at a reasonable figure save
our card and when in want of your ice, place it
in your street window.
We hops by prompt attention to busi-

and courteous treatment to the consumers, to merit a share of your patronage.
Respectfully Yours.

AND

Evening,
May 14.

GILMORES
Jubilee, 50 Musicians. 10 Instrumental
Soloists, and Quartette of famous Singers, including Myron W, Whitney. Evening tickets
60, 75 cents and $1.00; Matinee tickets 36, So
and 76 cents.
Now on sale at Stockbrldge’#.
Hall fare on the railroads to all holding “Gilmore” tickets.
ap25dlw
_

01TY~HAIiIi,

Thursday and Friday Evenings, May 19 & 20.

ness

(TWINS BROS. ICE

CO.,

Telephone No. 543—2.
OFFICE—Deake’s Wharf,
Street.
apl

Foot of Park
dtf

TO THE

Manufacturers and Producers
OF

The Monarch of Magic.
The Prince of Frestidigitateurs.
Entrancing, Bewildering and Astounding.
The world famous Hermann, accompanied by
Mnie. Hermann, and a company of celebrated
artists.
"Black

am now

their exhibits in position but are not required
furnish attendants.
All exhibitors of manufactured goods, natural products and live
stock, (except such as are perishable,) must be
ready for shipment Nov. 1, 1892. For blank
application and further Information, address
CHARLES P. MATTOCKS, Executive Commissioner, Maine Board of World's Fair Managers,
Portland, Maine.
apr23d3t

Art” and “Leloon.”

Tickets 50, 75e. and $1.00 Now on Sale at
Stookbridge’s. Half fare on the railroads to all
holding "Hermann” tickets.
apr35dlw

CITY

KAXJL,,

Friday and Saturday Evenings, Mmy dth
and 7 th; Saturday Matinee.

IVIA8NE.

ready to receive applications for space
for exhibits at the World’s Columbian Exposition, to be held at Chicago from May 1 to October 31, 1893. Applications must be filed before July 1st, and should be filed at once.
There will be no oha ge for space. Return
freight free. Exhibitors are required to place
to

| Civil Engineer & Landscape Architect

Von Bulow says: “There are but three great
In the world, RubensteiD, myself and

Sianlsts
i’Albert,”

_delicate colors..

CO., I

(late City Engineer.)

“5®’ *“* “y bed and board without cause, am
oE.5?,r*0ns Fe forbidden to trust her on m
?®cPJJn* as I shall not pay any bills of her cor
April 22,1892.

II. M. FATSO* &

marlldtf

leading Dealers.^
t’^ting.
Blandish,

6’s
5’s
5’s
5’s
7's
41-2’s
6’s
5’s
5’s
5’s
Stock

Also, several Issues of Water Co. 6 PerCent
Bonds, Principal and Interest GUARANTEED.
For Sale toy

BAKTKBIIS.

For Sale by

from^fllTor

woolen goods without
injury to the finest'
fabric or fhe most

SWAN &BARRETT, A Card to the People

Maine Central Railroad
Maine Central Railroad
Portland Water Co.
Norway, Maine, Water Co.
Bath Water Supply Co.
Indianapolis Water Co.
Portland & Ogdensburg Railway
Merchants National Bank Stock

For
Durability, Style and Com
fort tt has no equal.

■"

to

City
City
City

City of Portland
ot Bath
, City
& Hubbarc i City of Clinton, Iowa,
Toronto, Ohio,

er.

S

—

We Offer,

One of the Finest Pianists In the World.

The production of the operetta, entitled

dti

BONDS.

EUGENE D’ALBERT

BosworfSi Relief Corps Carnival,

s

*&&

SKODA DISCOVERY CO., BELFAST, ME.

Lanjson

j
STOCK,

And Various other investment securities.

HALL,

BY THE FAMOUS PIANIST,

COMPANY

& OGDENSBURG

CITY

-OF-

F. O BAILEY
marl*

First Mortgage 5’s.

VT

ap23dtd

Mortgage 5’i.

ATHOL, MASS., WATER

Eapn

CO., Auctioneers.

PORTLAND & RUMFDRD FALLS R’Y

Rheumatism of the Joints

D'Altert.

a

three

cent Bonds Due

made

April

Anctioneers.

at 3

First Consolidated

of

eleventh annual
garments
Thein25th.
the workroom, will open on Monday.
The a*.
under Falmouth Hotel.

Valuable Real Estate.

MAINE WATER COMPANY

SLIDES

PRIZE LANTERN

EXHIBITION

Grand Concert and Ball
Wednesday Evening April

Hall

Gentleman with Lady *1.00
Lady unaccompaintd hy Gentleman 25c.

CUMBERLAND ROWING ASSOCIATION.
Accounts of Individuals, Anns and corpora
tions received on favorable terms.

sale for LOST PARADISE.
dtf

Closing

AMUSEMENTS.

Cor. Middle and Exchange Sts.
dtf
ap5

Banished

now on

GILBERT’S

in small or large amounts
draw interest from the first
day of each month.
jly25

Lessee and Manager

Thursday, April 26 and 87.

ONE OF THE FINEST!

SAVINGS DEPARTMENT

WOODBURY

iNHERITEDMRtMOOD

and

a.p25
-OF-

THEATRE.

PORTLAND
3. E. LOTHROP,

rickets

the

the humane

M,

PORTLAND NATIONAL

—

FEED E. RICHARDS, President,
W. W. MASON, Vice President,
C. 6. ALLEN, Cashier.

4-T-,/v

girlish, fierce pride of Suzette is admirably indicated—the son and daughter
of the president of the
corporation, with

THE

America’s Foremost

PRIMROSE

Funmakers,

&

WEST’S

MINSTRELS.
50

Peerless Celebrities

50

Immeasurably the largest, Indisputably the
Grandest Minstrel Organization on fee face of
the globe. First partln beautiful costumes and
scenery. New programme.
Tickets 50, 75 cents and $1.00. Matinee 25
36 and 50 cents. Half fare on all the railroads!
apr25
dlw

*

REPUBLICAN NATIONAL CONVENTION.

REPUBLICAN

CAUCUSES.

MUSIC AND DRAMA,

LIGHT HOUSE STEAMER LILAC.

NEW

ADVERTISEMENTS.

NEW

SEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

..

To the Republican Electors of the United
States:
In accordance with the usage and the instructions of the Republican National Convention of 1888, a National Convention of delegated representatives of the Republican party
■will be held at the City of Minneapolis, Minnesota, on Tuesday, the 7th day of June, 1892, at
IS o’clock at noon for ttie purpose of nominating candidates for President and Vice-President
to be supported at the next National Election,
and for the transaction of such other and further business as may be brought before it. The
Republican electors in the several States and
Territories, and voters without regard to past
political affiliations who believe in Republican
principles and endorse the Republican policy,
are cordially invited to unite under this call in
the formation of a National Ticket.
Each State will be entitled to four delegates
at large, and for each Representative in Congress at large, two delegates, and each Congressional District, each Territory, and the District
of Columbia, to two delegates. The delegates
at large shall be chosen by popular State Conventions, called on not less than twenty days’
notice, and not less than thirty days
efore the meeting of the National Convention.
The Congressional District delegates shall he
chosen at conventions oalled by the Congressional Committee of eaoh such district in tue same
manner as the nomination for a Representative
in Congress in made in said district; Provided,
That in any Congressional District where there
Is no Republican Congressional Committee, ow'lng to re-districting the State under the new Congressional apportionment, the Republican State
Committee snail appoint from tbe residents of
such distriot a committee for the purpose of
tailing a District Convention to elect district
delegates. The Territorial delegates shall be
chosen in the same manner as the nomination of
a Delegate in Congress is made.
The delegates
from the District of Columbia shall be chosen
at a convention constituted of members elected
in primary district assemblies, held under the
call and direction of the Republ can Central
Committee of the District of Columbia, which
said oommittee shall be chosen one from each
assembly distriot on the first Tuesday of January, 1892, at the hour of 7 O’clock p. m.,at a
In each assembly district to be
place of meeting
designated by a Joint call, with not less than
ton days’notice, signed by the member of the
National Committee for the District of Columbia and the chairman of the Republican Central
Committee of said District.
An alternate delegate for each delegate to the
National Convention, to act in case of the absence of the delegate, Shall be elected in the
same manner and at the same time as the delegate is elected.
All notices of contests must be filed with the
National Committee in writing, accompanied by
printed statements of the grounds of contest,
which shall be made public. Preference in the
order of hearing and determining contests will
be given by the convention in accordance with
the dates of filing such notices and statements
with the NotionS Committee.
James S. Clarkson, Coalman.
Jacob Bloat Fassett, Secretary.
New York. Jam 26,1992.

Sublished

_

A REPUBLICAN STATE
Will be held in Norombega

CONVENTION
Hal!,

Wednesday, April 27,1892,

Bangor,

at 11 o’clock a. m.,
lor the purpose of selecting two candidates for
electors of President and Vice President of the
United States and four delegates at large and
four alternates to attend the National Convention to be held at Minneapolis, Minnesota,, on
Tuesday, June 7, 1892, and transacting any
other business that may properly come before
it.
The Ijasls of represeentation will be as follows : Each City, Town and Plantation will be
entitled to one delegate, and for each seventylive votes cast for the Bepublican candidate for
Governor in 1888, an additional delegate, and
for a fraction of forty votes in excess of seventy-five votes, an additional delegate.
Vacancies in the delegation of any City,
Town, or Plantation can only be filled by residents of the County in which the vacancy exist*.
The State Committee will be in session in the
reception room of the Hall at nine o’clock on
the morning of the Convention, for the purpose
of receiving the credentials of delegates. Delegates, in order to be eligible to participate in
the Convention, must be elected subsequent to
the date of tbe call for this Convention; and
delegates under this call should not be elected
to the State Convention to be hereafter called
for the purpose of nominating a candidate for
Governor.
AU electors of Maine, without regard to past
political differences, who are in sympathy with
the sentiments expressed in the call of the Republican National Committee for the Republican National Convention, are cordially invited
to unite with the Republicans of the State in
electing delegates to this Convention.
Per order. Republican State Committee.
JOSEPH H. MANLEY, Chairman.
F. E. SOUTHARD. Secretary.

Augusta, Me., February 1,1892.

(

FIRST DISTRICT CONVENTION.
The Republicans of the First Congressional
District will hold a convention in Congress
Hall, Portland, on 'Wednesday, May 4th, 1892
at 2 o’clock in the afternoon, for the purpose o,
choosing two delegates and two alternates to
attend the National Convention, to be held at
Minneapolis, Minnesota, on Tuesday, June 7th,
1892, and transacting any other business that
may properly come before them.
The basis of representation will be as follows:
Each city and town will be entitled to one delegate, and for each seventy-five votes cast for
the Republican candidate for Governor In 1883,
an additional delegate, and for a fraction of
forty votes in excess of seventy-five votes, an
additional delegate.
Vacancies In the delegation of any city or
town can only be filled by residents of the town
or city In which the vacancy exists.
The District Committee will be In session at
the hall at 1 o’clock on the afternoon of the convention, for the purpose of receiving the credentials of delegates.
By order of the Republican District Committee.
Andrew HAwes, Chairman.
S. W. Judkins, Secretary.
Portland, March 29,1892.
The

Convention Train.

With characteristic promptness the
Maine Central railroad have made arrangements to give the best’possible accommodations to those wishing to attend
the Republican State Convention at Bangor Wednesday. A train will leave Portland at 6.05 o’clock in the morning, arriving in Bangor at 10.45 in the forenoon.
Returning, it will leave Bangor at 6 p. m.
and arrive in Portland at 9.48 in the evening. A low fare has been arranged for
the round trip.
_■

Delegates

Chosen for
trict

the State

and

Dis-

Conventions.

The Republican caucuses to choost
delegates from each ward to the
State Convention at
Bangor and sever
delegates to the District Convention in
this city were held Saturday evening,
seven

Following

are

the

delegates

as

chosen:

WARD ONE.
State Convention—Alpheus Griffin, Charles F.
Dam, John. W. Davis, Lewis W. kcKenney
Jefferson li. Brackett, John E. Lorlng, John H

Flannagan.
District Convention—W. H. Looney, Josept
D. Decelle, Charles L. Jack. Henry P. Dewey,
.Tolm F. Randall, John I.I. Conway, Charles F,
Bartlett.

WARD TWO.

State Convention—Carrol W. Morrill. Isaiat
Daniels, James Cunningham, Frank H. ■ luramcr, William J. Stephenson, James Logue, R
Cutler Libby.
District Convention—Hiram L. Jones, Horn
ace R (
olesworthy, Stephen W. Carle, Beniamm i. Haskell, John E.
Osborne, Warren C
King, Clements. Johnson.
WARD THREE.

State Convontion-Lyman M. Cousins, H. R,
Sargent, R. G. Berry, J. Wallace Hall, George
E. Hawkes, Edmund E. True, William E. Carter.

District Convention—Frank W. Robinson,
John E. Burnham. Frank E. Lovell, Edward F,
Tompson, George S. Staples, A. P. Whittier,
Walter L. Lefavor.
WARD FOUR.

State Convention—Joseph B. Reed, Arthur R,
Alexander, Jeremiah F. Hutchinson, George A.
Dow, William E. Donovan, George E. Brown,
Albert S. Fuller.
District Convention—Samuel A. True, Frederick L. Tower, John Murphy, Jr., Eliphalet G.
Spring, William P. Larkin, Samuel Hodgdon.
Patrick C. Melody.
WARD FIVE.

State Convention—J. H. Drummond, M. F.
King, J. 8. Winslow. R. W. Jackson, William
H. Dugan, A. D. Smith, Leonard Jordan.
District Convention—C. E. Jose, W. R, Wood,
John F. Thompson, R. T. Me Lallan. John T.
Fagan, S. B. Kelsey, George F. French.
WARD BIX.

State Convention—Franklin M. Lawrence,
Thomas P. Shaw, Frank 8. Waterhouse, Chas.
R. Milliken, Edward Tomlinson, W. Edwin Ulmer, John T. Libby.
District Convention—Francis Fessenden, Wes'
ton F. Mill'kcn. Henry C. Bagiev, Alexander TLaughlin, Bertrand F. Dunn, Perez B. Burnham,
Marshall R. Goding.

The Lilac, the new steamer for the
lighthouse service at this port, recently
launched at Cleveland, will be forwarded
to Portland by the last of May, or first of

delegates

State Convention: James 6. Redlon, Albion Palmer, Howard G. Wakefield.
The following were chosen delegates
to the district convention: Melville B.

Smith, Edwin A. Hobson, H. W. Palmer.

Raymond Republicans.
The Republicans of Raymond have
chosen Henry Harmon and Wm. H. Jordan delegates to the Portland district
convention and Frank C. Wilson and
Alfred Wilson delegates to the Bangor
convention.
They have chosen the fol-

town committee.
Chairman—Frank M. Hawkcs.
Secretary—C. S. Witham, Frank C. Jordan.
Alfred Watson, Geo. M. Leach, Albert G
Strout, Henry Harmon.

lowing

Otisfield Delegates.

Otisfield’s delegates

to the Portland

District convention are O. F. Mitchell, J.
H. Edwards and W. W. Andrews.

gt. Luke's Guild.

Next Wednesday evening, St. Luke’i
Guild will give a most attractive enter
talnment at Kotzschmar Hall, consistiu;
of readings and vocal and instrumcnta
The following will be the pro
music.
gramme:
la. Mdhuet.i

aft schooner
all of 155 feet,
from rudderpost to stem 145 feet, beam
Miss Louise Brown.
■■'■■■■■■.Schuber
molded 26 feet 6 inches, depth of hold Vocal Solo—Barcarolle■■
Mrs. Henry St. John Smith.
from top of beam to top of keel plate, 15 Reading-The Madonna of the Tubs.
..
Elizabeth Stuart Phelpi
1
feet'2 inches, and from top of beam to
Miss Goldthwaite.
.....Chopit
top of double bottom, 12 feet 4 inches. Piano Solo—Variations
1
Miss Flnlbrook,
The hull is made of Siemens-Martin Vocal Solo—The Lost Chord (by
request)...
mild steel.
v vv"„.Sullivai
It is built with a double
Mrs. Henry St. John Smith.
bottom divided into four separate water" Reading—Pauline Paulouna.
Bailey Aldrlcl
a;
In
the
vessel
tight compartments.
Miss Goldthwaite.
June.

She is a -fore

and

steamer, with length

over

rIanoSol°..'|f, Eifentanz.j.Gri°l

J.

LIBBY 5

R.

I INEIN8

mIO

SALE!

■■

..

above,
heads

water-tight

seven

divide

bulk-

ship into eight
The vessel
water-tight compartments.
is built with a fiat plate keel in double
thicknesses, and is provided with an extra protection keel and an outside
bilge
keel on either side, extending for about
70 feet.
Under the maindeok is located a storeroom, lower quarters aft fitted with 12
the

!

Piano Duet..

a.

—

■

■

BASEMENT

Germany.i

BARGAINS

[Moszkowski

TT

(ft. Hungary.)

Misses Davis and Brown.
One of the Finest.

AND-

—--

Next Wednesday and Thursday eve
nings, “One of the Finest" will be seer
at Portland Theatre, a play
abounding ii

Cotton Dress Fabrics !

beautiful and realistio scenio effects. Th<
Central Park scene is, Without doubt,on<

of the most beautiful pictures presentee
staterooms, pantry, lookers, on the stage in years.
Tickets for the Elks’ Benefit.
table, etc. Forward of these quarters are
the engine room, extending to the
superTickets for the grand benefit of the
structure deck, boiler room, coal bunk- Elks are
going like hot cakes, and the
ers, cargo hold, crew space with 12 berths event in City Hall on May 18th, is certaii
and lockers, wardrobes and washstands, to draw a full house. It is
settled thai
and the fore-peak fitted up as a store the Bowdoin Minstrels
will be seen it

berths,

....

two

room.

un tne mam

deck

unaer

the

super-

structure deck

are the inspector’s quarters, consisting of two staterooms, bath
room and
pantry, the stateroom for the
chief engineer, store room, entrance to
quarters aft, engine room, donkey and
boiler rooms, galley, two staterooms
for ship’s officers, steam steering engine
room, lamp room, two hoisting engines
for the anchor, the windlass, etc.
On the superstructure deck aft is loca-

State Convention—J. M. Haines. E. I, Smith,
Henry Soule, John C. Roberts, Beniamin W.
ted a deck house with chart room fitted
Stover, W. H. Stevens, Addison Libby.
District Convention—Holman 8.
Melcher, up as a stateroom, and a forward house
Geo. F. Gonld, Augustus B. Brown, Adam P.
Leighton, Edward C-. Webb, Allred A. Mont- with pilot house and stateroom for the
gomery, Henry S. Trickey.
This superstructure deck is
captain.
The time for holding the Republican
surrounded by a strong and neatly built
Convention to make choice of delegates
rail, with hardwood stanchions, white
at large to the State Convention to be
There are two
pine rail and battens.
held at Bangor, April 27th, has been
boats, a gig and cutter, on either side of
changed from Tuesday, April 26th, to to- the deck in the davits. Hardwood stairs
day, April 25th, at 5 o’clock p. m., at the lead to the forward and aft main desk.
Republican headquarters, Brown block.
Maine and Michigan pine is used in the
And the convention to make choice of deck
planking; white pine, ash and yeldelegates at large to the District Conven- low pine generally in the fitting. The
tion to be held May 4th, has also been
inspector’s saloon is finished in polished
changed from Tuesday, April 26th, to cherry and sycamore.
There are two
today, April 25th, at 5.30 o’clock p.m., clear white glass windows on either side
at the same place.
and the saloon has a handsome buffet,
Deering Republicans.
surmounted by a large mirror and fitted
The Republicans of Deering held their
with drawers underneath, a large desk,
caucus in Lewis Hall Saturday
evening comfortable sofa and
large extension tato ohoose delegates to the State Convenall of hardwood.
There is a handble,
tion on the 27th at Bangor, and the Dissome Brussels carpet on the floor and
trict Convention in Portland, May 4th.
the furnishings will seat 12 persons if
For the State Convention the
following necessary. The staterooms are finished
were chosen:
in hard wood. The bath room is in
polAndrew Hawes, Asher C. Hinds, B. L. Parkmail, Henry Deering, William H. Scott, George ished cherry, with porcelain tub, piped
Smith, A. Freeman Berry, James N. Read and for hot and
cold water, with nickel
Fred V. Matthews.
For the District Convention these were fittings, The pantry is finished in ash and
supplied with all the conveniences rechosen:
Elias N. Jacobs, I. L. Elder, J. W. C. Roberts’ quired. The chart room is finished in
W. W. Merrill, W. P. Ayer, A. T. Smith, 0. A.
The chief engineer’s quarters
Woodbury, F. E. C. Robbins and Adam W. Wil- cherry.
are finished in cedar.
son.
The galley is
The delegates to both conventions finished in ash, and is a model of conwere empowered to fill vacancies.
venience.
The ice room has double
Upon motion of Mr. Hawes it was voted walls and is carefully drained.
that after the city shall be divided into
AXiw XKJ v*^x vcbuxxx aio wxxx uc Ltlt3 umcers
wards the city committee shall consist of mess-room and will accommadate ton
four members from each ward, to be persons.
The stateroom for the mate
chosen in ward caucuses.
and assistant engineer are in the lower
Bridgton Republicans.
cabin aft, and are furnished in white
At the Republican Convention held at
pine, and the washstands have porcelain
town hall Saturday afternoon, D. P. bowls. The floor is a
hardwood, and
Chaplin, M. Gleason, T. P. Kimball, "W. rugs are provided, and with curtains for
H. Foster, John G. Hamblen and John the air
ports. The steward, cook and
B. Bray were elected delegates to the Re- firemen have well
furnished quarters;
publican District Convention at Port- with linoleum carpet.
The captain’6
land, May 4th, 1892, they were in- room on the superstruction deck resemstructed to support the Hon. C. F. Libby. bles the
inspector’s and is furnished alI. S. Webb, S. S. Fuller, George S.
so in polished cherry and sycamore with
Charles
W. Hill, Simeon C.
Farnsworth,
Knights and GeorgeF. Knapp were elect- Brussels carpet. The pilot house is fined delegates to attend the Republican ished in cherry, with floor of two kinds
State Convention at Bangor.
of hardwood and has a door of communiCape Elizabeth Republicans Organize.
cation with the captain’s stateroom. The
A goodly number of Republicans met lower cabin aft is finished in white pine,
at Town Hall Saturday afternoon, and
and fitted with 12 berths with lockers
there proceeded to revise and reorganize underneath. The crew’s quarters are
the town committee.
Messrs. Joseph S. for 12 men and are finished in good style
Fickett and George F. Henley were elect- with good outfit of bedding, cutlery,
ed chairman and secretary respectively. crockery, glassware, etc.
The bath
The other members of the committee room for the officers is a counterpart to
are as follows:
J. F. Chaplin, H. E. the inspector’s.
Cash, E. O'. Jordan, W. H. Hutchinson,
The steam steering gear of the ship is
C. N. Trefetben, D. L. Jones. A. A. Cole. J. P. Manton’s
pattern of Providence, 11.
A. D. Boyd, E. M. Robinson, M. A. HarL There are bell pulls and speaking
H.
W.
J.
L.
W.
mon,
Bradford,
Parrott,
J. Maxwell, E. C. Reynolds, J. H. Love- tubes all over the ship.
The American
itt.
Ship Windlass Company furnishes the
I.Va.
windlasses, bells, pumps, bucket racks,
The Republican caucus of Lisbon was etc. The
ship is heated throughout by
held at Engine Hall, Lisbon Falls, Satur- steam and has two
great fresh water
day, for choice of delegates to the State tanks in the hold of 600 gallons
capacity.
and District Conventions. A. E. Jordan The
ship is run with a screw propeller
was chairman, and J. H. Eacott secretanine feet four inches in diameter, driven
ry.
To the State Convention were chosen—George by an inverted cylinder surface condensPlummer, Edward Berry, William H. Miles, S. ing two cylinder fore and aft compound
E. Smullen. Charles M. Ham.
To the District Convention were chosen— engine, the cylinders to be 22 inches and
Charles Plummer, William S. Cotton, C. A. Jor41 inches in diameter with a stroke of 30
dan. Prank Miles, L. R. Ross.
It was voted that the town committee inches. There are two cylindrical single
fill vacancies on the committee.
ended boilers, 10 feet 8 inches in diameter outside the smallest course of shell,
Hollis.
At the Republican caucus in Hollis, the and 10 feet 9 inches from outside to outwere chosen
to the side of ends. The masts are of Norway

following

S

A Full Description of tire Fine Steamer
Just Launched at Cleveland.

pine.
Workroom

Sale.

I

6,000 yards, Pacific Suitings,

the first part, which will be a fine pre
lude to the large array of profession^
talent that is to follow. The Elk bene
fits given yearly in Boston are very large
ly attended by the ladies and rank amonf
the finest performances of the year
Portland Lodge of Elks will set the same
high standard on May 18th. Tickets
may be obtained from the members.

50c.
Bleached
Damasks,
marked down to 37 14c.
62 l-2c. Bleached Damask,
marked down to 50c.
$1.00 Damask, 64 In. wide,
marked down to 75c.
Superior Satin Damask, warranted all pure flax, 66 inches
select
wide, in very choice
patterns, including the Queen’s
marked
Household
Pattern,
down to 89c.
(One of the best

D* Albert.

The great pianist will be here Apr!
2Sth, at City Hall, and tickets are being
rapidly secured at Stockbridge’s. The
Boston Transcript says:
Beethoven’s sonata
is

bargains.)
3-4 Napkins to match Queen’s
Household Pattern, $2.75.
$1.25 Double Satin Damask,
in
68 inches,
actual
width
beautiful styles, marked down
to $1.00.
50 dozen 5*8 Napkins, good
full size, fine patterns marked

inF-sharp, opus 18.

of the least often heard of its
family. We cannot remembei
ever hearing it in public
before, except
perhaps, in a “Beethoven-Cyclus.” H
belongs to the period of the full bloon
of his second manner; but there art
strong hints in it of his third manner, oi
that new musical essence, the birth oi
one

whole

which we generally
the eighth

down to

playing
throughout,

whole concert-going experience.
When an artist does a thing of that sort
there is no need of talking about musica'
right or wrong; it may have been purely
our

bargain

Mendelssohnian, or inveterately un-Men
delssohnian, for all that we know, oi
care.
It was stupendously grand
play
ing of a passage that is already great ir
itself, and as such, can stand against anj
It was a flash o

“

si-

_

<>

40x40,

Remarkable Bargains in good
styles, 6 I -4c. and lOc.

R.

COTTON

Dress Fabrics
center counters, in the middle
of the store,
on

boasting but a simple
of fact, that
our

ft is not

statement

of Cotton
assortment
Dress
Fabrics and all Wool French
Challies is large and the designs
and

then

colorings

more

attractive

itave ever seen displayed in this market.
50 styles in Llama Cloths,
just received. Cashmere finish
10c.
63 of the best styles in Shantong Pongee India Silk, patterns
and finish handsome as silk.
Thousands of yards have been
sold at 13 l-3c.
75 new styles in genuine Scotch
Ginghams 35c.
(Do not conimitation
found
these
with
goods often sold as Scotch.
35 finest styles In
genuine
Anderson Scotch,—finest Ginghams in the world—at 40c.
35 styles in Silk Stripe Bed ford
Cord and Fancy Weave Scotch
Ginghams 40c.
30 styles Best French Organdie
Muslins 37 l-3c.
we

12 l-2c.

0UTIN6~FLANNELS.

FRENCH SHALLIES.
33 styles best French All Wool
Sold elsewhere at
Challies 50c.
5S and 63c.
30c- Half Wool Challies 15.

LIBBY, J. R. LIBBY,

Congress

Coragress Street.

genius.

Street.

Congress

Street.

Notes.

Miss Lizzie Soule is to bring out “Pan
dora” in connection with her class exhi
bition in Kotzschmar Hall, May 12th.
Mr. Ponce’s new theatre at Long Islanc
is rapidly assuming shape, and the fram<
is all up.
It is understood that Mr
George McKenney, who was formerli
head usher at Portland Theatre, has tin
refusal of the management.

Treasurer Walker’s Reply.

SS3J

of the Young
Men’s Democrat Club received TreasurHe declines, in courer Walker’s reply.

Saturday the Secretary

teous terms to accede to their

requests
Republican clerks or resign. He says that he is responsible foi
the management of the office and musl
to dismiss the

SUPREME JUDICIAL COURT.

be allowed to choose his own assistants,
The office is not run for partisan uses,
but for the good of the Community, it
cannot be run on party lines or at the
dictation of a party caucus. There was
running through the whole an intimation
that Mr. Walker should do his duty as
he understands it without fear or favor,
and if the Young Men’s Democratic Club
doesn’t like it, it will be equally satisfactory to him.

BEFOBB JUDGE WALTON,
Saturday—The ease of Thomas

J. Fostei
and another against the Moosehead Pulp ani
Paper Company to recover the price of six pul]
screens sold the defendants in 1890. amountin]
to $1685, the facts of which were given Satur
day morning, is still on trial. The evidence wa;
closed Saturday afternoon at four o’clock, am
the jury was excused until Monday morning
when Hon'. E. F. Webb of Watervill'e Will mak<
the closing argument for the defendant and Mr
A. F. Moulton will close for the plaintiff.

SUPERIOR COURT.
BEFOBB JUDGE BONNEY.

M. A. Jennings vs. Charles J. Anderson. Tb
to recover for the board of tin
defendant’s wife who was the mother of Jen
niug’s wife. Anderson and his wife had troubii
a nu she left him. Subsequently he convoyed t<
her property amounting to five thousand dollar: 1
if she would come back and live with him whlcl 1
she did. Subsequently more trouble occurrei
and Anderson took his goods and departed
She went to board with the plaintiff and hi
seeks to recover the price of the board o
Anderson. Anderson claims that he Is no
leagally liable; that he had conveyed to he ;
over half of his property and that she is bette
able to support herself than he Is. He furthe
claims that when he left he gave orders to thi 1
grocer to furnish her whatever she wanted li
the way of provisions and that there was nc
to boarding with th«
necessity for her going else.
plaintiff or anybody
This, however
Mrs. Anderson denies. Decision reserved.
P. J. Larrabee for plaintiff.
S. C. Strout for defendant. I 1

MARRIAGES-

plaintiff claims

1

1

Peering

Souls’ Church.

All

At the annual meeting of the Ladies
Circle of All Souls’ church, the followin'
officers were elected for the ensuing year
President—Mrs. A. C. Salford.
Vice President—Mrs. A. M. Parker.
Secretary—Miss Caro Goodrich.
Treasurer and Collector—sirs. c. B. Varney.

The following

elected as the ex
the annual fair
Mrs. A. C. Safford, Mr. and Mrs. Johi
Bell, Mr. and Mrs. D. W. Hawkes am I
Mr. and Mrs. C. B. Varney.
The Circle has spent over $1100 tin 1
past year for repairs and still have con
siderable money in the treasury.
were

ecutive committee for

Beal Estate

The following transfers of real estate ii 1
this county have been recorded at th<
registry of deeds:
Bridgton—Isaac Gilman to Frank F. Fellows
$2000.
Cape Elizabeth—Michael J. Quin to Willlan
H. Moore. $1000, etc,
Harrison—Isaac Jackson to James 0. Miller
$1000.
Portland—John Quirk to Jennie A. Honon
$600.
Westbrook-Martha Winslow to Josepl
Howey. $1.
Freeport—George A. Miller et als. to Freepor

of

Park Association.

$1.

Portland Camera Club.

the

place

at

Boston
Baxter

Camera Club,
hall

tonight

ferns
est.

In this city, April 23, by Rev. J. G. McNeill
Mr. John 8. Hines and Miss Eva A. McKenney
111 Plymouth, April 10. Win. T. Ferguson ol
Troy and Mrs. Mary E. Robinson of Plymouth
In Turner, April 4, Howard D. Fish and Miss
Nettie M, Hood.
In Pittsfield. April 6, Chas. R. Ames and Miss
Lillie E. Pur rill.
In Searsport, April 9, Frank W. Hall and Miss
Mary I,. Carlson.
In Strong, April 11, BenJ. F. Woodbury oi
Strong and Miss Evelvn Corbett of Salem.
In Rockland. April 9, Thomas F. Hart and
Miss Grace H. Holbrook.
lu Dexter, April 10, Charles M. Crawford and
Miss Florence G. Ellms.
In Dexter, April 10. Samuel W. Crawford and
Miss Edith A. Mower.
In Etna, April 6, Lewis Tibbetts of Etna and
Stella Palmer of Plymouth.
In Topsham, Frederick U. Plummer of Wintllrop and Miss Mellie E Nowell of Topsham.
In Troy. April 7. Lewis G. Tibbetts of Etna
and Miss Stella Palmer of Trov.

FOE-

TODAY.
1 Case Venetian Dress Mus-

lins, in both white and tinted
grounds, with colored figures,
perfectly fast, regular juice
25 cents, to be sold
17 cents a yard.

F. McDonnell,
city. April 22, Stephen
from

No. 40 Park
[Funeral this afternoon
street
In this city, April 24, Daniel M. Mannix, aged
37 years.
In Plea santdale, April 24, Fred L., youngest
child of George E. and Norrissa A. Goodwin,
acred 1 year. 5 months and 12 days.
[Funeral on Tuesday afternoon at 2 o’clock,
at the parents’ residence. Kelsey street.
In Falmouth, April 22, Mrs. Celia Conanl
Tvler. aged 52 years 10 months.
In Waldoboro, April 5, Thomas W. Haupt,

April S. Cornelius Magee, aged 83 years,—formerly of Brooksuille.
In Camden, April 3, Mrs. Louise E. Merrlam,

aged 79 years.
Iu Union, April 2, Sadie E. Upham, aged 29
years.
In Warren, April 2, Shubal Rokes, formerly
°

In

^inalhaven,

April 2, Mrs. Hannah Arey

aged 87 years.
In Hampden, April 14, Mrs. Mary A. Knowles
aged 70 years.
In Milo, April 14, Herbert A. Monroe, aged

23 years.
In East Monmouth, April 6, Mrs. Ruth Jones,
aged 65 years.
Ill West Farmington, April 8, Mrs. Prudy A.

Dillingham, aged 54 years.
In Augusta, Mrs. A. H. Gilmore, aged 73 yrs.
In Madison, April 7, Betsey Trumbull, aged

100 years.
In Brooks, April 11, Melzer S. Roberts, aged
21 years.
In Damariscotta. April 10, Mrs. Myra K,
Northey, aged 66 years.

I Flowers

| DENNETT the Florist,

STO Congest stmt.

at

1 case 38 inch Diagonal
Wool DresS Ooods, in the new
spring shades, regular price
50 cents, to be sold today at 30
cents a

yard.

case 38 inch

fine black,
AH Wool, India Serge, a bargain today at only 50 cents a
1

Ten

In this

today

yard.

DEATHS.

takes
Ex

ceedingly full and interesting lectures
accompany these sets, and they wil
doubtless draw a large audience.
Th<
new lantern will be used and the mam
of land and sea displayed at thei’i

BARGAINS
—

agIu South Thomas ton.

Transfers.

early

Foresters Meet Tonight.

at 25c.

oA-sn

PillowCases, 42x38 1-2, 21c.
“
“
45X38 1-2,22c.

J. R. LIBBY, J.

The exhibition of lantern slides mad<
by London amateurs and tlie set on tin 1
White mountains, by the members

There will be a special meeting of the
Foresters tonight at 7.30. It is desired that every member shall attend.

-AND-

*•

The tenth annual sale of the Workroom
will open today in the store under the
Falmouth Hotel, continuing one week.
All .the patrons of former sales and
friends of the cause know the purposes
of
the
and the
charcharity
acter of the work offered for sale. Particular attention has been called to the
especially dainty frocks and aprons
which the ladies have to show to the
comers.

SHEETS
ready made of best Fruit Cotton
at about the price of material.
81x03 1-2,
71c. each.
Sheets,
“
“
75c.
81x99,

100 dozen, large size, Huck
Towels at 12 l-3c., worth 20c.
50 dozen Huck Towels, extra
good value, lOc.
Bargains in Damask Towels
at 12 l-2c„ 17c. and 20c.
50 dozen
Damask Towels,
double
fagoted borders, exrare
cellent
quality and a

in the Mendelssohn D minor varia
tions. His
of these was not onlj
wonderful
but at one poin
(in the slow variation in D major), he
made one of the grandest, the most Ti
tanie “strokes” that We can remember ir
was

true

IS l-2c,
this sale at
6 l-4c. (A wonderful bargain.)
5,000 yards double fold Columbia Suitings, extra fine styles;
light colorings. Immense quantities are being sold, and
no
wonder at the price, 6 1 -4c.
One case best American Oingliams, 10 to 20 yards leugths,
fine styles, worth 12 l-2c, to close
at Sc.
10,000 yards, best styles and
best
6c.
quality of Printed
Challies at 4c.

$1.50.

TOWELS.

Here was a “novelty”
hearing. But where the
had
his greatest triumpl
great pianist

criticism whatsoever.

in dark

styles,
colorings,
6 inches wide, actual value
food
offered in

PILLOW CASES,

date roughly witl
D’ Albert player

symphony.

it wonderfully.
well worth the

Basement Bargains. |

I

\

shades

pure
Silk Bengaline, just received,
and sold today at $1.50 petnew

m

yard.

Twenty shades in changeable Taffetas aud Surahs,
very desirable. On sale today.
24 inch

figured China Silks,
regular $1.00 quality, full
Today at 69
cents a yard.

a

line of shades.

1 case, new styles, All W ool
Challies, very stylish, in
black, white and colored
grounds. On sale today at 50
cents a yard.

®“No trouble

to show

goods.

Eastman Bros.&Bancroft
tut

On April 25TH, 1731, Dan*l.
butcher’s son and a Dissenter, died at the age of seventy,
in London.
If he had written nothing else,
Robinson Crusoe would have
insured him a place among the
world’s literary giants.
He was
an advanced thinker and his
opposition to narrow religious ideas
cost him several years of
liberty.
Last year’s crop of Children’s Suits
will soon be a thing of the past.
Only a few more of these bargains
left at half price. Naturally|we turn
to the new stock and with it new

DEFOE, a

ideas.

styles first sea light here.
Bedford Cords in Bhie and Tan,
with Sailor Collar and Gilt Buttons,
•extremely dressy for small boys, 4 to
8, $10.00. Other effects in Cheviots
and Cassimeres, made with wide collars, or three piece Suits, $5.00 to
New

Two-piece Suits, ages 5 to
15, $2.25 to $15.00.
Odd Pants 50 cents to $2.00.
Children’s Caps and Hats 50 cents

$8.00.

to

$1.50.

This is
as Men’s.

a

Children’s

FARRINGTON

&

store as

well

BICKFORD,

Formerly Farrington Bros.,

542

CONGRESS

STREET.
dlt

MISCELLANEOUS.

T# SHINE IK SOCIETY.
Ward M’AHister gives Advice to
Would be Social Leaders.

Prices for Families and Offices:

10 Ik
-$1.50
month,
Daily,
per
“
“
“
“
15
2.00
“
..
20
2.50
•
60 lbs.
.15
100 lbs.
.25
BY THE CAKE, per 100 lbs., .20
-

---

Customers can commence taking Ice
at any time they desire, and delivery
will he continued until Notice to Stop
is received at the OFFICE.
Any customer leaving town, by givnotice at the OFFICE, will be ening
titled to a proper deduction.
tYe particularly request our customers to report any neglect of our drivers
in leaving Ice: complaints for carelessness, or any oilier cause, if made at the
Office, will be attended to promptly.
CLARK & CHAPLIN ICE CO.,

BURNHAM & CO.,
LIBBY & CO.,
C. S. BATES,
CUMMINGS BROS,

eodSm

sprll

JOHN’S

ASBESTOS PAINTS
Have llw

,

largest
sale of
any Mixed

ouinro

wnAUtO.

Paintsin
ISie World.

W. W. WHIPPLE &

CO.,

91 monument Sq.

mar26__

dtf

CITY OF PEEKING.
TSTHEREASA. A. Cheneyan d others have
Vi
petitioned the CityiCouncil to lav out a
new street or public way in said city, beginning
at Ocean street running through land owned by
Cheney to the high water mark upon the shore
of Back Oove. m accordance with the plan
made l>y E. C. Jordan, civil engineer, and
whereas said petition was referred by the City
Council April 4,1892, to the undersigned, for
them to consider and act upon; therefore.
Notice is hereby given to. all parties interested, that the Joint standing committee of
the City Council on laying out new streets, will
meet to hear the parties and view the proposed
way on the seventh day of May, 1892, at three
o'clock in the afternoon at the proposed point
of starting, and will then and there proceed to
determine and adjudge whether the public convenience requires said street or way to be laid
out.
Given under our handson this eleventh day
if April, 1892.
W. W. MERRILL, J Committee on
H. H. KEVINS,
1
G. W. LEIGHTON, V laying out
E. M. JACOBS,
|
E. E. TRUE,
J new streets.

ap!6_
CITY OF PEEKING.

d3w

TETHEREAS, Edward P. Wilson and others
T t
have, petitioned the City Council to lay
out a new street or public way in said city, beginning at southerly side line of Saunders
street, and through the northeasterly part of
said Saunders street, and along and upon the
northwesterly side line of land of Abby T.
Mitchell and others, to, and to intersect with

Pleasant street. And, whereas, said petition
was referred by the City Council, April 8,1892,
to the undersigned, for them to consider and
act upon, therefore,
Notice is hereby given to all parties interestcl. that the joint standing committee of the City
Council oil laying out new streets, will meet to
hear the parties and view the proposed way on
the seventh day of May. 1892, at 2 o’clock in
the afternoon at the proposed point of starting,
and will then and there proceed to determine
and adjudge whether the public convenience requires said street or way to be laid out.
Given under our hands on this llt’n day of
April, A. D. 1892.
W. W. MERRILL,
1 Committee
H. H. NEVIN8,
on
G. W. LEIGHTON,
{-laying out
E. M. JACOBS,
new
I
F. E. TRUE,
J streets.

aplfl__d3w

WM. M.

MARKS,

Card

Book,

-AND-

JOB

PRINTER,

PRINTERS'
97

EXCHANGE,

1-2 exchange St., Portland.

FINE JOB PRINTING A SPECIALTY..
AH orders by mail

tended

or

telephone promptly at-

to._
CAUCUS.
North

novlleodtf

Yarmouth,

Tim Republioans of North Yarmouth are
requested to meet at their Town House on
Saturday, April 30 at 2 o'clock p. m., for the
purpose of selecting delegates to attend the
First District Republican Congressional Convention to be held in Congress Hall in Portland on
Wednesday, May 4,1892, at 2 o'clock p. m.
Per order of Town Committee.
North Yarmouth, April 14,1892.

Age Will Tell,
Crow feet will

come.

Prevent

tendency

to

Wrinkles, Ageing or Withering of the skin,
drying up of theTSesh, by using Leattrblle
Oil Balm. Gives a rosy, youthful hue to the
rough coarse graiued skin, abolishes Pimples,
Freddas, Blotches; clears the lifeless, clay-like,
sallow complexion; tones down redness of
nose, face aud hands. 50c. and 31.00 atDrugLarge size prepaid by express for
E. S. Weils, Jersey City.
1.00.

fists.

WELLS’ HAIR BALSAM.
If gray, Wells’ Hair Balsam gradually
restores to original color; elegant tonic dressing, 50c., $1, Druggists; large size prepaid by
express for SI.
E. S. Wells, Jersey City.
Wells’ Health Rekewjsr restores Sexual visor.

No Waiting for Hesults.
When the face and hands are dry, feverish,
chapped, rough, or the skin irritated from
whatever cause, the advantages of using
Leattrelle Oil Balm are that only one application is needed, which will dry In instantly,

leaving
smooth,
traces, excepting
skin; does cot grease nor soil anything, need
not be covered up or washed oft', delightful for
the toilet. 50c. and §1.00 at Druggists. Large
size prepaid by express for $1.00.
£. 8. Wells, Jersey City.
no

Rorna ox Corns.

a

even

Liquid," Lc. sjv« ami Plaster,10c.

La (Hippo, Small-Pox,
Cholera nor Malaria have any
terrors for those who brace, tony and fortify
the system with Well;.’ Health Reuewcr.
Goes direct to weak spots. §1,00, Druggists,

Diphtheria,

to Form a Four Hundred in m
Small Town—You Will Hake Enemies,
but That U On® of the Penalties of

How

Greatness.

[Special Correspondence.]
New York, April 14.—Almost every
laail brings a batch of letters to Ward
McAllister, the leader of New York’s
celebrated Four Hundred, asking for
advice on “How to become a society
leader.” Pretty nearly all of these letters are from ambitious young gentlemen in small towns who are desirous of
forming a Four Hundred of their own.
Invariably they are of good family, enjoying excellent social privileges, but,
not knowing the ropes, they are nnable
to establish themselves at the h’ead of
the procession.
Hence they turn to the
great arbiter of American society for
counsel, and in such numbers do their
missives come that Mr. McAllister, if he
attempted to answer them all, would be
compelled to hire a seretary to look af
ter this class of correspondence alone.
Since he issued his famous ukase, dividing the original Four Hundred into an
“inner circle” of 150, an “outer circle”
and a “fringe,” these communications
have been particularly numorons. The
incident served to revive general interest in the peculiar hold which the chief
of the Four Hundred has on his followers in the giddy whirl, and naturally requests for instruction as to the best
means of climbing the ladder of social
fame have increased. For the benefit of
his numerous correspondents, none of
whom could otherwise be instructed at
his hands, Mr. McAllister consented recently to an interview on the subject of
how society and society leaders may best
be built ud.
“It is the easiest thing in the world,"’
said he, “for a man, young or old, to
become a society leader and to bnild up
a distinct society.
But it requires a
great many uncommon qualities, and
unless he possesses these he will be wiser
if he leaves the task alone. He must
possess push, the faculty of organization
and administration, fine powers of diplomacy, peifect tact, a thorough knowledge of men and the capacity to make
enemies with equanimity.
“Certain people of wealth and influence will be found in every community
who are in every way ineligible for admission into good society. These persons are absolutely certain to visit all
their resentment on the head of the man
who is looked upon as the organizer of
the set from which they have been excluded, and naturally they will do all
in their power to injure him. Therefore,
the ability to bear the attacks of enemies is particularly essential to a man
who wants to assume society leadership.
Given this ability, and being in possession of the other qualities I have enumerated, the goal can be reached by following a very simple line of procedure.
“In the first place, tho aspirant wants
to bo particular in bis dress. I don’t
mean that he shall be a dude ora dandy,
but he wants to be always well dressed
and cultivate especially a habit of wearing evening attire with ease and grace.
There is nothing that tends so much to
the pleasures of society as the dress coat.
In America the people are far behind
Europe in this matter. There it is realized that nothing helps so much in
throwing off the care3 of business as
evening approaches as the changing of
one’s clothes, the laying off of one’s
workday uniform as it were. No Englishman who pretends to be at all fashionable will think of sitting down to
dinner unless he is attired in his swallow tail, even when he dines in his own
house surrounded onlv by his family.
“Of course this is not to he looked for
here for some time to come yet, especially in small communities, but it will be
found pleasant as well as polite to
change one’s coat for dinner at home and
put on a fresh shirt. This will lead
naturally to the dress coat as an habitual easy evening attire, and the man
who wants to step out of the social ranks
to the front will do well to set a good
example to the persons whom he wishes
to lead by wearing a dress coat on all
suitable occasions. The others will follow in much less time than seems possible, and the change in bearing and deportment that will come over the company is certain to be most marked.
“But as a matter of course the wearing of a dross coat and the habit ol
dressing for dinner will not in itseH
make a society leader. They are only
incidents, though very essential. The
main thing is to create the best elements
of a place into a distinct and, as far as
permissible, an exclusive circle. This
can be done without the possession or
expenditure of wealth by the proper person, by the organization of subscription
entertainments—that is, entertainments
where everybody pays his or her share
of the expenses.
These entertainments
may take a wide range and are to be
adapted to the season. In summer they
can take the shape of picnics, excursions, outdoor luncheons and dances.
“When fall and winter arrive, balls,
dinners and other suitable affairs may
be substituted. It is the duty of the person who desires to be looked up to as a
leader to start these entertainments and
seo that
they are made permanent.
Once the beginning is made they will
run along of their own accord, almost
without an effort, and become recognized social institutions of the place.
To inaugurate them a list of the most
desirable people should be carefully prepared. In this work it may be found
necessary io exclude a great many people who have money, but are otherwise
fnlgar and unlit for intimate social relations with careful ladies and gentlemen.
Unless this is done the attempt
to form anything like an harmonious so! ciety set will prove a failure.
“On the other hand a large number of
I people who are poorer than their more
i fortunate neighbors will be found de-

sirable acquisitions because of superior manners and attainments and family connections. It is here where the
tact and diplomacy and knowledge of
human nature will be called sharply into
requisition. The list being made up and
revised a number of times, the nest stop
is to circulate among the people concerned and secure their active co-operation and support. This is the easiest
matter in the world. The people are
only too happy to help along an undertaking of this kind and will eagerly aid
a man who has the force and push to
lead them. Subscriptions to the different events will come almost without an
effort, and each successive event will be
easier to manage than the one that has
gone before.
“After the first affair has come off it
may be desirable to weed out the list of
eligibles, and this should be done relentlessly, though the ill feeling on the part
of those set aside may he greater and
harder to hear than if they had been left
out in the first place. But that must
not deter the man who lias set the task
of creating a Four Hundred before his
eyes, and if ho is only steadfast and determined and politic, he will soon feel
that the wrath of the slighted will glide
over him as easily as other petty troubles of life. Additions to the ranks may
be made from time to time as circumstances may dictate, but they should
only be made with the greatest circumspection—with more circumspection in
fact than the formation of the original
list, for it will be found much more difficult to weed out newcomers than it
was to weed out the old.
“This Doint reached, the man who has
been the active spirit in organizing these
subscription affair's can rest assured that
the battle is won, and unless he spoils it
all by some imprudence or by letting go
his hold, hi3 position as the recognized
society leader of the place is assured.
But eternal vigilance is the price of success in the social world as well as elsewhere, and if he wants to retain his
leadership he must make up his
mind to sacrifice a great deal of time
and to submit to a great many annoyances at the hands of the jealous and
disappointed. He must adapt himself
to changes that are constantly occurring, and be wideawake generally.”
And with that the great McAllister excused himself 10 give audience to a number of Hew York society reporters who
were waiting in' the drawing room outside, thereby furnishing another good
point for would be creators of “select
circles,” namely, cultivate the society
Paul Latzke.
reporter,
CHIEF
He

Is

a

OF

THE

WANTED.

A I.oTtr's Strategy;
OB, HOW JONES FRIGHTENED HIS RIVAL,
BROWN, OFF THE PREMISES.
L

Ill

I

In want of a harness,
bag or brush, call this week
trunk,
491 Congress street. Everything in' our store
be closed out by the last day ot this month.

\17'ANTED—Anyone
a
or a

at
to

d.&a.TOKDAN._23-1

know that J. g.
is at 137 Clark
street. Speaking tubes and bells of every description put into hotels, private houses and
steamboats at short notice; all work warranted;
orders by mail attended to.
23-1

)

wanted—A Gentleman and his
wife, without children, wish to hire a
whole house west of High St.
Address
HOUSE” P. O. box 1384. stating location and
reut. Possession to be given at once.
21-1

HOUSE

prices paid
dresses; also
and children’s clothing.
Cash
paid for carpets and furniture. Address
or
letter, M. DeGKOOT, Portland, Me.,
men’s

wnar

recreant

scion

or

monetary stock the original Cornelius
would consider George, and how he
would proclaim, as he did every man
not a money maker, a blank sucker.
The commodore very early recognized
Cornelius’ rare financial ability, and admired him accordingly, showing the
highest appreciation of which he was
capable by leaving his grandson by will
$3,000,000 as a special gift. He made
him, soon after attaining his majority,
treasurer of the Hudson River railroad,
and trusted

\V' ANTED—All persons In want of trunks or
bags to call at E. D. BEYNOLDS’, 050
and 558 Congress street, corner of
Oak; as we

manufacture our goods, and can therefore give
trunks repaired; open
you bottom prices;
evermigsuntil 9.
19-1

to know that we do
nickel plating, polishing, buffing, etc. Silver plated ware reDnired
reftnishcd and enameled to prevent its tarnishing. The only complete manufacturing and
plating establishment in Maine. Send for price
list. STEVENS, WOODMAN & CO., cor. Pore
ana Union Sts.janlStf

public
WANTED—The
fine gold, silver and

call at your store or house
pay you cash for old rags, barrels,
iron, rubbers, bottles, metals of all kinds. If
you have any of the above please drop me a
postal. Address C. B. WISH, 131 Green
street, city.11-ltf

\\TAnted—To
»
and

to buy from 81000 to 815,NOTICE—Wanted
000 worth of cast-off olotmng; I pay the

highest

cash price for ladles’ dresses, gents’
children’s clothing, and gents’ winter overcoats; call, or address letter or postal toS.
LEVI, 97 Middle street.
augiotf
and

MISCELLANEOUS.

for Ladies’ and Men’s
HEADQUARTERS
JO. $2.00, $2.60 and $3.00 Boots. We keep
all widths, sizes and half sizes.
BROWN, Sign
of Gold Boot.
20-1
PICTURES! Those In want of a
good picture, for a small amount of money,
would do well to call on us.
Pictures framed,
Plush goods, and albums, skates and skate
E.
D.
Cor.
Oak and Constraps.
REYNOLDS,
19-1
gress streets.

PICTURES!

our

of

RENT—Furnished: a fine brick house,
and centrally located In a good
near Spring street horse
cars,
BENJAMIN SHAW, 61Va Exchange St. 25-1

FORsunny

neighborhood

ItENT—The pleasant and sunny cottage
number 115 North street, corner of Walnut recently occupied by Mr. McDonald, In good
repair; has bath room. Also the newly renovated and thoroughly repaired cottage on
North St ,new furnace modern plumbing and
cemented cellar. BENJAMIN SHAW, 51 Va
Exchange St.___23-1

FOlt

BET—A

of

cottage
five rooms situated
the west end of Great Chebeague. Very
TO
nice well of water.
of
on

Inquire

Mr. J. F. Walker.

_23-1
other;
repair, sunny, good neighborhood, grown-up families desired. Inquire on
the premises._
23-1
all parts of the city. By J. C.
^.le
WOODMAN, 105Vi; Exchange street.
23-1
bet—cottages, furnished and unfur-

TO nished.

Little and Great Diamond islands, Peak’s and Cushing’s islands and the
shore
and
Falmouth
Foreslde; now ready
Cape
to let for the season. N. S. GARDINER, 185
Middle street.
21-1

TiO

on

BET—At Oakdale,

house, pleasant
stairs rent of seven
and pantry; two bay
closet, perfect drainApply at the house, No.
D. R. FROHOCK.
21-1
a new

and desirable down
rooms, with bath room
windows, Sebago, water

agejCementcellar.
23 William street.

BET—A large and desirable house
TO
Gray street, between Park and State, furnished

15

Gray

sllaet.

21-1

BET—At 1R Parris street, an up stairs
tenement of six rooms, in good repair, sunny and pleasant. Rent $12. Possession given
19-1
immediately.

TO

BET—Two newly finished rents at the
Sterling homestead. Peak’s Island. Apply
to Seth Sterling, Deputy Sheriffs office, Port19-4
land, Maine.

TO

BET—A lower tenement of 7 rooms, pleasant and sunny location. Inquire at 311
SPRING ST.
19-2

TO

COTTAGES TO BET-Some Of
the best summer cottages In Portland harbor to let.
Imqulre of A. M. SMITH, Portland,
Me.

SUMMER

_16-tf

Floor space with

beat

power.

TTJOY WANTED—In wholesale grocery store.
Apply at 120 COMMERCIAL STREET.

and 27 Commercial Street.

Apply

to GIANT

TRIC MOTOR

and

ELEC25

COMPANlf,

fund in state treasury, relatively largest
any association in the State; responsible
management; only 26 single assessments total
since 1835. Agent wanted, previous experience
not necessary. Correspondence invited. -26-8
of

success

20-1

TO LET.
The

spacious second
fioor over our store, with

■^SLANTED—Capable girl for general house
fT
work, in a family of two. Call forenoon
or evening at 204 SPRING ST.
Good Wages.
19-1

T&LANTED—Girl
general house work in
T
family of three. Apply at No. 23. Lincoln Street, Woodfords.
20-1
for

GRAY STREET.
13-tf

TXLANTED—A capable

lady with son or
daughter old enough to be of assistance;
right person a good pleasanthome can be
secured; also fair compensation. Family of
two, mother and son, good reference requested, and best given. Address, AY., PRESS
12-2
Office, Portland Me.
t *
to the

BOOMS.
or 4 large rooms,
fire, in western part
of city, furnished or unfurnished. Address U.
S. ENGINEER OFFICE, 537 Congress Street.

20-1
_

RET—Pleasant rooms, single
in suites1
board at 110 PARK ST. MRS. H. M.
TO with
or

ucli.

JORDAN,

RICE.28-tf

LORING, SHORT & HARMON,
dtf
marSl

LOST AND FOUND.

Congress

saxe—A desirable building lot corner
Quebec and Howard streets, Munjoy, contains about 4200 sq. ft., can be bought at a low
price and on easy terms; also several other
lots near by:
same owners.
BENJAMIN
SHAW, 61 Va Exchange 8t.
23-1

For

a

neighborhood In upper part of the city hear
Spring and Congress St. horse oars. Price
$2860 and this year’s taxes. BENJAMIN
SHAW, 61 Vg Exchange St.
23-1
SALE—On elevated ground near ConBramhall St. a detached 2
story frame house now occuplod by 2 families:
size of lot about 44x66. BENJAMIN SHAW,
51% Exchange St.
g3-1

Fobgress St,, and

_

BICYCLE—"Model C,
1891,” cushion tire, spring fork, run very
little, for sale or exchange for a liorse. Address
Box 66, Old Orchard, Me.22-1
SAFETY

YICTOB

SALE—A summer cottage six (6)
j FOBspacious
piazza, spring water piped

rooms

to the

house, mountain view unequaled, convenient
to mail, church and grocery store; situation
in Intervale Park, Intervale, N. H., M. 0.
K. II. 1 utervale Park was laid out by Dr. Charles
Cullis of Boston, on the slope of Bartlett Mt.,
roads, ponds, fountains, brooks, boarding
house, chapel, cottages all at large expense.
The scenery on every hand Is grand and beau
tiful. Address COTTAGE, No. 152 Spring St.,
SALE-We have five tons of Wheat for
FOBpoultry
will close out for $1.15
that

SALE—The Enest Photograph Car in
FOBMaine.
10x30. finished In whltewood and
hard

wood floor, wheel brake &e; built
1890; made in the best manner throughout:
at Brunswick, Me.; don’t care to rent; will
sell at a bargain. Address W. C. BUTMAN,
20-3
Middlehoro, Mass.

cherry,
In
now

’25c

can

sale—A

a

lar, belonging to a lady’s fnr lined circular; the
finder will be suitably rewarded bv leaving
same at the above address.
MRS. J. W. ROBINSON.
25-1
red setter dog
of Joe, collar without
LOST—A
will

answers

satisfy the

owner

person

F. W. MASON, Stroudwater.

to

the name

any marks. The
who returns him.
21-1

keys
ring. Win the
LOST—Two
leave them at the PRESS OFFICE.

finder
20-1

on a

have found the
FOUND—I
Forth,for Rheumatism
their worst

Greatest Cure an
and Neuralgia in
chronic forms. I suffered twelve
years and tried every know n remedy. Sufferers
write to me and enclose stamp.
MISS E. S,
ORR East Harpswell. Maine. aprlOd&wlmo*

DINNER!X
distress,

you have that feeling of
or perhaps
you are a sufferer from Heartburn, Acidity, X
Gastric Pressure, Indigestion or kindred Storn* t
ach Troubles; if bo,

TXT"ANTED—Young man desires situation as
11
stenographer and typewriter in manufacturing or railroad office in or near Portland.
Five years experience in shorthand and general
office work; familial' with shipping; reference
furnished. BOX 163, EAST JAFFRKY, N. H.
Protestant coachman. Apply
at 603 Congress St.
23-1
married man to work on a
recommendations
to
farm;
bring
STEVENS Ss CO., 140-142 Commercial street,
Portland.
22-1

WANTED—A

to work on a farm;
good
WANTED—A
man
single man preferred; must be
man

a

that understands the
P. O. Box 1109, city.

care

supplied
For particulars apply to BENJ. G.
WARD, attorney, No. 98 Exchange street.
near

Sebago.

20-1

■

SALE—Steam yacht, everything new in
July, 1888. Engine 4 1-4x6, boiler built bv
Russell, South Boston, gives ample steam, hull
built by Sheldon, East Boston.
Large cabin.
Thirty feet long, draws 3 1-2 feet. Splendid sea
boat and speedy.
Reason for selling, owner
wants larger boat. Address, H. G. J., Journal
office, Augusta, Me.__19-8

IJlOE

Tn?m>

*2 4 T U'

Van*

__ a

Jl

the best located, most thoroughly built
brick aud granite houses In Portland at a cost
of 815,000; the square in view from all the main
windows. Price 810,000. The opportunity of
a lifetime.
\V. H. WALDRON, 180 Middle
street,
19-1
SALE—Excellent Jersey
FORStable
of J. P. BAXTER, 61

MALE HELP.

WANTED—A

~"1

SALE—One 2 horse tip cart, several
one light top buggy used part of
one season, one beautiful morean mare 6 yrs
old, one sorrel driver (very fasti, one brown
liorse 1000 pounds, secondhand harnesses, etc.
g. b. McGregor, 203 com'i st.20-1

FOB
jiggers,

very desirable house, with
Friday evening, between City IjiOB
stableand large lotof land, centrally locatLOST—Last
Hall and 331 Congress street,
sable col- ed
business part of the city;
with

25-1

of stock.

Address
20-1

family cow
Deering St
19-1

SALE—In Windham; contain'
mg forty acres of excellent land; good
two
miles
from Maine Central Depot.
buildings;
Inquire of C. G. IRISH, 52 Market street,
or
GEO.
Portland, Me.,
SPEAR, near Duck
Pond.18-2

FARM

FOR

SALE OR TO LET—A cottage on MeetPeaks Island. In a fine
apply to 4 ST. LAWRENCE
ST.16-2

FOR
ing House Hill.
location. For terms

SALE or TO LET—Dwelling houses on
Hampshire.
Congress,
Cumberland,
Lafayette and Waterville streets. Church on

FOR

Monument street furnished for occupancy. Also
of the best farms In the state. One good
work horse and complete set of farming tools.
Twenty settees for sale. S. I- CARLETON. 118
Congress street.14-2
one

DR. BRONSON’S j
first-class salesman, must
FOR sale—In Cape Elizabeth,
WANTED—A
have experience in the retail grocery
three miles from Portland; contains thirtywell recommended. Apply to FARM
PEPSIN TROCHES! business;
five
acres, about twenty under high
L.
W.
WILSON &

|TRY

come

They trill cure you. 25 cents per box, 5 boxes t
$1.00. Of druggists or by mall.
$
BRONSON CHEMICAL CO., Providence, R. I.
♦

for

I

$

declS

eod2wet

CO.20-1

TIT ANTED by advertiser, situation in a whole
vt
sale Grocery Store; sound knowledge of
all its branches. Tea especially—having had 6
years’ experience in China—in buying tea only.
Address W. W„ office of this paper.
19-1

competent man to
WANTED—A
charge of farm in the vicinity of
must be
and
a

land,
mended.

temperate

come

take
Port-

well recom-

stating age, P. O. Box 1716,
city.19-1
ANTED—Book-keeper of experience deii
sires some position of trust; best of references given. Address “S.,” Pkjsss office.
Address

aprlt-tf
wanted-msh

with

small
Farmer
family, who understands farm work, and
care of stock. Address BOX 1095

Portland,
9-tf

Me.

Guaranteed Cure for Piles of whatever
or degree—External, Internal, Blind
or
Bleeding. Itching.Chronic. Recent or Hereditary. This remedy has positively never been
known to fail. gl.00 a box, 6 boxes for 65.00:
sent by mail prepaid on receipt of. price.
A
written Guarantee positively given to each
purchaser of « boxes, when purchased at one
time, to refund the $5.00 paid if not, cured.
Guarantee issued by IV. W. Whipple &
CO., Wholesale and Retail Agents, 21 Monu
ment Square, Portland, Me._oct28eodtf
A

kind

for

agent
Androscoggin
WANTED—General
County; position worth $2000 per annum
at
Also two local

right man.
agents $10 per
week and commission. Call on or after Tues
of
March
at
office
MUTUAL
22d,
day.
RESERVE, Room 1.176ya Middle street, cor.
Portland.
11-tf
Exchange,
to

MONEY TO LOAN.
-T XI 13-

33r EL 33. EL©oc3L.
No 399 1-3 Congress Street, Portland.
For the treatment of all chronic and complicated diseases that flesh is heir to, all cases
given up as incurable, 1 will take them to make
a cure.

J>r. Hood will not ask you any questions in
any way in regard to yom- diseases and after
you have a true examination of your case he
will tell you if you can be cured. ])r. Feed’s
medicines are strictly pure and put up to suit
each case, lie thinks he can tell the dlitereiice
between a person afflicted with a disease or a
person becoming an entranced medium. There
has been a great many people who have lost
their lives by making the above mistake. Examinations at my office every day including Sun9

a. in.,

to 9

p.

m.

letter stating their name, place
age and one stamp, $J .00.

Examination
or

bv

Negotiates mortgages on household furniture, pianos, organs, horses and carriages,
farming stock and machinery; also pays up furniture leases, allowing the property to remain
with owner. All loans may lie repaid by Installments reducing principle and interest.
Also
advance money on watches, diamonds, jewelry,
stocks, bonds, goods in bond and warehouse receipts. Business strictly confidential. Enquiries
by mail promptly attended to. Office. Itoom 1
No. 478t(i Congress Street, (up stairs directly
opposite tile Preble House) Portland, Me.

GEO. L. FISH,
april
13

Manager.

SALE—Dry and desirable house lots;
FORalso
gravel and loams for tilling. Inquire
L.
RICHARDSON, Peering Centre.

of A.

6-8

SALE—At Peering Centre, stock of
Goods, Fixtures and team. Only store in
the place. Good reasons for selling.
DAVIS
& CLARK.
6-tf
SALE or to LET—A nice Cottage
of 5 rooms at Trefethen's Landing.
Best
location on the Island. A bargain for some one.
Furnished throughout; will allow the furniture
to remain in cottage one season.
Address, C.
A. Sloman, 203 Franklin St, Portland Me.
marl9tf
SALE—Farm of 100 acres in City of
on
Cumberland
Westbrook,
street; ona
mile from East and West End; known as
Hussey farm. Inquire of C. E. GRIFFIN,
Cumberland Mills, Me.
14-8

FOR

FOR

__

FOR

HORSES.

HORSES.

HORSES.

Blocky Horses and Mares lor sale at tha
•fclvr Empire Brewery Co. stables. Weight 1000
to 1400 lbs. Prices $40 to $125. Also, 1 pair,
weight 2600 lhs.; price for pair $100. Also,
Caravan. Call at Empire Brewery Co.’s office,
11 Hampden street, cor. Albany street. Take
Hampden street electric cars, pass the door.
These horses are better than green horses for
or double in
farmers to work; will work
Take electric car on Washany spot or
ington street, Boston, Mass. If you don’t like
these horses your expenses will be paid.

single

apr5Gw»

A Snug; Little Carriage Business.
Two fires In blacksmith shop and two
benches in wood shop. Plenty of work for
4 men. A first class carriage paint shop
Address “Carriage
running overhead.
maker,” Box 218, Berwick, Maine.

_dlw»
IN IIALLOAVELL.

FOB SALE

MWSsFtf

residence amt

MILT,

my32dtf

drop a postal card to the
Home Office at Portland. Me., and
obtain Information about the Union
Mutual Life Insurance Uo.°
The
more you learn about it, the more
justified your pride in it as a Maine
institution.
not

6-4__

_api

ANNUAL_MEETING.

Why

or more

state of cultivation. Good orchard oi about one
hundred trees, all In hearing; the best in town
of its size. Also a plenty of other small fruits.
For particulars address C. G. R., Press Office.

place.

BOTANIC AND CLAIRVOYANT PHYSICIAN

day from

491

lb;
than ever. Samgoods
ple my 50e tea.20-1

WANTED—A
with bath and open

t
t

26

sale—And must bo sold tills week,
For
sets of harnesses, prices from $10 to $38.
J. & B.
23-1
street.

SALE—At

suite of 3

|;

sets full silver mouuted
regular price $150 and
8200. with collars; will sell them at a low
figure In order to close out stock By May 1. J.
& B. JORDAN.23-1

7c

ANTED—A capable girl for general house
Wf
VV
work at 328 Spring street. MRS. J. AY.
PERKINS.
22-1

eating
[afterA HEARTY

_23-1

SAXE—Two
FOR
coach harness,

5c

ST.23-1

Baby cried,

$1700, $1900, $2000, $2200, $2500, $2700,
$4000. By J. C. WOODMAN, lOBMi Exchange
street.

2c
beef 10c

HELP.

WANTED—A girl for general housework;
VT
reference required; 219 BRACKETT

Mother sighed,
Doctor prescribed; Caatoria!

for

Prices $600,
$1400, $1500,

sale.

SAXE—Houses
FOR81000,
$1100, $1300,

291 Congress
heat, central FOP.street, Wheat Whitney’s
Germ Meal
lb: best
bolted meal
lb; dairy ball butter,
lb;
location, very light.
corned
lb;
country string apples
all canned
lower

on

“I think that man must have some kind of a
charm about him that attracts dogs. See—
there are a couple of dogs following him now;
and I never see him but there are from two to
half a dozen following him.”
"Well, there’s nothing strange in that That
is the ossified man of the dime museum.—
New York Press.

as

pounds. Think of this, $1.15 per 100
pounds. Cheaper than corn and worth three
times as much for eggs.
GRAIN STORE, 67
20-1
Washington street.

attends our special sale
IMMENSE
Ladies' $1.60 and $2 shoes.
BROWN, steam

Sign of the Gold Boot.

They Knew a Bone.

SAXE—Second-hand Hall’s safe, good
new: cost $200: will sell for $60. J. &
23-1
JORDAN, 491 Congress street.

IfiOR

B.

we

Aid Society of Portland,; Me.
PROVIDENT
Lowest cost Life Insurance; unimpaired
reserve

«TANTED-A cook at 13

St.23-1

per 100

BROWN’S

most reliable blood medicine ever discovered.

chance in a lifetime to buy
a first class custom made harness at cost.
sold by the 30th of this
sets
must
be
25
left,
J. Si
month as we are going out of business.
B. JORDAN', 401 Congress street.23-1

SAXE—One
1?OR
l

Portland.21-2

mar7dtf

BRANCH STORE, Union Station, 944 Congress street. BROWN. 20-1

Physicians consider Ayer’s Sarsaparilla the

one acre

a

_

—Fliegende Blatter.

business
Conof land, together with
buildings, machinery, tools, stock, fixtures, etc.
This property will be sold at a bargain to the
right parties. If not sold at private sale, will
be offered at auction on the premises Wednesday, May 18tli. For full particulars and description write for circulars. F\ O. BAILEY &
CO., 18 Exchange street, Portland. Me. 23-1
SAXE—A fine manufacturing
FOR
—The Pioneer Chair Co., West Paris.
sists of about

near

use as a gristmill or
light manufacturing business; terms reasonable. For particulars address Box 1716, City..19-1

20-1

X'

Nursery stock
that must be cleared oft sotlia land can be used
for building lots and will be sold very low. D. W.
I1AW ICES, Maple street, Peering.25-1

hydrauge

RENT OR FOR SABE—A small steam
two story frame house and
For.lotsaxe—a
TO
mill coveniently situated
the city,
adapted for small family In
good
suitable for
for

For $1.00 to $1.60 per day I will provide as good rooms and good table as any other
house in Portland.
14-2

FEMALE

cedar,
bridal

SAXE—Choice maple, magnolia,
For
Scotch larch trees and syrlnga,
wreath and
shrubs.

on

unfurnished; or would let a part of
house to the right parties; must be let by May
1st. Call and see the house. O. H. FELLOWS,
or

Gold Boot.20-1

HOTEL.—From April 1st, I will
PERRY’S
give the travelling public the benefit of low

SAXE.

saxf.—1One set double harnesses; must
BET—Good tenements of three and six FOR
be sold this week, closing out business;
TO
rooms; prices S8 and *12 per month; also
price $35.00. J. & B. JORDAN, 491 Congress
for
Houses in

footwear. Sign of Gold Boot.
spring styles. BROWN, sign

rates.

official
Golden Opinions.
statements he made, saying, in his peStump Orator—I don’t think X take with the
culiar English, “That ’ere boy, Corneel, masses.
is alius right, sure as shootin.”
Admiring Friend—Nonsense! You are winNo millionaire in New York (our mil- ning golden opinions.
Orator—Yes, it looks like It, when I
lionaires are as a rule notorious niggards night after night, and never receive thespeak
least
so far as publio benefactions go) is £0
applause.
Friend—That’s what I said. Silence is golder
inclined to he generous in every way, you know.—Boston Transcript.
though he does not parade his giving, as
some others do.
While very orthodox
Ayer’s Hair Vigor restores gray hair to its
in creed, he commands the respect of original color, makes it vigorous and abundant
the most heterodox and rationalist, foi
they believe him sincere and conscienObeyed Rules.
tious in his professions. A man of tiis
Mr. Hayseed—What is this extra change
immense future feels obliged, for social for?
Hotel Olerk—We charge extra for gas burned
considerations, to give elaborate and exail night.
pensive entertainments, notwithstandMr. Hayseed—Why, consarn
y’r pictur!
got a sign there, plain as kin be—“Don’1
ing which he is simple and unpretending you've
blow out the gas?”—New York Weekly,
in ordinary life.
He is accessible in his office and at
Used by physicians and the people over forty
home to everybody, save eccentrics,
years tor Hemorrhages and Inflammations,
bores and impertinent interviewers, and fond’s Extract. Beware
of imitations offered
is free from the assumption and formalfor the Genuine.
ism that mark some of his kinsmen. No
Liked a Change.
man is more industrious, even laborious,
“So Mary is engaged to him?”
as he must be having charge of so many
“Y’es; and X know she does not believe in
millions, of interests so vast and far long engagements.
“So you think, they will he married soon?”
ramifying. He works on an average
“No, I think Marv likes a change.”—Life.
ten hours a da3r; is punctual in all his
engagements, and considerate of every“Did you spill the Ink on the new sofa?"
body worthy of consideration. Ho takes asked Mrs. Yerger, angrily, of her little son
pains not to overwork, which is not diffi- Tommy.
cult for a man of so great executive
“Yes, mamma,” was the reply.
J. E. J.
“Well, I have a notion to tell yonr father when
power.
he comes home, and have him whip you within
Mr. II. (j. Zimmerman, or Albion, an inch of yonr life. That sofa will look nice
we have
company."
Ind., recently discovered in a trench when
‘•That ink spot does n’t amount to anything.
loading from an artesian well a good Yon can sit on it when your visitors call,” resized and very lively mud puppy or wa- plied the little Cherub.—Texas Siftings.
ter dog. This well is eight miles north
Expel excess of lactic acid from the blood,
of Huron, S. D., and is 1,250 feet deep. and stop its
over-production, and you cure anti
Everybody was confident that the rep- kill rheumatism, neuralgia and kindred horrors,
tile came from the well, a3 there is no This
Ath-lo-phc^ros surely does.
other water for miles and miles. He
A Wife’s Confidence.
head was shaped like that of onr com“Did you ask your husband where he was
mon catfish, its color was similar to that
of the catfish, and it had busby external last night?” asked the much Interested neighbor.
gills, besides four legs.
“Yes; and I have every reason to believe he
told me the truth
as
to
what
the
aniMany conjectures
“Indeed?”
mal could be were made; some persons
“Yes. He said he didn’t know.*'—Judge.
thought it principally fish, others lizard,
and the most general conclusion was
“A Savior of her sex,” is a title bestowed
that the thing was a mongrel between the
upon Lydia E. Plnkham by the women of the
two.
A genius (Proteus) belonging to
world, millions of whom are indebted to her for
the same family as the above (which we health.
take to be Necturusj, and found in caves
in southwestern Austria, is blind and
Worth Acting
Upon.
colorless. Mr. Zimmerman states specifiDe Fries-1 have
one improvement totrmggest
cally that the puppy found by him had a with reference to the north pole exploration
good pair of eyes and was dark in color. business.
Lake Byron, twelve miles north of where
Snow—Let’s have it.
De Fries—it,
to send the relief expedition
this batraebian was found, is said to furon a month
everything
ahead, so as to have
nish good fishing.—Forest and Stream.
ready for the rescue
by the time the explorers
arrne.—*
t

FOR

SEASONABLE
Examine

implicitly whatever

X

prices

postal
Perry

TSTANted—Situation as housekeeper In
I
hotel or private family. Address N. W.
Press office, Portland, Me.
_20-1

Great Wealth.

a

gentle-

Hotel._20-1

study.
imagine

BBT.

BET—Two tenements rear of 103 Newbuy from $1,000 to sio.ooo
Wanted—To
worth of east oil clothing.
The highest TO bury street. 4 rooms in one and six in the
cash
for ladies’
in nice

VANDERBILTS.

[3psoial Correspondence.!
New York, April 14.—Cornelius Vanderbilt, who was named after his grandfather, the old commodore, has nothing
in common with him but financial ability (the commodore’s whole life was consecrated to the accumulation of money),
being a well rounded, large minded,
highly estimable character. He i3 at
forty-live the head and controlling spirit
of the present generation of Vanderbilts,
his brothers, William K. and Frederick
H., following usually in his lead; while
the youngest brother, George, is not in
business at all, confining himself entirely

TO

public to
Wanted—The
CUBBIEB. bell hanger,

Gentleman of Ability, Good In-

tentions and

to

WIT AND WISDOM.

4 NNUAf, meeting of the Portland Base Bali
and Athletic Association for the election
of officers and transaction of any other business,
will be held at Gage Bros.’ gymnasium. TUESDAY EVENING, April 26tn, 7.30 o'clock. All
parties interested in the continuation of base
nail this season are requested to be present.
Ter order, C. H. BOSS, Secretary.
d3t
apr22
-t»-

with store houses and 10
Tenement houses lu good repair; machinery
COTTON
could bo

goad order,
started at onee; 16 600
spindles, one lmlr are new. A rare chance to
get a good bargtin.For further particulars iu‘luire of L. ii. flOAVh, on the premises,
dStv
aprlo_
in

FOB

Bricit
■

SALE.

house No. 11 feering. ror. High street
lor particulars apply at HOUSL
between
uc hours ol 3 and 5 p. in.
apPdtl

■

FIMCIAL AND COMMERCIAL

105

“4%s.108

Quotations of

Products in the

Staple
leading Markets.

Portland Wa ter Co’s 6s, 1899.108
Portland Water Co’s 4s, 1927. 96

and Firm

Bonds Dull and

Stock Market.
The following were to-day’s quotations of
stocks u Boston :
Atchison. Topeka & Stanta Fe R. 35%
C.K. & Q.108%
Mexican Central. IS
t'niou Pacific.
44 %
Boston & Maine R.
.170
dopfd..
146%
Bell Telephone.
204
New York and New England R. 40%
dopfd.
.92 y3
Wisconsin Central. ",
10
Maine Central R.
..118
Lewiston, Me., dry 5s, 10 7...'...,_113%
Eastern Railroad 1st 6s, 1906.12344
Bates Manufacturing Co.14044

Government

Steady—Bailroads Fairly

Generally Firm—Stocks

and

Closed Weak

At New York, yesterday, money was easy,
ranging from 1 @2 per cent. last loan at 2,
closing at 2 per cent. Prime mercantile pamper was quoted at3%®5 percent.
Sterling
Exchange was quiet and firm with actual
business In bankers’ bills at 4 8714 for 60-<tay
bills and 4 88% for demand; posted rates at

Commercial bills were 4 86%
88@4 8914Government bonds were dull and
@4 8816.
steady. Railroads were fairly active and generally firm.
Stocks were steadily pressed for sale after 11
o’clock and more animation marked the dealings, which were extended to a much larger
number of stocks. Prices steadily yielded and
while no very wide fluctuations occurred, the
whole list was placed on a lower plane that of
the opening, and among the active shares
large fractious were lost. The same few stocks
still led In the market but wore joined by 1 uaha and Sugar, The market closed fairly active
and weak at the lowest prices.
Transatactions at the Stock Exchange aggregated 167,900 shares.

New York Stock and

Adams Express.144V*
American Express.118%
Central Pacific. 31
Ches. * Ohio. 23%
Chicago & Alton.145
Chicago & Alton preferred.... 160
Chicago, Burlington
Quincy.108%
Delaware & Hudson Canal Co. .144
Delaware. LaeKawana* West..l59%
Denver & Rio Grande. 17%
Erie. 30%
Erie preferred. 78%
Illinois Central.104%
Ind., Bloom & West. 10
Lake Erie it West. 26
Lake Shore.134%
LOUIS it Nash. 76%
Manhattan Elevated.124%
Michigan Central.109 %
Minn, it St. Louis. 11 %
Minn. & St. Louis pfd. 24
Missouri Pacific. 60%
New Jersey Central.130%
Northern Pacific common. 22
Northern Pacific pfd. 60%

Portland Wholesale Market.
PORTLAND, Apr. 23, 1892.
The following are to-day’s quotations of Grain,
Provisions, Produce, etc.:
Flour.
Grain.
Superfine &
Corn, car lots. S4®"5
low grades.$4V4t®4% Corn, nag lots. .57*68
A Spring fit
Meat, bag lots.. 55*56
AX Spring<54S's@47s [Oats,car lots.. .41*42
Patent Sprng
I Oats, bag lots. 44*40
Wheat... 5 25*5 50! Cotton Seed,
Mich, str’ght
I car lots. 25 00®25 50
roller-8473*5 lOi bag lots. .$25*26 00
dear do... *4%@4%; Sacked Br’n
StLouls sfgt
! car ots.
820(32100
rooler.*5*5 12% 1 bag lots. 821*23 00
dear do.. $4%®4% 1 Middlings.. 822*2 s 00
Wnt’r w heat
! bag lo&.. $23*26 00
patents... 5 25*6 50 i
Provisions.
Fish.
j Pork. Bks.15 00® 1" bO
Cod—L a r ge
1
clear... 14 75@15 00
8hore-6 00@6 50! short ctsl5 00*15 25
Smail do.. 4 5o@C 00 Beef,extra
Pollock
.3 50,K4 50. mess... '8 00*8 25
Haddock.. .2 0022 501 plate.. .10 00*10 50
Hake.1 75<®2 00
ex-plate.10 60®11 00
Lard. tubs. 678@ 7%
Herring,box
Sealed....
12@16c:: tierces... 5%@ 7%
Mackerel, bl
pails-oya®ll
Shore ls..$
1 pure leaf.lo @10%
Shore 2s.. $
I Hams_10% @10%
Med. 3s...l3 00@$l4l docov’rd.ll ®ilya

Northwestern..120%
Northwestern pfd.142
New York Central.114%
New York. Chicago*St-Louis. 18%
do

do

ooPfd.115%

J'nnt Cloth

July.
45%

_

Mar.
*7%
47%
47%
47%

46

Lowest.

45%

Closing.
46
Saturday’s quotations.
WHEAT.

July.

Opening..

May.
90%

90
90

Highest.
Lowest......

90%

8D94

Closing...

90Vi
90%

90

COEN.

July.

opening.

Highest.

46
46

Closing.

45%
45%

Lowest.

Mav.
47%
47%
47%
47-,,

Closing.'

)

COEN.

July

Saturday’s quotations.

July.

July.

Opening.

Mav.
*2%

39

Closing. 38%

42

Corrected by Swan & Babbett, Bankers and

Brokers, 186 Middle

street.

STOCKS.
Par Value. Bid. Asked
Description.
Canhl National Bank.100
126
128
Oasco National Bank.100
115
117
Cnmberlarid National Bank.. 40
40Va 42
100
102
?irst National Bank.100
Merchants’ National Bank.. 75
115
117
National Traders’ Bam;... .100
116
118
Portland National Bank.... 100
103
105
Portland Trust Co.100
114
116
Portland Company.100
100
Portland Gas Company. 50
80
85
Portland Railroad CompanylOO
115
120
Portland Water Co.100
110
115
Maine Central R R.100
115
120
BONDS.
Portland City 6s, 1897.108
110
Portland 6s, 1907.
.123
105
Portland 4s. 1902-1912 Funding. .103
1 03
Bangor 6s, 1894, R. F. aid.— .102
104
Bangor 6s, 1899, R R aid.108
110

Bangor

1905, Water.120
Bath 6s, 1898. R. R aid.105
Bath 6s, 1897, Municipal.
102
6s.

Bath 4Vbs, 1907,

Municipal..

..100

Lewiston 6s, 1901, Municipal
112
Lewtiton 4s, 1913. Municipal..... j oo
Saco 4s, 1901, Municipal......
\
oo
Majie Central It K. 1898,1st intglis
-..

^IW.1, cons. ratgl34

138
22

121
107
104
102

136

...

..

142
114

38%
73
20

..

19%

....

14%
35

..

...

193
58%
85%
77%

122%
112%
47%
llSVa
10%

MINIATURE ALMANAC, APRIL 25.
Sunrises .4 47
I
9 20
Sun sets.6 38 iilStl watel
9 43
....

Mmmrlsea^8!! *115

45
45

12%
27%

SATURDAY, April 23.
Arrived.
Seh J R Atwood, Condon, Wood Harbor, NS
.vith lobsters to W F Treiethen.
Sch Amanda, Newell, Cape Island, NS—live
obsters to order.
Seh Lucy Hammond, Machias tor New York.
Soli Caroline Knight, Boston—salt to Portland
I Stoneware Co.
Sch Abbie Bowker, Purington, Marblehead
: or Clark's Island and New York.
Sch C J Willard, York/Windsor, NS, for New-

Marker.

c.

CEICAGO.April 23.1892.-The Cattle market
shipments 1,000; strong;
atives 3 60@4 70; Stockers at 2 25@3 90 ;Texus
; cows 2 10®3 40.

-Receipts 2,000;

Hog3—receiptsl0.000-,3hipiuents4000.steady:
and
at 4 00®4

_

Lambs 6 76.
Domestic Marktes.

(By Telegraph.)
NEW YORK,April 23, 1892.—Flour—receipts
0,916 packages: sales 10.700 pckgs. Wheat—
r sceipts 331,6uO bush; sales 016,000bush
;flrm,
1
Corn—reup and quiet; April 2% up.
0
eigts 140,070 bush; sales 105.000 bush; dull,
*i isYsc lower and easy. Oats—receipts 126,076
1 ush; sales lo.OOO bush; steady and dull.
Beef quiet. Pork in ltg..t demand and steady.
1 ■ard is quiet and steady. Butter barely
steady,
( heese firm and
fairly active. Sugar—raw quiet
? ud steady. Spirits Turpentine
quiet and weak,
1 'etroleum dull and steady. Molasses dull and
s teariy.
Freights dull.
CHICAGO, April 23.1892,-The Flour market is steady; winter patents 4 20®4
40; winter
3 H5®4 30; spring patents 4 30®4 40;
; traights
at 3 60 43 70. Wheat is dull; No 2
C traightsat
prnij
>fo 2 Bed at 86%<S87 e.
j orn easier:82mc;
No 2 at 40®413/sc Oats are heavy
,e 2 at
28%,g29c.
Rye, No 2 at 72!/>uj,73e.
4
No 2 at 58400c. No 1 Flaxseed at
f jarley.
i
pork 7 % c lower 9 32 %
royisions—mess
at 6 13V2.@(; 15. Dry salt meats
at 4 60®5 00; %hort clear sides at
t ^boiilders
17 Ya (fto fiO.
Receipts—Fiour.110.000 bbis: wheat, 18.000
t uSh; cqrn.148.000.Imsli: oats. 168,000 bush;
r re. 7,000 bush; barley. 27.000 bush.
Shipments—Flour 7.000 bbis; wneat, 194,000
1 ush; corn 134,000 bush; oats, 270.000
bush;
r fe, 11,000 hush; barley, 52,000 bush.
ST. LOUIS. April 23,1892,-The Flour mare ; is quiet and unchanged.
Wheat closed 3 Vo c
b slow yesterday; No 2 Red at 85Utc. Corn is
rm; No 2 at 37!4c. Oats lower; No 2 t 3044 c
ye, lower; No 2 at 7Sc.
Barley—no sales'linn—c. Provisions very quiet; only a srnali
,b trade—pork, standard jobbing lo 00. Lard
n 00. Dry salt meats—loose shoulders
at 4 60if mgs and ribs 5 65; shorts at 6 70; boxed lots’
5 more.
Bacon—shoulders at 5 25; longs
and
6
r bs at 6 25; shorts at 6 40.
Hams 9 00@10 50.

\

£$£

PORTLAND.

PORT OP

at 15c; Vt and N H ex15c; Mich, extra, at 14*4 <215c; Southern
‘hciice 14Va: Western firsts 141, (515.
Poultry—Northern fresh-killed tiirkevs,choice
-c; do chickens at 25633c Howls 16>ai6c;We8ern loed fowls 16c; frozen
turkeys 17@18c; do
ihlokensat 16@17e: fowls 14@15.
Deans—New York hand-sicked pea, 1 90: mar■ow pea at 1 80; choice screen
pea. 1 60:61 70;
land-picked med at i76@180; choice yellow
iyes. l SOial 85; California pea beans, 2 30®
i 40; hand-picked. 2 506.2 60.
Seed—Timothy, l 50.®1 70; Western red top
50SS2: clover, 12®13c;Hungamn, 80®90e.
Hav—Choice,19 00(619 50:soine fancy higher;
, air to to
good at S17:«318; Eastern fine, 514®
:
>17; poor to ordinary $14@S1G.
Potatoes—Choice inatives “and Maine stock at
00®1 25 »■ bbl; choice Vt and nortnern N
l and N Y Burbanks and white stars 40®43bu;
1 ose 4S@45c; Houlton Hebrons
50c; Aroostook
lebrons 42,®45c.
Apples-No 1 Baldwins, at 2 OOS2 50;Greenigs 2 00@2 25.

i

j

934

67'

12<gl3c.
Eggs—Eastern extras

*

HeiShttide

MARINE 3STEWS

92

93

Tas

18? I
l?i
102
100
115

..

69%
120

ongli
25; mixed and
May., i aeking 4 45@4 55; prime heavy and butchers’
42%
.veights 4 65 64 60 ;iight at 4 60@4 60.
42 %
Sheep—receipts 3000; shipments —; steady;
£ lipped 5 16@5 25; Westerns 5 75®6 25;TexTV*

COEN.

...

59%

iage fit

May.
80%
80%

Opening. 80%
Closing. 80%

..

j i
22

Chicago Cattle Market.
(By Telegraph!
Mav
81
81%

...

..

75

Butter—Western extra creamery at 22 623c;
ancy higher: firsts and extra firsts at 18.®21o;
■xtraimitation creamrv 17®18c; factory choice
S.ffil7e; Northern creamery, choice 23.624c;
7ew York aua Vermont dairy, good to choice
.8,620c; Eastern creamery, good to choice at
(0,6.22c. The above quotations are receivers’
'rices for strictly wholesale lots.
Cheese—Northern cnotee full creams and
wins atUs4@12c; fair to good 9@ll¥a; Wesera choice at 11611 y. e; lair to good 9@ll¥a;

1

WHEAT.

133%,
128%
109%

HamsatlOLfcc; small do lie; pressed hams
Lie.
Lard—Choice at 7c ^ ib in tierces and tubs;
10-tb pails in cs 7%c.
Hogs—Choice city dressed 6%c & ib; country

common

Opening. 39
Closing...39%

26

Ellsworth,,,
,,
Cld 23d, sells Anna W Barker, Perkins. Hillsboro; Jeremiah fimitli, Tiyon, Bath; r W Coopson.

Brown, Gloucester.
Sitl 23(1. barque Kate > aclis Annina & Amelia,
sells Georgie E Brake, Rout A McFarland, Liz.
zie Carr, Beiij T Crooker, Eunice P Newcomb.
er.

Russell,
PASCAGOULA—Cld

Heleu E

irk. NJ.

Cleared,

Barque Elmlranda, Williams, Buenos Ayres—
lhase. Leayitt & Co.
Soil Jennie Hall, Hall, St Pierre—J H Hamlen

i Son.
Sch Amanda, (Br) Newell, Cape Island, NS—
»V C Rich.
Sch J Paine, Kendall, New York—J Rumery
is Son.
Sch J B Norris, Holmes, Tremont—J H Blake.
Sch Vixen, Rice, Steuben—J II Blake.
Sch Amelia F Cobb, Johnson, Bluehill—J H
llake.
Seh Gracie J, Ramsdell, Harrington —J H
Slake.
Seh Rlenxi, Condon, South Brooksville—J H
Slake.
Seh Brilliant, Hooper, Tenants Harbor—J H
Slake.
Sch Laura & Marion, Eastman, Harpswell—
< r H Blake.
SAILED—Barque T J Stewart; schs Annie M
Inderson, Laura V Rose, Nelson E Newbury,
iennie Lippett, E S Potter, Crestiiue.
SUNDAY, April 24.
*
Arrived,
Sch Herbert Rice, (Br) Deveau, Barbadoes—
aolasses to E Churchill.
Sch Calvin B Orcutt, Philadelphia—coal to Me
( lent R R.
Sch Z Sherman, Babb, Baltimore
coal to
tolling Mills.
Sell Charleston, from Boston—salt to J A Em< ry & Bro.
Sch Cora C Meader, Meader, Boothbay—ferillzer to Cumberland Bone Co.
Sch J Freeman, from Boston.
SAILED—Sch Oliver S Barrett.
—

dispatches.
Ar at Halifax 23d, steamer Labrador. Liversld
for
looi,
(and
Portland).
]
Arat Melbourne Apl 22, ship Rembrandt,
! imith. New York.
Ar at Rosario Mch 2, barque Ella, Merrriman.
J iueuos Ayres.
exchange

Faiker. Norfolk.
MOBILE-Cld 22d, sehl A T Steams, for

New York.

FERN AN DINA
fid pd, sch Gertrude L
Truudy. Davis, fall River, Lizzie Heyer, Birlem. New York,
BRUNSWICK-Sld 22d, schs.Joseph Souther,
Hatch, Boston; Joe, Sawyer, Millbridge.
Cld 23d. brig J C Hamllin, Griffin, Paysandu.
2Jd, sch

CHARLESTON—Sid
bury, for Barneoa. SC-Ar

Marrlners.
Office U. S. Lighthouse Inspector, l
First District,
(
Portland, April 23,1892. I
The following changes have been made in the
1 luoyage of this district:
In Deer Island Thoroughfare, a black spar
moy, No. Ohas been set on the North end of
’otato Ledges, at eastern eutrauce to the Thor-

2_d. sch Daisy Farltn,

PVTZTTT

A.WR(W_Sld 22(1.

U-ha

ir

Z,

Rockland, Apl 22—Sch A Paine was run into
of stern knocked off.
New Bedford, April 22— The wrecked schr
I lary E Oliver has been removed and is no long-

navigation.

St John, XB. April 23—Sch Nellie Star, from
1 larrington for Bay of Fundy, is ashore at Mus°- uash and going to pieces.

Ar 22d, schs Ellen Crusoe,‘Tapley, New York
John S Deerinfl. Arey, do.
Ar 22d, schs Gen Banks.
PROVIDENCE
Bicklord, Rockland; Georgietta, Hines, do.
Sid 22d, sells Julia & Martha, Webber, New
York; Storm Petrel, do.
Sid 21st, sell Angola, New York; Julia Baker,
and Carrie C Miles, do.
FALL RIVER—Ar 22(1, sch Margaret, from

Millbridge,

DUTCH ISLAND HARBOR-Ar 22d. schs
McFadden, Brown, and Hiram. Winters,
Providence for New York; Julia Baker, do for
do; George & Albert, Powers, Fall River for
New Bedford.
NEW BEDFORD-SM 22d, sells AMcNichols, Machias; Etta A Stimpson, New York.
NOBSKA—Passed north 23d. schs Alma Cummings, Port Royal for Boston; Mav McFarland,
Port Royal tor Boston; Ella II Watts, Matanzas for do.
At anchor, sch Addie Jordan.
VINEYARD-HAVEN-Ar 21st, schs David
Faust, Mt Desert for New York; Jerusha Baker
Machias for do; CL Jeffrey, Frankfort for do;
Ada S Allen. Calais for New Haven; George E
Perry. Machias for Newport.
Ar 22d, schs A Heaton, fm Amboy for Saco;
Robt Dority, Deer Isle for New Yok; Charlotte
Buck. Bangor for do; Veto, Thomaston for do.
SALEM—Ar 22d, schs Sarah A Blaisdell, fm
Franklin for Providence; Jesse Hart, St George
for New York.
GLOUCESTER—Ar 23d, sells B D Prince, fm
Boston for Lincolnville; Eunice P Newcomb, do
for Deer Isle; C V Minot! and Portland Packet,
do for Portland; Billow, do for
Milibridge; Annie T Bailey, Kennebec for Philadelphia.
PORTSMOUTH Below 22d, brig Mary E
Pennell, from Windsor, NS, for New York; schs
Red Jacket, Rockland for do; Addie Fuller,
Sliulee, NS, fordo; Gamma, St John, NB, for
Emma

—

do; Caroline, Millbridge for Boston; Regina,
and Dacota. Mathias fordo; Northern Light,
Millbridge for do; Hannah F Kimball, Roekport
for Taunton; Viola May, Machias for New Har
ven; E Waterman, Calais tor do; AM Preble,
Machias for V ineyard-Haven.
BATH—Ar 20th, schs Nellie Doe, Winslow,
New York; 22U, Hunter, do.
Sid 20th, sells Annie T Bailey, Otis, Philadelphia; 22d, sch AnhaE J Morse, Crocker, New

Foreign Ports.
Ar at Havre 17th inst, ship Baring Brothers,
Murphy, Tacoma via Falmouth.
Ar at Demerara Mch £5. barque Albert Shultz
Strout. New York; 6tll inst, sell J H Converse,
Drlsko, do; 6th* K H Cornell, Wass, Pensacola.
Ar at Antigua 4th inst, sch Lizzie E Dennison, Small, St Pierre, to load for United States.
Ar at Barhadoes prior to 13th inst, brig Sparkling W ater, Cole, Santos.
Ar at St Pierre Mch 24, sch Mary Jenness,
Eaton, Philadelphia, for Fort de France.
Sid Mch 26th, sch Hattie H Barbour, Fletcher, St Thomas; 28th, brig Jennie Jennie Phinney, Musgrave, Portland.
At St Pierre Apl 24th, barque Mary G Reed,
Peterson, for St Domingo.
At St Thomas Apl 13, barque Olive Thurlow,
Gooding, from New York for Nuevitas. repg.
Ar atBarbadoes 8tli inst, barque Nellie Smith
>v allace, Montevideo, and sld for
Boston; 11th,
sch Eobt G Dun, McDonald,
Philadelphia.
Sld Mch 27, sch Henry E Willard,
Taylor, for
Bangor; Apl 8th, barque Geneva, Eaton, Manzanilla; bngLF Munson, McKown, for Santa
Cruz, to load for New Xork or Pliiladelnhia.
In port 13th, barque Eleanor M Williams. Corbett. fm Imbetiba. ar 5th. for Delaware BreakWater, ldg; sch John S Parker, Milherry, from
Pensacola, ar Mch 31. for Portland, ldg.
Ar at St Jago 4th inst, sch M A Achorn, Cushman, Wilmington.
Arat Havana 22d inst, sch Fred Small,
Thompson, New York.

J iayaguez; Maud Briggs, Clilpman, Minatitlan
l 9 days; Hope Haynes, Tibbetts, Wiscasset1 lautilus, Tollman, Rockland; E A Boardman
1 brwood, Newport.
Old 22d. brig C C Sweeney, Robertson, Cape
1 own; sells Rosie & Adra, Berry, Millbridge
1 va L Leonard. Kelley. Portland.
Cld 23d, sch Geo E Dudley, Wilson, Sabine
I ass.
Sid 22(1, ship Santa Clara, for HongKomr*’
b arque Lillian. Pernambuco.
Sid 23d, ship Santa Clara, for HongKomrb rig Emma, for Wilmington, NC; schs Annie L
I lenderson, SahinePass; schs May O’Neil for
l nion Island; Normandy, and Mary A Hail’ for
*
■

I ernanama.

Passed Hell Gate 23d, sells Sea
Bird, NYork

>r

Keunebunkport

:

International Steamship Co. Portland & Worcester Line.
—

FOB

—

St. Jaiin, N.8., Halifax, N.S.
Eastport, Calais,
and all
of
Nova BeoNew Brunswick.
parts
tia, Prince Edwards Island, and Cape Breton.
The favorite route to Campobello and
St.

Andrews, N. B.
Fall and Winter Arrangement.

$or

Rival, Elizabithport

n;nc^nvLe?noodJ ^e,w

for Portland.

for

y°rk
BOSTON Ar -.-a, sah Junietta,
Johnson, fm
I [aehias.
Old 22d, bai-aue Kate, Crow’-w Grand Rass im, Atj sobs 3k th AY
Smith, Mart n, Ma. Mas;

PACIF3C MAI L STEAMSflIP €OMPM¥
LINE FOR

—

California, Japan, China, Central
America and

and South

Mexico,

From New York, pier foot of Caflal street,
North River, for San Francisco via Tho Isthof Panama.

mus

For Japan and China,
COLON.sails Tuesday, April 26, noon
From San Francisco, 1st and Brannon Sts.
CHINA sails Thursday April 28 3 p. m.
For Freight, Passage, or general information
apply to or address the General Eastern Agents.

Boston Jteamers.
FAME OAEY

$1.00.

SPRING ARRANGEMENT.
STAUNCH AND ELEGANT

DIRECT LIRE TO RES YORK.

Steamers

Manhattan and Cottage City
leave Franklin Wharf on Wednesdays and Saturdays at Up. m. Returning, leave Pier 38,
East River, New York, on Wednesdays and SatFare. $4.00: Round trip.
urdays at 4 p. in.
$7.00.
J. B. COYLE, Manager
J. F. L1SC0MB, General Agent.
Cebidtf
& BOOTHBAY
STEAMBOAT CO. Winter Arrangements. On
and after Monday, Nov. 2, Str.
Enterprise will
leave East Boothbay every Monday at 7.16 a.
m., for Portland, touching at So. Bristol and

PORTLAND

Boothbay Harbor. Every Wednesday, leave
Franklin Wharf, Portland, at 8 a. m., for Round
Pond, touching at Boothbay Harbor. Every
Thursday leave Round Pond at 7 a. m. for
Portland, touching at Boothbay Harbor. Every
Friday leave Portland at S a. m. for Boothbay.
So. Bristol, East Boothbay
and Peiuanuicl.
Weather permitting. No freight received after
7.46 a. in., on day of leaving.
marldtf
ALFRED RACE, Manager.

Mail

j

From

Liverpool
25th
10th
24th

From

Steamships I Portland.
Feh. ‘Mongolian 117th -Mar.
Mar. ‘Numidian, 31st
Parisian,
114th Apr.
Apr. | ‘Mongolian |_28th
S. Numidian and Mongolian will

From
Halifax.
19tli Mar
2nd Apr
16th
30th

STATE LIAE{SerTiceofA^sLina

York and Glasgow, via Londonderry,
every fortnight Cabin *35 and upwards. Return *65 and upwards.
Glasgow to Boston direct via Derry and
Praiteiil
«1G.
New

Lolnrov

ate

Liverpool.
Apr.

OREGON,
SARNIA,
LABRADOR,

14.

A. R. & E. A.

Real

TAGS AND LABELS.

Stevens (Slones Co.,

COMMERCIAL
NO.

NISS MEALLY
and

Is commended

lights

in the

as

concerts

NOTICE

a

host of

ASK TOUR DRUGGIST FOR

Scott’s

Cure

by

no

will give one

of Murdock’s

case

Liquid Food free of
Our
offer

known
we

that

we

we

cost.

for the

reasons
are

relief,

above

of paralysis that
have not cured or very much
a case

or a

consumptive that
or a

j

Very Fancy

HOUSE,
[

prominent hospital

stimulant

to

the

though it

can

be

in any
of tho

W.

deeW

AT

Canada.
1891,

departures.

Lowest fares from Portland, V armouth Junction and Danvine Junction as follows: To Chi$20 and 815.T5; Detroit *16.75 and
$12.50; Kansas City $30 and *24.00; 8t. Paul
$31.50 and $26.50; St. Louis via Detroit $23.To
and $19.76; St Louis via Chicago $26 and
$21.75; San Francisco, California, $90 and
$56.76. These rates are subject to change.
L. J. 8EARGRANT, General Manager,
decs
Utf
cago

MAINE CENTRAL R

R.

For

Bangor, Ear Harbor, St. John, the
White Mountains, Quebec, Montreal

and the West.
On
and after
April 11, 1892, passenger
trains leave Portland as follows:
For Danville Junction, Auburn and Lewiston, 8.30 A m., 1.10, 5.06 p. m.
Lewiston via Brunswick, 7.15 A re, *1.15,
5.00 and

til-80p.

m.

m.

drews, 11.30 p. ill.
'Runs daily. Sundays included. $Night

press

with sleeping

ears

ex-

attached, runs every

night. Sundays included but not to Skowhegan
Monday morning, or to Belfast. Dexter or beyond Bangor, on Sunday mornings.
fliHimrpiiH ana

Quebec Line.

For C umberland Mil!?, Srbago l ake. Bridgtnu, liyeburg, North Conway, Glen, Bartlett-, and Fabyans, 8.45 a. in., 1.45 and
<5.15
p. in.: St. Johnsburv,
Newport

given in the

and .Montreal. 8.45

a. m..

(5.15 n. m.;

North

Stratford. Colt-brook and Quebec nt 1.45
P- ni.: Jefferson and Lam-aster, S.4t> a. m.
and 1.45 p. m.
The 8.43 a. ni. connects for all points In Northern
p,?'v Hampshire. Vermont, Chicago and
the Meet; and with the Canadian Pacific
Transcontinental train for Vancouver and Pacific Coast points.
The fi.15 p. m. train
connects at Montreal with trains via "boo”
Line for Minneapolis and St. Paul.
ARRIVALS

approaching
Liquid
eodtf

BOARa!

EXAMINING

01

For Auburn and Lewiston, 7.10 and 7.20 A
m, and 1.10,1.30 and 5.10 p. m. For Gorham, 7.10 a. m., 1.30 and 5.10 p. m. For
Montreal and Chicago, 7.10 a. m. and 1-80
p. m. For Quebec, 1.30 p. m. For Buckfield and Canton, 7.10 a. m. and 1.30 p. m.
ARRIVALS.
From Lewiston and Auburn, 8.25 a. m.,
12.10, 3.10, 5.40 and 5.50 p. m. From Gorham. N. H., 8.25 a, m.. 12.10 and 6.50 p. in.
From Chicago and Montreal, 12.10 a. m.,
6.50 p. m. From Quebec, 13.10 p. m.
TICKET OFFICE
50 Exchange Street, and Depot Foot of India Street.

.* line

wav

Railway

After MOSDAt. Dec. 7,
Trains will run as follows:

m.

CITY OF PORTLAND.

IN

PORTLAND.

From Waterville and Lewiston, 8.35 a. m.; Au.
gusta, Bath and from Rockland Mondaysonlv,
8.40 a. m.: Montreal. Bridgton. etc.. 8.20 a.
nt.andSp.ni.; Quebec. Lancaster and Bridgton
12.20 p. ni.; Farmington, Sitownegan and
Lewiston 12.25 p. m.; SL John, Bangor Rockland. etc. 12.30 p. m.: Waterville. Bath, Augustaand Rockland,6.35p.m.:Farmington,Skowhegan. Waterville ana Lewiston, 6.45 p. m.;

Montreal,
p.

m.;

Lancaster.
Night Pullman

Fabyans, Brktgton,
*1.40

8.00

a. m.

‘Sundays included.

Portland. Mt. Qessrt & Machiss Steamboat Got

rer order ROBERT A.

Plain at

aprlfldta
DR. K.

McCLTTTCHV,

Chairman.

H. MATHEWS,

—

P. HASTINGS’.
411

and

Ellsworth and Bar Harbor at 1.15 and 11.30
p. m.
Vanceboro, St. John, Halifax and Provinces
*1.15 and $11.30 p. ni.
Houlton, Woodstock, St. Stephen and North
Aroostook at 1.15 and 11.30 p. m.; St. An-

but

system,

the results
Murdock
Food in the past 12 years.
apr8

NO. 114 I”2 EXCHANGE ST.
—

a.

Farmington and Phillips, via Lewiston, 8.30
a. m„ Llo p. as.; via Brunawidk, 1.15
p. m.;
and for Rangeley at 8.30 a. in.
Monmouth, WintJUrop Readiield and Oakland, 1.10 and 5.03 p. m.
Waservtlle via Lewiston, 1.10, 5.05 p. m.; via
Augusta, 7.15 a. m, *1.15, til.30 p. m.
Skowhegan via Lewiston. 1.10 p. m.; via
Augusta, 7.16 A m, 1.16. $11.30 p. m.
Belfast, 1.15 and 11.30 p. m.
Dover and Foxcroft, via Dexter, 1.15, 11.30
p. m.
Bangor via Lewiston, 1.10 p. m.; via Augusta, 7.15 a. m, *1.15 and $11.80 p. m, and on
Sundays only at 7.20 a. in.
Bangor & Piscataquis R. R. via Dexter, 1.15
and 11.30 p. in.; via Oldtown, at 11.30 p.

THREE THOUSAND opera

On

p.

be ob-

ORGANS
or

m.

a,

m.

Rockland and Knox and Lincoln Stations,
7.15 a. m, 1.15 and on Saturdays only at 5.66
p. in.
Brunswick, Bath, Gurdtner, HalloweH and
Augusta, 7.15 A m, *1.16, 5.00 and tll.80

we would remind the
public that no
substitute (and there are many co-called
Foods and Food Extracts in the market)

CLASS

FIRST

Effect November 16, 1891.

_

have never

reactionary influence deleterious to the system.

FOR SALE OR RENT; ALSO

3 Free St. Block, 12 Free
St.,Portland.
S. THURSTON.
aPrU
^

three

months has had

3RI Jk. T$T o s POLICE

general agency

for

out a

as

BULOW,

THURSTON’S PIANO

treatment

has a record

FIRST, by such great

others^ ^The

Paralytic

fluence is permanent and with-

Rheumatism, Neuralgia, Sprains or
Bruises, Sore Throat, and Other Tameness.
Second to no other Liniment in the United
State*, well known in all Eastern Provinces
Will be sold by all druggist*. David 8cott Sole
Proprietor in the United States.
Trade mark
on all circulars and bottles. Wholesale by Cook
Everett & Pennell, Portland, Me.
Ieb22dtt
For

EUGEN D'ALBERT,
and

IF

most extreme cases of exhaustion with perfect safety, its in-

STEVENS,

musical firmament

DR. HANS VON

PAPER.

jnl_eodly

ICNAiir
all

That has been under medical
treatment three months without relief, we will send one case
of Murdock’s Liquid Food, Boston, free of charge.

We shall be pleased
give any inquirer the further
facts, hut the above is convinthat
cing
proof
Murdock's
Food
is
not an artificial
Liquid

4, Jose Building,
98 EXCHANGE STRE E T

In

brand trunk

of surgery.

Loan

_

Portland & Rumford Falls Railway.

je27

to

Rooms 3 and

UNDER THE FALMOUTH.eodtf

used at

to

E. WHITNEY, Gen. Agt. at Portland,
dtf

ni.

only five patients in a thousand,
and many of these difficult cases

small amounts. Parties wishing to
build can be accommodated.

GEO.
oct 3

STAGE CONNECTIONS Daily—From W.
Minot for Hebron Academy; Buokfielcl for W.
Sumner and Turner; Can on for Peru, Dixfleld and Mexico; also for Brettun's Mills,
Livermore.

in tills country, and by its use
the unprecedented record was
reported of a loss by death of

or

—

and 1.30 p.

ations in

and Loans.

$5©,©©©
| in
large

is

Estate

•Western Division from Dover.
Through tickets to all points South and West

RETURNING-Leave Canton 4.30 and 9.80

over

DOTEN,

days only.

Leave Portland via G. T. Railway, ',.10

the use of Murdock’s
Liquid Food. This statement is
attested by the crucial test of

_

DENNISON’S

This piano

apr2___

tained by

service ended for season.
Cabin, *40 to $60 ; Return. *80 to $110; Second Cabin, $26; Steerage, $20.
DAVID TORRANCE & CO..
uov23dtf
Agents.

j.

Falmouth Foreside Steamboat Co.

On and after Monday April 4. 1892 the
Steamer Alice will leave Town Landing. Falmouth for Portland daily at 6.00 and 8.58 a. m.
1.00 and 5.00 p. m.
Returning leave west side
of Portland Pier at 7.00 and 10.00 a. m. 2.40
and 6.15 p. m. Special arrangements for excursions. freight etc. can be made on board the
steamer with B. M. SEABURY, Captain.
tf

In all cases of Disease bene-

Bristol

For Portsmouth and way stations, 4.40 u.
tConnects with Rail Lines for New York,
South and West,
{Connects with Sound Lines for New York,
j Western Division from North Berwick Sun-

m.

for

ficial results are sure to

I From
From
Portland. I Halifax.
7.
oT
Apr.
Apr.
21.
23i
7.
May 5. May

Steamek

FROM COMMERCIAL STREET STATION.

to

strong testimony that life has

Royal Mail Steamships.
al Halifax Qutwarfe and Homewards

m.

Sunday Trains from Union Station, for Bosand way stations. 12.55. 4.15 p. m.
EASTERN DIVISION.
From Union Station. For Cape Elizabeth,
9.00 a. m.; Amcsbury, 9.00 a. 711.. 6.00 p. tn.;
Biddeford, Portsmouth, Newburyport, Salem, Lynn, Boston, (t2.00 a., m. daily) t9.00 a.
m.. (§1.00 j). m. daily) te.oo p. m.
Boston fer Portland, 7.30 a. m.. ($9.00 a. m.
daily) 12.30 p. m., <.*7.00 p. in. daily.;
ton

FREEPORT STEAMBOAT CO.

has not been either cured

_'.jiTI.

ai»e

4.00 p.

landings.
RETURN leave Portland Pier for tor’s Island
and Intermediate landings at 3.00 p. m.
ISAIAH DANIELS,
octldtf
General Manger.

helped,

DOMINION LINE.

Notice.

and Concord (via South Newmarket Junction)
7 00 a. rn.. 3.30 p. m.; (via Lawrence) $.45 a.
m.; So. Newmarket Junction, Exeter, Haverhill, Lawrence, I^owell, Boston, t7.00,
18.45 a. nu. §12.40. 3.30 d. m.
Boston for Portland, 7.30, 8.30 a.
1.00,

a,

been very much prolonged by
its use.

Calling

Short

WINTER

under

7th
‘S.
carry cattle and only cabin passengers. Cabin $40 to
$60, according to steamer and location of state
room; second cabin *25; steerage $20.
steam-

Mar. 17.
31.

at

Bay Steamboat Company,

CUSTOM HOUSE WHARF.
TIME TABLE, commencing Monday, November 1, 1891:
Leave Portland for Forest City Landing, Peaks
island, 6. 45, 6.45 8.00 a. m., 2.15, 6.10 p. m.;
for Little and Great Diamond, Trefethen’s and
Long Island, 8.00 a. m., 2.15. p.m.
C- W. f. GODING,
octSOdtf
General Manager.

Steamships.

BETWEEN PORTLAND AND LIVERPOOL

A FULL LINE OF

WESTON DIVISION.
Fort land (Union Statiou) for
ftoarboro Beach, Pine Point, 7.1)0.10.15 a.
m., 3.30. 5.15. 0.1 5 p. m.; Old Orchard Beach,
Saco, Biddeford, 7.00, 8 45. 10.15 a. m., 12.40,
3.30, 5 15. 6.15 t>. in.; Kcnuebunk, 7.00, 8.45
a. m.. 12.40. 3/80, 5.15. 6.15 p.
m..; Wfelto
Beach, 7.00. 8.45 a. in., 3.30, 5.15 p. m.; North
Berwick, Great Falls, Dover, 7.00, 8.45 a.
®v 12.40. 3.30, 5.15 p. m; Rochester, Farmington, Alton Bay, Wolfbovo, 8.45 a. ill.,
12.40, 3 30 p. in.; Worcester, (via Great
Falls and Rochester] 7.00 a. m. ; Manchester

ISLAND STEAMERS.

O TEAM EE PHANTOM will leave Portland
Pier for Freeport, touching at Falmouth
Foreside, Cousens Great Chebeague and Littlejohn’s Island and Wolfs Point, at 3 p. m. daily
(Sundays excepted). RETURNING, will leave
South Freeport at 7 a. m.. touching at all landings, commencing March 16th, 1S92.
majlSdtf
H. B. SOULE, Manager.

R.

4, 1801.

Trains leave

_

Xjme
Royal

ACCOUNT BOOKS

In Effect October

at 6.40

MAINE STEAMSHIP COMPANY.

April 11,1892.

Boston & fffiaine R.

steamer

From Long Wharf. Boston. 3 p. m. From
Pine Street Wharf, Philadelphia, at 3 p. tn. Insurance one-half the rate of sailing vessel.
Freights for the West by the Penn. R. R., and
South by connecting lines, forwarded free oi
commission.
Bound Trip 918.00.
Passage 910.00.
Meals and room included.
For freight or passage apply to F. P. WING,
Agent, 70 Long Wharf, Boston.
E. B. SAMPSON, Treasurer and General
Manager, 89 State St., Fiake Building. Boston
Mass.
__oct22'ln

ALL KINDS OF

TIM* table

Leave New York from foot of Liberty street.
North Hirer.
For Philadelphia at 4.00.. 7.45, 9.00, 10.00,
11.30 with dining car, a. m., 1.30, 2.15, 3.30
with dining car 4.00, 5.00, 6.00. 7.80 p. m.
12.15 night. Sundays—9.00, 10.30, ll.so
with dining ear a. m. 1.30, 3.30 with dining
car 5.00, 6.00. p. m.. 12.15 night
For Baltimore and Washington daily at 9.00,
11.30 with diningear a. m.; 1.30. 3.30, dining
car 5.00 p. in.. 12.13 night.
Parlor cars an" day traina-'Sleepers on nighi
trains.
Tickets via this line are on sale at principal
i
! Bailvnad offices throughout New York and New
! England.
Boston office, 211 Washington street.
j
I
dec 2 2
dtf

For through Tickets to all points West, and
South, appiv to S. E. COEDWELL, Ticket
Agent. Portland. Me.
3. W. PETEKS. Sunt.
C. J. WIGGIN, Gen'l Ticket Agent.
oct5
dtf.

at 7

season

trains for points beyond.
Through tickets for Providence, Lowell,
Worcester, New York, Ac.
Returning, leave India Wharf. Boston, every
evening, Sundays excepted, at 7 o’clock.
J. P'.XISCOMB,
J. B. COYLE,
General Agent.
Manager,
aepie
dtf

From

Order

p. ni.

All trains vestibuled from end to end, lighted by
gas. XInequaled dining car service.

STEAMERS,

From Boston every Wednesday and Saturday.
From Philadelphia every Tuesday and Friday.

-AND-

CENTRAL RAILROAD OF NEW JERSEY,
PHILADELPHIA & READING R. R.,
BALTIMORE & OHIO R. R.

PORTLAND AND FOREST CITY HARPSWELL STEAMBOAT CO.
Alternately leave
Wharf, Portland,
and after Nov. 2,1891,
MERKYevery evening, Sundays excepted,
o’clock;
for connection with earliest ON CONEAG, will leave Orr’s Island
arriving in
m.,for Portland and intermediate

OFFICE SUPPLIES

to

—VIA—

1891, Passen-

Ayer Junction,
Nashua, Windham and Kpning at 7.30 a.
m. and 12.80 p. m.
For Manchester, Concord, and points North
at 7.30 ». m. and 12.so
p. m.
For Rochester, Springy ale, Alfred, Waterboro and Saco Biver at 7.30 a.
m., 12.80 and
5.80 p. in.
a‘7 "'i0 awl 10.00 a. m„ 12 30,
F^’0,;hs“™
3.00, o.SO, 6.20 and 11.15 p. m
For Westbrook, Cumberland Mills, Westbr?'!^',I“rution.„an'1 Woodford's at 7.80
and 10.00 ». m., 12.30. 3.00, 6.30 6.20 and
11.3 5 p. m.
For Forest Avenue (Deerlne), 6.20 p m.
The 12.30 p. in. train from Portland connects
at Ayer Junction with
“Hoosac
T unnel
Boute” for the M est and at Union Station.
Worcester, for Providence and New York,
via “Providence
Line,” for Norwich and
New lork, via “Norwich Line" w ith Boston
& Albany B. K. for the West, and with the
New York All Kail via “Springfield."
Trains arrive at Portland from Worcester
at 1.30 p. in.: from Bochester at 6.30 a. m.,
l.oO and 6.30p. m.; from Gorham at 6.40.
8.o5 and 11.30 a. 111., 1.30, 4.30, 5.30 and 7.35

.Franklin

New Fork, Philadelphia, Baltimore and

Washington

STATION FOOT OFPREBLE STREET.

Casco

THE

—BETWEEN—
;

On and after Monday, Oct. 5,
trains win Leave Portland:
'or
Worcester, Clinton,

LINE.

BLUE

Finest and Safest Trains in the World

fer

On and after Nov. 2, and until further notice, the steamers of this line leave Railroad
Wharf, Portland, Monday and Thursday at
5.00 p.m.. for Eastport and St. Johu, with
above connections; Returning, leave St. John
and Eastport same days.
Through tickets issued and baggage checked
to destination. ^“Freight received up to 4.00
P
Tickets and Staterooms, apply at the Un-

—

ROYAL

PORTLAND & ROCHESTER R. R.

DIRECT STEAMSHIP LINE.

Spoken.
April 14, lat SO ION, Ion 68 SO W, brig Jennie Pninney, from St Pierre for
Portland, (foretopgallantrnast and malntopmast gone.)
March 25, lat 08 46 S. Ion 34 20 W, ship Servia. Otis, from New York for San Francisco.
March 27, lat 28 N, Ion 37 W, barque Guy C
Goss, Mallett, from New York for Seattle.
April 14, lat 34 N, Ion 130 W, sch Gov Ames,
from Port Gamble for Port Pirie.
No date, off Key West, sch Ella M Willey,
from New York for Sabine.

Made

RAIMtOAM.

BOSTON AND PHILADELPHIA.

York.

Domestic Ports.
NEW YORK—Ar 22d, steamer Aiaanca, Grifii n, Sautos; sch Wm Butman, Fitzgerald, Thori laston.
Ar 23d, sell Henrv S Woodruff, Hodgkins

fl
d

RAILROADS.

1,_

Meady, Portsmouth; John Douglass, Erskine,
Bangor; Harry S Lord, Kimball, Augusta; Lizzie J Call, Rawlins, do,

3-day and had part
obstruction to

00

SmeeiL Portland.
Ar 23d. sch Childe Harold, Manson, Boston,
(and cld for Portland.)
PHILADELPHI A— Cld 22d, sch H W Alacomber, Bray, Matauzas.
Ar 22d, sens B W Morse. Rodick, fm Darien;
0 I) Withered, Bearse, Portland.
Sid 28d, sell independent, Case, for Washington. DC.
Ar 23d. sch Scotia, Campbell, Sagua.
Ar 23d, sch Thos Boaz, Somers, Saco.
Cld 23d, barque Johu Swam Peterson, Cienfuegos; sells R I) Bibber, I inkham, Portland;
Colin C Baker, Baker, Bath.
Ar at Delaware Breakwater 22d, barque J W
Dresser, Parker, Buenos Ayres; sch Eleazer W
Clark. Goodwin, Matanzas.
Sid 23d, snip Jos B Thomas, Lermond, Snn
Francisco; barque J W Dresser NYork; sch
J B Coyle, Leighton, Boston; Belle Hooper, Sinnett, do.

luemuraima.

e r an

STEAMERS.

iT_

WILMINGTON, NC-Ar 22d, sch Seth M
Todd. Johnson, Port'.; a™,
RICHMOND—Ar 21st, sch Wide Awake, fm
Rockland.
BALTIMORE—Old 22d, sch Gen S E Merwln,

ughfare.

South of and close to the 8 feet spar on Dows
.edge, a red spar buoy, No. 12, has been set.
North of and close to Tliurlow Knob Ledge a
1 lack spar buoy, No. 11. has been set.
In Sheepscot. river, a 2d class nun buoy, paintd red and with white letters H I, has been set
< lose to the South-west end of
Hardings Ledge
red spar bnoy. No. 6, has been set off the
forth end of Merrills Ledge, in upper part of
iheepscot, river.
By order of the L. H. Board,
Frank Wildes,
Commander, U. S. N„
Inspector 1st. L. H. Dist.

t

Nellie Wood-

POST ROYAL,

Dunton. Portland.

Notice to

*

_

21st, sch Franks War-

—

TIME

...

72%
103%

LO 00.

WHEAT.

81 Vs

30

BOSTON, April 23, lS92.-The foliowine are
0-dav’s quotations of Provisions. Produce, ete.
Pork—Long cuts 00 00,614 25; short cuts at
)0 00@14 50; hacks at 14 50,%oo 00; lean lends
tt 00 00@14 50; pork tongues 17 00; butt pork

Friday’s quotations.

July.
Opening. 80Vs

14414
158%
17%

Boston Produce Market

CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE.

FOR

.New York..Rio Janero. Apl 23
Philadelphia .New York..Laguayra .Apl 23
Daula...New York. .Hamburg .Apl 23
Amsterdam... New York.. Rotterdam.. Apl 23
Nevada.New Yoik.. Liverpool .Apl 23
York.. Bremen.
Apl 23
Ajler.New
Etruria.New York. .Liverpool .Apl 23
rave.New
York..
JLa
Bremen_Apl 26
Bretagne .New York. .Havre.Ayl 26
Mareia.New York. Rio Janeiro. Apl 27
Waesland-New York.. Antwerp
Apl 27
Majestic.New York.. Liverpool Apl 27
City of Chicago New York.. Liverpool Apl 27
Mongolian.. .Portland. .Liverpool .Apl28
Siberian.New York.. Glasgow
Apl 28
Aurania ••••.. New Yorlt. Liverpool
Apl 30
Alaska.New York. .Liverpool .Apl 20
Devonia.New York.. Glasgow
Apl 30
Eras.New York. .Bremen
.Apl30
Gellert.New York. Hiunbvrg
Apl 30
Werkendam
New York.. Rotterdam.. Apl 30
La Lourain e. .New York. .Havre.Apl 30
Saratoga.New York. .Ha JrCard’sMeh 30
B lagara .New York. Hav& Sagua Apl 27
City Washingtr.New York. Hav&Mex. Apl 30
Caracas.New York.. Laguayra. May 3
Havel.New York. .Bremen
.May 3
New York.. Rio Janeiro.May 4
Vlgilancia
City of Paris New York.. Liverpool. May 4
Germanic
.New York. .Liverpoo
.May 4
Clenfuegos-New York.. Cienfuegos. May 5
Umbria.New York.. Liverpool.. May 7
Furnesla.New York.. Glasgow
May 7
Glengoil.New York.-RbrJaneiO. May 7

160
108

Prices. 3 1-lGc for 04xG4s; 2 >4c for 60x56s;
narket firm.

WHEAT.

Opening.

Mareia.

45,000
ip^ts.
ntures.253,000

■<,

1892.—Quotations—

FROM

>

lo 5

23.

OCEAN STEAMER MOVEMENTS.

23%
145

Deliveries.208,000

Friday's quotations.

Highest.

LIVERPOOL, April

Winter Wheat 7s4d®7s6d; Mixed Americat
Com 4s 3d. Cheese 64s.

I Stock.
5.000
! Sales.298;000
I

NEW YORK PRODUCE EXCHANGE.
PULLEN. CROC KEE & CO.

COEN.

market is firm; middling 3 d a; sales 60(X
bates; speculation and export 1000 b. ,es.

! ’roduction...200,900

COBKECTEDBY

90%
8y%
90%

(By Telegraph.)
LRPIVEOOL. April 23. 1892.—The Cotton

FALL RIVER,Mass.,April 23,1892.—The folthe print cloth statementfor the week:
Pi0C0s

—

Lowest..
Closing.

Foreign Markets.

owing is

...

Highest........

46

12%
27%
92%
Sugar Trust. 95%
do pid.
Richmond & West Poihi. 10%
do ofd. 60

Butter.

Mav.
90%
90%
90%
90%

10%
45%

..

Palermo
.3 00@3 75 Creamery.26®28
Messina-3 50@4 00 Gilt Edge Vr’mt.22@25
Oranges.
Choice.20/1,21
Valencia
6 00@7 26 Good.19*20
Florida
.3 60*4 60|Store.18*19
Kelly.3 76*4 001
Cheese.
!N. Y.fct’ry.. .13*13 Va
Eggs.
Eastern ext.... 15*161 Vermont.. 13 ®lsya
Sold.
iSage.14 @14 -s
Limed... .....

•Tuly.

nfd.123

fexas Pacific, new.
Union Pacific.
U.S. Express.
Wabash, St. Louis & Pacific
do pfd.
Western Union.

-..

90

75

St. Paul. Minn. & Maun.113
St. Paul & Omaha. 48%

Oil.

Opening.

pfd.

Ohio & Miss. 20
Ont. & Western. 19%
North American. 14%
Pacific Mail. 36
Pullman Palace.193
Reading. 58%
Rock Island.|86
St, Louis & San Fran...
St. Paul. 78%

...

Lemons.

"7

and 200 hhds, of which 26,000 bags and all tilt
hhds were to the United States.
Freights nominal.

144
118
31

for
Sld23d, sell Jachlm Cla -Damarlseotta.
sen App
Ar 28d, schs Henry
eby^ Mobile
Hoboken,
Fair Wind,LamGertrude A Bartlett,

__

tdi M

2 65%@2 90%.
stocks in warehouses at Havana and Matau
zas 28 boxes, 102,600 bags, and 3400 hhds
receipts for the weak 12,950 bags, and 48'
hhds, exports for the week 3 bx s, 33,000 bags

>

ft lumber.
ST PIERRE, Mart Schr Jennie Hall—3000
shooks and heads 4055 prs heads 58,540 stoves
30,000 ft lumber.

..

7e.

bags and bxs.

Money Market.

..

Foreign Exports.
BUENOS AYRES. Bark Elmirada—456,333

..

Cotton mar

Havana Market.

NEW YORK, Apr. 23.1892.
The following are to-day s
closing quotations
of Government securities:
22. Arp. 23.
April
New 4’s reg.....116%
115%
115%
-T i lLc,01"’.115%
Lmted
States 2s reg.100
100
Central Pacific lsts.106%
106%
Denver & R. G. 1st.118%
118%
Erie 2ds..107%
107 Va
Kansas Pacific Consols.11244
n 2%
ill
Oregon Nav. lsts.Ill
Kansas Pacific lsts.108

PORTLAND, Apr. 23.
Receipts by Maine Central R. E.—For Portand, 93 cars miscellaneous merchandise; for
connecting roads 141 cars.

!

firm; middlings

tRy Telegraph).

Bailroad Receipts.

3s..

firmjmiddling 6 15-lGc.
MEMPHIS.April 22, 1892.—The
ket is

..

Bates.

Produce.
I Kerosene. PortCpe Cran’s. hush. 2 25| land ret. Pet... 6%
Pea Beans 195*2 10
Ligonia. 6%
Medium do.
I Centennial. 6%
Ger. med... 1 76®2 101 Pratt’s Astral.. 8%,
Yellow Eyes.l 76@2 001 Devoe’s brilliant 8%
Cal. Pea.... 2 60®2 60!
Raisins.
Irisn Potat’s 35® 40c i Muscatel... 1 50*2 00
Sweets
S 50*4 001 London lay’r2 00.®.1 50
Onions—ha
iCnpura lay’r.S @9%
tivea.2 76@3 00 Valencia.
6ya@7
Geese.
14@loc
Sugar.
Chickens... 15®17tt> Ex-aual’ty fine
Fowls. 18® 14c
granulated_413-16
Turkeys
17® 19o Standard do.
4%
Extra C. 4%
Apples.
No 1 BaldSeed.
wins.176*2 25 Red Top. ..175*185
ating.2 25*2 50 Timothy:. .1 55*1 65
vap & lb..
8® 10c Clover.... 12 @16

is

scare!
HAVANA,April 23,1892.—Sugar was
Homcstake.!'"! !l4 00 during
the week and business dull; Molas3ei
Ontario..IHIIIssoo sugar, regular to good polarization, 2 12Va(g
Quicksilver.
31/2 2 26 gold
qtl; Muscovado, fair to g",, refin
.dopfd.1700 lug, 85
to 90 degs polarization, 2 06 Vi @2 18%
Mexican.
Centrifugal 92 to 96 deg polarization in hhds

Portland market—cut loaf 5%c ;confectloners’
7c; pulverized, 6c; powdered, 6c; granulated,
£c; coffee crushed, 3%c; yellow, 3c.

Large

(By Telegraph.'
NEW YORK. April 23. 1892.—The Cottoi
marketls'.uuiet; sales 300bales;; uplands7%
NEW ORLKA NS. April 21,1892.—The Cottoi
market is firm jmiddling 7c.
CHARLESTON. April 22. 1892.—The Cottoi
market is firm; middling 7c.
SAVANNAH. April 25, 1892.—The Cottoi
market is firm; middling 6%@7c.
MOBILE, April 22. 1892.—TheCotton marke

York Mining Stocks.
(By Telegraph.)
NEW YORK. A nr 23, lS92.-Tbe following
are to-day s closing quotations ot
mining
s stocks:
Col. coa!.
3i pa
Hockiue Coal..
13

Apphia & Amelia, Willard, Halloweli and New

York

ren.

Cotton Markets,

New

4

Sugar

—

...

Lower.

Betall Grocers’

bush;

Boston

Stocks and Bonds—Money Easy-Sterling

Exchange Quiet

17.001
.Receipts—Flour, 3,000 bbis; wheat
corn 3,900 bush: oats, 11.000 bush
rye, 1,000; barter. 1,000 bush.
Shipments—Flour. 4.000 bbis; wheat. ."8,
000 bush; corn, 170 000 bush; oats, 03,00C
bush; rye. 0.000 bsh; barley, 00,000 bush.
DETROIT, Apr 23 1892— Wheat, quiet ant
steady; No 1 mute, and No 2 Red cash 90y»c
Corn quiet and steadv—No 2 at 42440. Oats ar<
quiet and steady—No 2 W lute at 34c; No 2 a
33c. Rve—No 2 at 77c.
Receipts—Flour.
bbis: wheat. 6,000 bush
coru, 2,000 bush; oats, 1000 hush.

112
10S
106
105
110
110
98

gils. 1900, extens'nllO
"Bs, 1895-^1006 D’bl02
Leeds &. Farmington R. R. 6s, 1896.106
Portland & Ken, F. R. 6s, 1896
103
Portland & Ogd’g g6s, 1900, 1st mtglOS
T

Steamer CITY OF RICHMOND, (weathef
permitting), leaves Portland—State Street
Wharf—Tuesdays fend Fridays at 11.15 n. m.,
or on arrival of train leaving Boston at. 7
u. m.
for Rockland, Bar Harbor and Maehiasport.
Returning wilt leave Maehiasport Mondays and
Thursdays at 4. a. m., arriving at Portland
about midnight same days.
PAYSON TUCKER,
„_Vice Pres. and General Manager.
E E- BOOTHY. Gen’l. Pass, and Ticket Agent.
Portland, April 1, 1802.
da.
_

j

1

(1
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FOR
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PRESS.

Wfflcultjr

Mr. Hanson Han
NEW

ADVERTISEMENTS TODAY.

with the Pori

The Bailroad Hen Prepare far Legislative Agnation.

Mr. A. E. Hanson, dentist at Wood
has sued the Portland and Roches
ter road for damages.
My. Haaso 1
claims that he bought a round-trip ticke t
from Woodfords to Westbrook.
Th 9
conductor refused to accept it on the r«
turn trip on Friday morning. When Ml
Hanson alighted at Woodfords he wai ,
as he claims, pushed violently down b 7
conduotor Feeny, and otherwise violent
ly used; and then taken foreibly aboan 1
the train again by the eonduotor, bag
gage master and other train hands. The r
then brought him to Portland, where h ;
was liberated upon payment of the far j
demanded.
He claims that his ankl j
was badly strained in the affair.
Superintendent Peters claims that Mi
Hanson was attempting to evade payinj [
his fare and tried| to leave the train a t
the first station.
Conduotor Feeny ot
jeoted and only used necessary force t >
detain him and which Mr. Peters claim *
Mr. Feeny was justified in using.

Portland theatre.
Bosworth Relief Corps carnival.
rowing association.
City ball; Gilmore.
City hall; Primrose A West.
City hall i Hermann.
AUCTION.
F. 0. Bailey & Co.
FIFTH PAGE.
Farrington & Bickford.
J. R. Libby,
Eastman Bros. & Bancroft.
EIGHTH PAGE.
Proposals; mill and power.
3. 51. Dyer & Co.
The Atkinson Oo.: 2
H. H. Hay Si San.
Typewriters) W. D. Buok.

fords,

Cum icrland

New Wants, To Let, For Sale, Lost, Found
and similar advertisements, will be found under
their appropriate headings on page 6.
When Baby was side, we gave her Castoria.
When she was a Child, she cried for Castoria.
When she became Miss, she dung to Castoria.
When she had Children, she gave them Castoria
deoil
eodAwly
Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing Syrup has been
■sed over FHty Years by millions of mothers
for their children while Teething, with perfect
eucoess.
It soothes the child, softens the
Gums, allays Fain, cares Wind CoSo, regulates
the bowels, and Is the best remedy for Dlarrheea, whether arising from teething or other
causes. For sale by Druggists In every part of
the world. Be sure and ask for Mrs. Winslow's
Soothing Syrup, 2£o a bottle.

A
v/umoiv/u

see

capes.
Cumberland 3’s

day, putting

men

were

busy Satur

out grass fires on the West

purchase of a pair of monkeys.
tomorrow evening.
Dennis C. McCarthy took the pledg'
Gov. Burleigh has nominated Noble C.
Earl, of Portland, clerk at George C. Saturday morning for a year, and escapei I
Frye’s store, as Commissioner of Phar- a term in jail thereby.
The Red Men will celebrate Tamman;
macy In plaoe of Dr. H. T. Cummings,
resigned.
Day (May 12tli) with an exemplificatioi
Judge William L. Putnam and Mi's. of the secret work to the tribes in Maine
Putnam have been a few days at the at City Hall.
Parker house, Boston.
Several of the
Bramhall Lodge, K. of P., will oele
Supreme Court judges and members of brate the acceptance of the 400th mem
the Boston bar entertained the new Court ber with a grand entertainment and sup
of Appeals judge during his short stay.
per Thursday evening.
President Albion W. Small of Colby
The Sister Helen Marguerites realizet
University spoke at the banquet of the $225 from their recent sale, whioh sun !
1

will bo devoted

club in
Boston, Saturday. ^President Small’s
subjeot was “Character Building in
Schools—What, How and When?”
Saturday evening a number of friends
of Mr. and Mrs. George A. Decelle called
at their residen -.e, 245 York street, to
congratulate them on the 25th anniverMr. and Mrs.
sary of their wedding.
Decelle were the recipients of many

the

parish

liouse.

Carl Warren and Will Eaton were vie
in the Y. M. R. Club whist tourna

ment,

with a score of 49.

Under section three of the new ballot
nominations eanbe made as follows:
Each of the three parties, to wit: Re-

the clothier, wil
St. Bernard dog at thi 1
He has hat
Androscoggin bench show.
a fine collar made for him at a oost o:
$20, that can be seen in his store window
The contract for supplying the stove
galley and kitchen supplies for the light
house service la the first district for the
ensuing year has been awarded to O. M
& D. W. Mash.
The dredging in Portland harbor, be
ing done under the direction of thi
United States Engineers’ office in thli
city, has been placed under the superin
tendence of Captain A. W. Smart o:
South Portland.
enter his

Three parties—Republican, Democrat
and Prohibitory—may make nominations
in khe

splendid

following districts, viz: Portland,
six; Westbrook, one; Deering, one;
Brunswick, one; Gorham, one; Bridgton,
ooe; Windham and Pownal, one; Casco,
Otisfield and Harrison, one; Gray and
Now Gloucester, one; Falmouth and
Cumberland, one: Sebago, Naples and
Raymond, one; Yarmouth and North
There were
Yarmouth, one; Sc»rboro, one for 1893.
(Harpswell does not vote thi3 year.)
drunkenness.
Ann.

ment next

George Sfcolfleld.
The Richmond (Me.) correspondent of
the Pbess says that a letter has been received in that place from'a gentleman
who was in

Yokohama, Japan, when the
George SkolAeld arrived. The letter was
dated March 18th. The writer boarded
the Skolfield the day after her arrival.
He found that she was 231 days from
New York, had experienced a rough passage and had Ave cases on scurvy on
board. The captain and his wife were
on shore at the time he made the call
and no further particulars were given.
The number of deatiis in this city
13, from the following

rents and substitute cedar posts, so as t(

for last week was

prevent accidents like that which hap
pened to Fernald & Sawyer’s Worses
About 75 posts will be required.

causes:

,-"Wards.-,
~

Apoplexy.
Brain, inflatn. of..

Cancer.
Cardiac thrombosis
Croup, mein.
Heart failure. 3
Infanticide. 1
Phthisis.
Pneumonia.
Uraemia.
Total. 2

—

ts

7-T

l~
j

—

—

l
j
1
1-----_

_
_

1

1

1

—

—

-----

..

a

2

1

3
3
3

~a~ 3

Monday evening.

day evening.
The
appropriation committee wil
probably make little change this year, ox
cept perhaps to provide for a chemica
engine. The salary committee think fa
vorably of increasing the teachers’ sala
lies, but not the police.
City Electrician Mason will have tin
iron lamp posts discontinued for arc cur

The Ileatli Kate

i
x
i
i
3
2
1
8
2

Tlie Odd Fellows' Anniversary.
The Odd Fellows’ celebration occur!
tpniglit in City Hall and a large attend
an e is assured.
The programme, whicl
has been printed, gives promise of ai

ii"
^

evening

of rare

enjoyment.

a

tnw

S
iuoucu
1

ucniYUV

at Bemis station

the Mountain division of the Maine
Central railroad about eight o’clock
Saturday morning. The up freight from
Bartlett, in charge of Conductor Nute,
and drawn by two heavy locomotives,
was at Bemis waiting the down
freight,
whioh was in charga of Conductor Win.
Grisley. There is a heavy down grade
at this point, which is near the scene of
the accident about a year
ago, when
twenty cars were derailed. The brakes
would not work and the train* crashed
into each other, badly demolishing the
locomotives. Engineer Hubbard, when
he saw a collision inevitable, jumped and
Several
escaped with a sprained ankle.
oars were derailed and the regular trains
were delayed about an hour.
Fair and

The

Entertainment at Oakdale.

That Common Sense Sack
Suit, just the thing for
every day,
$10.00
A Cashmere

warrant it.

Long Distance Bfoyele’Reoord Broken.
Clarence Shadbolt of the
Brooklyn, N.
Y., Bioycla Club has lowered the long
distance bicycle record, made by Albert
Beers, of Boston, who rotje 12,580 miles In
twelve months. Since May last Shadbolt

ed

stylish finish,

15.00

Flannel

or

Saucers'large size, assorted decoration, at 11-2 cents
for cup and saucer; regular retail price $1.50 per
dozen. Plates to match cups and saucers 6 cents each.
OH-A-Tja MOKE

OJMES

BEAUTIFUL

colors

cut-away,
mixtures,

or

or

Cassimeres,

$12.00

Trousers in all grades and
at all prices; some good
2.00 and
bargains at

A
3.00

25.00 to $30.00

perfeet fit guaranteed, and the
fit, material and finish equal tf
any custom-made suit.

\

ENGLISH

CHILDREN'S CLOTHING.

MAJOLICA PITCHERS,
•;

/

>

shapes and decoration, three sizes, 1 quart, 11-2
quarts and 1-2 gallon. This lot for just half price.
new

Onr Children’s Clothing attracts the mothers, and our department is a place where they can bring the boys and fit them out and
at the same time do their own shopping; our line of Children’s
Clothing is large, and we hare suits at all prices.

15, 20 and 25 Cents Each.
No

more

after this lot at these

Mens

prices.

50 Bozen ENGLISH DECORATED BOWLS, assorted colors, just the thing for cottages. This lot 5
CENTS E 4.CH
25 dozen RUBY SALTS and PEPPERS, nickel silver

caps, would be a bargain at 10 cents. For this lot
only 5 CENTS EACH.
35 dozen ODD PLATES, all decorations,at 5, 6 and

7 CENTS EACH.

Onr

Spring Overcoats

going rapidly; our
ialty is a nobby
lined

one

Ton can
for
A

get

at
a

cheaper

good bargain,

too.

Furnishings.

You will miss it if you don’t secure some of those WhiteShirts
before they are all gone; there
is a big demand.
$10.00
“The Atkinson”
49c
one
“The Farrington”
47o
6.00
Flannel Outing Shirts
25c
Men’s Undershirts & Drawers 25e
are

specsilk-

■

AGATE AND GRANITE IRON WARE.

BOOT and SHOE DEPARTMENT.

For today and tomorrow we wiU make a special
discount of 15 per cent. This is to induce those who
have not used the ware to have an opportunity to try
it. After once trying it we know you wiU use no
other.

Here is Our

SPECIAL BARGAENS throughout the department

for

today

This Week.

Specialty

and tomorrow.

bas covered

12,685 miles, and anticipates
riding 13,000 miles before his twelve
months are up. He has rolled
up this big
in
mileage

and Double BreastSack Suits, of very

Single

7.00 A fine Dress Suit, for best, 18.00
Suit,
Has induced us to continue the sale today and tomoris
row.
We will therefore offer ONE CRATE more It great value for the money. A fine Tailor-Made
Suit,
ENGLISH DECORATED Handled Tea Cups and A nice All Wool Suit, sack
in Worsted, Serge or

being given
following days.

that date and the two
Much interest is manifested in this hall
both by the citizens of Portland and
Deering, and it is expected that a large
sum will be realized from the sales of
the fair and the entertainment provided.
Portland’s talent has volunteered to furnish entertainment during the fair and
each evening will introduce vocal and instrumental music, while various social
features will help make the affair one long
to be remembered. The young ladies of
Oakdale have undertaken to manage the
tables, and everybody may be sure of being glad that tlioy attended this, the
first fair ever held in the new hall,
ice
cream, cake, coffee and various other
kinds of refreshments will be for
sale,
and a general good time will be enjoyed.
Give our neighbors and their hall a good
patronage, as they have worked hard to

unwilling.

EN'S FINE id BUSINESS SUITS.

THE ATKINSON GO.

and entertainment

on

to the most

-OF-

hall at Oakdale will present a
appearance at its opening on May

bright
3rd, a fair

enough to say “buy a new suit,” but the majority of
always dread the operation ; it seems to many that the prices
are higher than there is any necessity for; it would be hard for
you to think the same of our stock of Clothing, for the prices

I

new

fine calf, handsewed, silk stitched,
fully warranted, for
A

rides taken around Now York
and Long Island.

city, Brooklyn,

j.

TIE ATKINSON COMPANY,

—

_

,££££$«£
ranted Hand
Sewed Welt |

_

IP

||themanafaodl. ■
tnrers hereUIf
▼ W “ VWI
_

_

by

agree

to

forfeit 95.00

All

dealers
$4.00 for

other

charge

PEARL, MIDDLE AND TINE STREETS.

the
Here is the

GREAT CLOSING OUT SALE

guarantee

that

same

thing.

accompanies

dies’ and Children’s Shoes in great variety.

each

foJoYto
5Sr
^ otherwl'ei
___

pair.

Hen's, La-

-OF-

Silks, Table Linen, Towels, Napkins, Quilts, Pillow Case
Linen and Linen Sheeting, for one week, commencing

Tuesday, April

26.

Great

preparations

OUR IT DEPARTMENT.

have been made

to close out $5000 worth of this stock at once.
Great
Bargains are to be had and we advise you to take ad*

vantage of them.

Rhadame,
Fancy Striped Silk,
Fancy Striped Silk,
Printed China Silk,

75c. Former price $1.35
“
“
85 and 87c.
1.35
“
“
93c.
1.37
“
“
----33c.
63
“
“
“----Checked
36c.
63
“
“
----- 1.06
Watered
3.60
S
“
8-4 Bleached Damask Table Cloths,
1.75
3.50
“
“
“
“
“
8-16
3.37
3.13
“
“
“
“
“
“
8-13
2.88
3.75
“
“
White Toilet Quilts, one more case,
3.75
5.60
Our great sale of Colored Dress Goods, Dress Trimmings, Dress
Button, Kid Glovess, etc., at half price and less, will he continued
till the goods are all sold.
We are closing out our entire stock and offer great bargains in
every department and the goods are selling rapid.y.
Colored Satin

Mr. Milo Gilson,
A stalwart toam3ter In tlia employ ot tha
Glens Falls, N. Y., Lumber Company, says
that both he and his wife highly recommend
Hood’s Sarsaparilla.
She
mss
falled to gain strength after
la
O
■ Hu (Mb & a severe illness, felt miserable, could not sleep, and had no appetite. When she took Hood’s Sarsaparilla
she began to pick up and was soon all right.
His own cxperlenco was that In the spring
he was all rnn down, had weakness and distress in the stomac h. Hood’s Sarsaparilla
n round
all
brought him amt
l3nowbetter
right, and he g
■■
and heavier
than for
years past. Thousands, yes almost Millions
of People, testify to the wonderful value of
Hood’s Sarsaparilla for that tired feeling
or weakness of mind, nerves or body. It Is
the helping hand which restores full health
and strength. Mr. John J. Scully, President
of the Seamen’s m
3 1
5
Union, 256 CatherQT
w w 11 a e
lno Street, Detroit, ■

3*

5

§m

|

^

Michigan, voluntarily writes as follows:
“C. I. Hood & Co., Lowell, Mass.:
Gentlemen: I feel In duty bound to tell

BBJB

a

of tho benent I do,lvod from n°od’3
sarsaparilla. I have

been troubled with nervous dyspepsia, was
tired nnd languid, with no ambition to
So I began
work; my sleep was irregular.
taking Hood’s Sarsapa*3S M' rllla. From the very first
It seemed to be Just the
thing for me. The nervout dyspepsia has
now entirely gone, my appetite Is excellent,
I can eat heartily without distress afterwards ; I sleep well,
and can now go about
—«—-a my work without that
tired feeling so frequent before I took

|5fe
W|

—

3

A_

It is easy

men

appeal

*

at

wees, i t ro:

The Methodist Preachers’ meeting wil
take place at T. M. C. A. rooms thii
morning, at 10.30 o’clock. Subject foi
discussion: “A practical plan for mutual evangelistic services in our churches.’
A St. Alban Commandery delegatioi
visited Jerusalem Commandery of Fitch
burg, Mass., Thursday, and partook of s
fine banquet, and presented the Jerusa
lems with a fine flag. A delegation visit
ed Maine Commandery of Gardiner, Fri

The

5

20 arrests last

It is said a peddler wk<
offers some kind of a preparation a
houses, threatens people if they will no'
buy his wares.
The Architect and Builder gives th<
colored plans of Mr. F. H. Fassett for <
cottage for F. H. Morse on Diamond Isl
and, and an engraving of Mr. F. H. Ken
dall’s from plans by Mr. Dorticos.
The Brown estate have renewed tliei:
offer to the city to exchange the slope o:
the Western Promenade other the unim
proved land and Mayor Ingraham wil
bring the matter before the city govern

About half-past five yesterdry afternoon an alarm of Are was pulled from
the bo* at the Grand Trunk depot. The
Are was in the coal barge Coaid ale,
owned by a A. Neal <fe Sons, the Allan
line stevadores.
She was lying in the
dock alongside the coal shed when
Officer Field discovered smoke pouring
from her deck-house. He at once had an
alarm rung in and then had the seow
towed to the end of the wharf.
The Are
was readily subdued by a line of hose
which Five ran out. A hole was burned
in the roof of the house, and the machinThe season’s work
ery was wet down.
here is about over and the scow was to
have been taken to Boston in a few days.

*

l

were

Saturday morning.
Mr. T. F. Donahue,

publican, Democrat, Prohibitory, can
nominate a full county ticket for four
senators, judge of probate, register of
probate, county attorney, sheriff, county
commissioner (one), county treasurer.
Representatives to the legislature can
be nominated as follows: "Two parties
only—Republican and Demoorat—may
nominate in the following
districts:
Freeport, one; Cape Elizabeth, one; Baldwin and Standish, one.

S

ant

Ivy Lodge,

law,

2

Higgins

second with a score of 45.
D. of R., will entertah
Bath and Brunswick Daughters of Re
bekah, May 14th. Woodbine Lodge wil
entertain Mizpah of South Portland
May 7th.
Deputy Sheriffs Gould and Woodsuir
seized a large quantity of hard cide:
from William P. and Patrick McSweenej
Friday. The case was continued in cour ;
Hill

Cumberland County Nominations.

1

o

tors

presents appropriate to the occasion.

Diseases.

towards the erection

Damaged

on

ern

Massachusetts Schoolmaster’s

-S
vj.

freight trains occurred

Promenade.
It was mild Saturday morning, followei I
Miss Henrietta Rice sails for Florence, by squalls and oold northwest winds
Italy, la August.
Yesterday was bright and cool.
Miss Louise Brown, of State street, will
The Women's Literary Union ha i
leave the middle of August for Europe.
passed resolutions thanking the press o E
Col. J. X>. Anderson, of Togus, Was at the city for courtesies.
The annual election and dinner of th >
the FaJramith hotel Saturday.
JJtr. Patriok McGowan was somewhat Loyal Legion will come off at the Fal
better yeptexday.
mouth Hotel May 4th.
Jfisa Ktaiy McCobb will amuse the
The Labrador of the Dominion line i i
people ef Auburn, Wednesday evening, due. The Mongolian, the last steamc
of the Allan line, will sail Thursday.
wfth Mrs, Jarley’s Wax work.
W. H, Clifford, Esq., is to address the
The “boo,” so-called, at Deering Park
Lewiston Young Men’s Democratis olub, is to he added to this summer by th'

uoaiaaie ueis

$

Demis.

The ohief and members of the boart
of engineers are looking after the fire es

Personal.

me

-IK THE-

FREIGHT TRAINS COLLIDE.
Badly

the--

Special Bargain Sale!

The Railroad Hen’s Union.

Locomotives

SUCCESS

<—-attending

In the last two months the Steam Railroad Men’s Union have paid out $175 in
relief to slok or distressed brothers.

Two

_tebSMW&F&wiy

For arKiitionai Locai News
Fifth Page.

A large and enthusiastic meeting et
delegates from the Brotherhood ef Looomotive Engineers, Firemen’s Brotherhood and Steam Railroad Men's Proteetlve Union was held in this city yesterday afternoon, at Columbia Hall. The
proceedings were notpnblio, but it is un>
derstood that their objeot was to further
au agitation for certain legislation which
is to be asked of the nest State Legislature.
Additional safety appllanoes,
weekly wages, and the repeal of what ll
known as the “conspiracy law*—a law
put upon the statutp hooks a few years
ago to punish striking laborers who
should in any way make it difficult for
other laborers to take their placeB— are
the main things which are to be asked
for.

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

~THE~<GREAT

BRIEF JOTTINGS.

Testerday' wag Low Sunday.
Ivanhoe Lodge K. of P. will confer th
rank of Esquire to-morrow evening.
Work was begun Saturday on the foun
dation of the plush mill.

I

ADVERTISEMENTS,

LABOR NOTES.

land-and Rochester,

AMUSEMENTS.

_

DAMAGES.

—

Hood’s Sarsapariila

I

have taken six bottles and recommend it as
fixing of J?£ediciue»»” J. J. SCULLY.

the

HOOD’8 PILLS cure liver ills, constipation,
biliousness, Jaundice, sick headache, indigestion.

...

-----

DYER efe

apr24

The Largest

Order ETer Given to

Typewriters.

;

27.—Tho War Deparl
tho United States at Washington de
sired to purchase 160 typewriters, and estat
Ilshed a board of experts to pass upon all th >
typewriters in competition, and after a thoi
ough examination it was decided that th
Smith Premier Typewriter, manufactured a
Syracuse, N. Y., was the machine that stoo t
the highest in point of improvements an
mechanical construction, consequently th
order for 150 typewriters waB awarded to th >
Smith Premier Typewriter Company.

■Washington, March

l
!

W.

D.

apr25

BUCK, Agent 1

278 Middle Street.

__dlw

Proposals for Construction

o1

HIIII and power at Sonth

HSe

“CAMBRIDGE HAT”
the Hat that is making the greatest

run

in Boston.

The Harrington,
Youman,

Strand,

Imported

PAINT. 01 CENT
invested in

ment of

Our Hat department deserves your attention this week.
have received a consignment of the

Crush,

Boston Derby,

a

postal card and mailed to us will
bring to you color cards or circulars giving points in regard to
the following Paints and Wood

Bicycle,
Yachting

and

Tennis

Stains:

Caps.

_

the leading Juvenile
Turbans and Sound Caps ; ask to
the “Oxford” for the smaller boys.
Our

PIERCE'S HOUSE PAINTS.
LAVA FLOOR PAINTS.
PIERCE’S ENAMEL PAINTS.
PIERCE’S WOOD STAINS.
HANSOM CARRIAGE PAINTS.
AGATE HOUSE PAINTS.
DECK PAINTS FOR YACHTS.

French

Hammock,
Flanges,

Children’s

department contains

Styles, including School Caps,
see

Portland.

•t

H. H. HAY & SON.
PROPOSALS will be received unU i

SEALED
noon, April aoth

tho erection of Mil
Building. Engine and Boiler House: also. En
and Feed PumP, lor Portland Plus]

gbie.^Boiler

for

Plans and specifications may he seen at th
office of lisley & Onunnlngs. First Nations
Bank Building, Portland, Me-, where proposal
shall be sent.
The company reserve the right to reject an;
or all bids.
apv2641w

I

Middle Street.
apr25

_lstorSthpdtf

The Union Mutual Life Insurance
Co. admits of no superior iri point of
stability and advantageous features.
It is distinctively a Maine Company,
and, as such, yourself and every
other citizen should take an interest
in its success.

Middle, Pearl and Vine Streets.
ISAAC C. ATKINSON,

GEN’L MANAGE!?.

